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FOREWORD

The celebration of the Centenary of the birth of Annie 
Bes&nt provides the opportunity of presenting an all-round 
survey of her character and activities by men and women in 
various parts of the world, some of whom were appreciative 
observers of the qualities that had made her famous, others of 
whom were collaborators in the phases of human service that 
have made the occasion one of world observance.

For centuries to come the many aspects of her dynamic 
life, always at the level of heroic nobility and self-forgetfulness, 
and always with the aim of the highest service of humanity 
without distinctions of any kind, will be a subject of research 
and interpretation. Whatever the angle of appreciation or 
criticism from which Annie Besant’s character and quality and 
actions may be viewed, the source of such study is fairly certain 
to be her Autobiography, for the filling out and preservation of 
which, within sight of the centenary of her birth, Dr. G. S.
Arundale, her successor as President of The Theosophical 
Society, will be gratefully remembered by students of the lives 
of eminent men and women.

To the Autobiography Dr. Besant herself added an account 
of the political activities in which she was engaged, in “ India:
Bond or Free?" a book which is not only a personal document 
of fascinating literary and human interest, but a treasury of 
history ancient and modern.

But autobiography is incomplete without some indication 
of the reaction of the recorded life in others; without a Greek 
chorus interpreting and applying the drama of a life. It is the 
hope of the Besant Centenary Celebrations Committee and of 
the Editor of this Book that the echoes and reflections of Mrs.
Besant’s long, unique and always beneficent career contained 
in it will not only carry her own idealistic enthusiasm to the

II
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FOREWORD

imaginations and lives of some today who have not had the 
felicity of seeing and hearing her, but may pass on to future 
generations an enriching accompaniment of overtones and 
undertones to her own saga of service.

The invitation for contributions to the Annie Besant 
Centenary Book offered contributors their congenial choice out 
of the numerous and varied activities of the subject of the 
volume. This was calculated to give authenticity to the contri
butions. I t  has also given a valuable diversity in the bringing 
out of the significances of the events of Mrs. Besant’s life from 
various points of view, with necessary repetition of facts, and 
variety of interpretation.

Survivors of Mrs. Besant’s formative period up to the 
transfer in 1893 of her main interests to India, have, with the 
passing of time from the late Victorian era, been reduced to 
two: Bernard Shaw and Lord Pethiek-Lawrence. An effort to 
secure a contribution from the 91-years-old dram atist and 
publicist brought the suggestion to use his article on Mrs.
Besant’s Fabian phase, which was published some years ago.
This we have done. We have done the same, lacking the physical 
presence of her famous fellow-worker in good causes, with an 
article by George Lansbury, in which he writes of problems that 
have since resolved themselves, but leave the genius and spirit 
of Annie Besant as a perpetual pride and guide to humanity.
And we have added a “contemporary iinial” out of the writings 
of her vigorous fellow-worker, Dr. G. S Arundale, who, had he 
lived until her centenary, would have brilliantly edited this Book.

To the fifty-four original articles in the Book we have added 
a  group of pithy appreciations from various sources and 
occasions, largely from the handy series of books edited by 
Dr. Arundale under the title “The Besant Spirit”. To ail of 
these we offer thanks Restrictions on paper have shortened 
the number of those who would have gladly added their

12
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appreciations to the Book But it is hoped that in time a second 
and enlarged edition of the Book may become possible; and in 
tills may be included articles from observers and students of 
the life and work of the subject which this Book may stimulate 
into expression. , , i

Among the many pleasures of compiling such a volume 
there is one regret, that, owing to various circumstances, the Cen
tenary Book of Annie Besant could not be printed by the press 
which bears what has been taken in India as an equivalent of her 
name, Vasanta (spring), At the same time the Besant 
Centenary Celebrations Committee expresses its appreciation 
of the helpful and generous facilities and conditions afforded by 
the Associated Printers, Madras.

Thanks are due to The Theosophical Society, The Theoso- 
phical Publishing House, Adyar, and to Srimati Rukmini Devi, 
for the use of photographs of Dr, Besant at various times of 
her life. These are not always coincidental with the text beside 
which they are included; but of themselves form a charming 
and illuminating study of the development of the physical 
instrument of a unique character

The transition of India on August 15, (when the Book 
was almost completely through the press) from an alien- 
governed to an indigenously governed country, though not the 
undivided India for which Dr. Besant pioneered and laboured 
for a generation, has changed to fulfilment the anticipations 
and hopes expressed many times in the Book. Readers will 
make due allowance for the change of circumstances.

J. H. C.
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page line
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69 5 after set insert of.
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84 4 for declaration read delegation.
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132 12 for be read do.
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A few others are obvious.
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THE DIAMOND SOUL OF ANNIE BESANT
BY € . JUXARAJADASA

A long-time collaborator with Dr Annie Besant opens this 
tribute to her in a biographical summary of her career, 
whose phases underlie the arrangement of this booh.

I t is rarely th a t there appears among mankind a soul of 
the quality of Dr. Besant, a quality I want to describe with the 
simile of a diamond. A diamond is the hardest mineral that 
we have; one can hardly break it with a hammer. Another 
characteristic of a  diamond is tha t it has many facets, arid a 
polished diamond gives out colour after colour as it is turned 
to the light, for the colours of the solar spectrum are reflected 
through its many facets. In  the same way, a diamond soul is 
unbreakable, has the quality of incredible resistance, and a very 
great capacity for work in many aspects of activity. I t  is this 
last quality I wish to bring out—the many-faceted aspects of Dr.
Besant’s life and work.

We find her first as a devout Christian, accepting the-truths 
of Christianity blindly without doubt or enquiry. Then came 
the awakening. She had difficulty in understanding certain 
teachings in the Gospels which describe the incidents of the 
Christ's life, and she therefore made four columns and entered 
side by side passages from the four Gospels, and found tha t they 
did not tally. This seemed strange to her, as the Gospels were 
supposed to be inspired by the Holy Ghost and to represent the 
true Gospel, the revelation of God, which should be accepted.
From that time began her phase of doubt, and finally her leaving 
the Christian faith. She became an atheist, for there was for 
her no God.

But an outstanding characteristic of hers shone out from 
those days onward, namely, her passionate denunciation of

3
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THE DIAMOND SOUL OF ANNIE BESANT

oppression. She became the champion of all the oppressed in 
dividuals and causes she came across, in any part of the world.
Thus we see her in 1888 taking up the cause of the match- 
girls in one of the factories in London (Bryant and May’s).
They were underpaid and many suffered from phosphorous 
poisoning in the jaws. Dr. Besant in “The Link” published the 
facts; legal action was threatened and the girls were bullied 
to find out who gave her the information. The girls were 
pressed to sign a statement denying the facts revealed and then 
all fiame out on strike. Dr. Besant and others stirred up public 
opinion, appealed to members of Parliament, and worked hard 
till the whole problem was brought before the minds of the pub
lic, and such pressure was brought to bear upon the manage
ment of the factory that they gave way. The match-girls won 
their demands I t  was after this that the Match-makers’ Union 
was established, of which Dr. Besant was the Secretary for some 
years.

We find her again in the year 1879, from far away taking 
up the cause of Afghanistan and India in a pamphlet entitled 
“England, India and Afghanistan”.

The next phase in her life is marked by her belief that since 
religion gave no help and no opportunity to mankind for 
advancement, the only possible solution seemed to be in science, 
so she took up scientific study. Her plan was to take the degree 
of B.Sc. and later that of a Bachelor of Medicine. She passed 
the Matriculation examination of London University, and then 
the Intermediate examination with honours in all subjects re
quired. We see therefore tha t she had a very good scientific 
training. But why did she not go on to the examination of 
B.Sc.? She has explained. There was* one examiner in the 
University who told her beforehand that however brilliantly she 
might do the papers which were set, he would not pass her, 
because he had a strong antipathy towards her atheism and to

4 J '



C. JINARAJADASA

certain of her activities for the masses, which tie considered 
immoral; so she had to give up studying for the degree.

But she did not only study science, she did something much 
more directly important. She began teaching science, for 
science to her was the gospel of truth. Vve find her issuing 
manual after manual, each quite small, as the result of ceitain 
classes which she conducted. They are like the text-books for 
the S.S.L.C., and worth reprinting now, with of course changes. 
At this time, then, she tried to make science popular.

This period was soon followed by that of the famous 
Knowlton pamphlet. A certain Knowlton had published in the 
U.S.A. a  pamphlet on birth-control, which had been reprinted 
in England in 1833, and no one had made any objection. Then 
a man in Bristol reprinted it in 1884, adding some pornographic 
illustrations not in the original. He was prosecuted by the 
police for publishing immoral literature, and Mr. Bradlaugh and 
Dr. Besant saw in this action of the police a point of danger 
for freedom of thought. What did they do? They printed a 
new edition of the original pamphlet, without the illustrations, 
opened a small shop and notified the police tha t on a certain 
day they would sell the pamphlet to the public, and so faced 
prosecution. They were prosecuted, and for the first time 
Dr, Besant appeared in court to plead her own case. 
The case was lost, but later she and Mr. Bradlaugh won on an 
appeal to a higher court on a technical legal point. The police 
prosecution was not resumed, and the moment the case for free
dom of thought was won, they withdrew the pamphlet.

In this phase of her life as an atheist, Dr. Besant delivered 
some brilliant lectures on Atheism. She did not believe in God; 
she believed that it was only through science that there could 
be any kind of happiness for mankind. At this time an 
English poet, Gerald Massey, saw that she, though an atheist, 
was ever championing the cause of the oppressed, and he wrote

5
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THE DIAMOND SOUL OF ANNIE EESANT

a poem which is the more striking because he had never met 
her; he only knew about her. But in this poem he gave as 
brilliant a description of her as has ever been given:—

ANNIE BESANT—1879 
A GREETING

BY GERALD MASSEY

ANNIE BESANT, brave and dear,
May some message uttered here 
Reach you, ringing golden clear.

Though we stand not side by side 
In the front of battle wide,
Oft I  think of you with pride.

Fellow soldier in the fight!
Oft I see you flash by night 
Fiery-hearted for the Right!

You for others sow the grain; 
lo u rs  the tears of ripening rain;
Theirs the smiling harvest gain!

Fellow workers we shall be,
Workers for eternity;
Such my faith. And you shall see

Life’s no bubble blown of breath 
To delude the sight till death,
Whatsoe’er the unseeing saith.

Love th a t closes dying eyes,
Wakes them too, in glad surprise,
Love tha t makes forever wise.

■ '■ ■ '  ■ 6
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Soul—whilst murmuring, “There’s no soul”—
Shall upspring like flame from coal.
Death is not life’s final goal.

Bruno lives! Such spirits come,
Swords immortal, tempered from 
Fire and Forge of Martyrdom.

You have soul enough for seven;
Life enough the earth to leaven;
Love enough to create heaven!

One of God’s own faithful few,
Whilst unknowing it are you,
Annie Besant, bravely true.

It is interesting to note that in it Massey mentions Giordano 
Bruno, who also had battled for freedom of thought and expres
sion.

It was at this time that Dr. Besant was fascinated by India 
and wrote a very striking series of tales of children, “Young Folks 
Library,” published in 1885. In the first story, “Ganga and the 
River Maid,” she gives a description of India, this even before 
she saw India. Also she wrote stories about Hypatia and Bruno 
(she knew nothing at the time of the mystery behind those two 
martyrs), two characters who have left an unforgettable mes
sage to humanity. I wish to mention also that she wrote one 
pamphlet called, “A History of the Devil.” She could be very 
charming in her satire of the Christian traditions; this facet of 
the diamond is something very attractive.

In the next facet she is among a group of Fabians of the 
Fabian Society, of which original band two are still living:
George Bernard Shaw, and Lord Pethick-Lawrence. Dr. Besant 
took part in all the discussions and wrote two or three pam
phlets. The era of Socialism had started, enquiries were held

7
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into all the techniques of the various industries in England, and 
attempts were made to improve conditions. The gospel of the 
Fabians was to create economic changes not by revolution but 
by methods of constitutional procedure, bringing about results 
aimed a t by using law to change bad laws. I must here mention 
an interesting event which occurred about this time. For it is 
during her work with Mr. Bradlaugh tha t she learnt from him 
the constitutional method of agitation. Mr. Bradlaugh was an 
atheist, but he has become famous in the annals of Constitu
tional Law for tha t reason. He was elected a member of Parlia
ment from Northampton, but as an atheist he refused to take 
the oath of allegiance with the Bible in his hand, and say, “So 
help me God,” as was required. He said lie would take the oath, 
but not on the Bible, and he claimed his seat in Parliament as a 
member duly elected. He asserted his right to sit, but the House 
of Commons refused permission, as he would not take the oath, 
and declared his seat vacant, and so another election had to 
take place. Bradlaugh was re-elected. Once again the English 
procedure in Parliament as to the oath was challenged by him, 
and once again the House of Commons declared th a t the seat 
of Bradlaugh was vacant. For the third time an election took 
place and for the third time he came to Parliament, with hun
dreds of people following him and cheering him. Again he was 
not allowed to “affirm,” that is, without the Bible, and to take 
the oath in his own way. Mr. Gladstone was perplexed and did 
not know what to do. Finally it was decided tha t though 
Mr. Bradlaugh had been elected as a member, he had broken the 
law of Parliament, therefore he had to be punished; so they sent 
him to be imprisoned in the Clock Tower of the House of Com 
mons. Meantime everybody was protesting. Bradlaugh was a 
prisoner for only 36 hours; the law was later changed; a modifi
cation was made allowing people, not only members of Parlia
ment, to make an affirmation and not obliging them to take the 
oath on the Bible, rhus Mr. Bradlaugh came into Parliament

' g°3* \  . ' ’ ’ *' -
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and took his seat legally. Dr. Besant was by his side through
out all this turmoil, and learnt from him how to agitate to change 
bad laws by constitutional procedure, without resort to violence.

I t is a t this time tha t Dr. Besant came into Theosophy. She 
has narrated all th a t in her “Autobiography.” At th a t time 
there were only a few books of Theosophical literature, “Isis 
Unveiled,” “The Secret Doctrine” and “Esoteric Buddhism.” When 
Dr, Besant became a Theosophist, she did something which 
nobody else could have done. She took the tru ths of Theosophy 
from these books and presented them in public addresses, full 
of idealism and beauty. That is the remarkable gift which she 
had; she gave beautiful settings for all these wonderful Truths,
We find her always giving to Theosophical work an  aspect 
which never existed before. I think particularly of one lecture 
of hers, which I did not hear because I was in America a t that 
time. I t  was a lecture called “The Spiritual Life for the Man 
of the World,” given a t the City Temple; i t  is exquisite in  form, 
and there could not be a more artistic presentation of a gr eat 
topic. One can fake the lecture, analyze it section by section, 
and, see how the whole subject is presented with a perfect sym
metry. She had also given a set of lectures entitled “The Outer 
Court,” and then later “The Changing World.” All these have an 
artistic structure, and the second work plans for an ideal united 
world.

I think Dr. Besant can be described more as an artis t than 
as a lecturer of the professional type, because she does not survey 
any subject in its entirety, but gives a  definite presentation of 
it from some one angle which she selects, as a painter does when 
painting a landscape. While she gives Wisdom, she gives it in 
an exquisite setting. Of her many works, perhaps the one that 
will last longest is th a t most fascinating book, “A Study in Con
sciousness,” for in it there is a depth of philosophical presenta
tion that will fascinate many a generation to come.

■ ■.
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One brilliant contribution of Dr. Besant was her history of 
the French Revolution up to the death of Robespierre. There 
are many histories of the French Revolution, but this work is 
written by her from the standpoint of the people. Usually 
historians denounce the bloodthirstiness of the Terror, but they 
do not sufficiently stress the terrible sufferings of the masses 
which made this Revolution inevitable, for it was a Revolution 
of Hunger.

Dr, Besant once said to me that Robespierre is one of the 
great pathetic figures in history, for he saw an ideal to accom
plish but had not the strength to do it. Instead of the Terror 
being of his making, to her the Terror grew to be what it became 
because his guiding hand was withdrawn. Certainly the last 
pages of this history, describing the end of Robespierre, leave 
a profound impression on the reader s mind.

I pass on to another facet of her work, and th a t is the 
contribution which she has given when she developed the 
powers of clairvoyance. Here I can speak with some personal 
knowledge. It is interesting to note that while Bishop Lead- 
beater had to develop his powers slowly, step by step, Dr. Besant 
developed them all almost overnight. This happened in 1896.
1 v's first of die great investigations made by them jointly was 
into the conditions of the Heaven World. This resulted in the 
manual “The Devachanic Plane,” written by C W. Leadbeater 
who had already written “The Astral Plane.” Next came a series 
or investigations into the Early Rounds, which are all in my own 
handwriting as they were taken down during the investigations. 
t n 1896 ^ le “‘Occult Chemistry” investigations took place 
In 1907 seventy-one chemical elements were mapped out, 
broken up and followed into sub-planes. These two saw the 

various forces in the atom whirling at incredible speed, and she 
selected as her pait of the work th a t of following up the work
ing of the forces from sub-plane to sub-plane.

* 10
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Now we come to another facet, the Regeneration of India.
The moment Dr. Besant landed in India in 1893, she set that 
work before herself. She lectured on the best tha t is in Hindu
ism, she preached a new type of education, and she urged 
Theosophical Lodges to start new schools, and to keep the key
note of Indian ideals when teaching Hindu boys and girls.
Before she landed in 1893, she already spoke of India as her 
Motherland. That phrase is in a letter she wrote in 1892. I will 
mention one particular book which it will be very useful for all 
Youth Lodges to study, her “Lectures on Political Science," 
which give a clear presentation of what a student of politics 
sjhould know.

From early life she was “watched" by her Master and heard 
His voice. Once she was in despair and considered committing 
Suicide because of the utter wretchedness of her marital life.
As she held the bottle of chloroform in her hand she heard a 
voice saying, “Coward, coward, who dreams of martyrdom and 
yet cannot stand a few years of pain." This brought out the 
warrior spirit in her and she threw the bottle of chloroform out of 
the window. Later, one evening in her office in Fleet Street, 
when she was in much despair as T ruth seemed unattainable, she 
heard the same voice speak. “Are you willing' to sacrifice every
thing to find Truth?"’ and she answered, “Yes, Lord.” Then the 
voice continued, “You will find it soon.” A few weeks afterwards 
her friend William T. Stead, Editor of “The Review of Reviews”, 
sent the two volumes of “The Secret Doctrine” of H. P. Blavatsky 
for her to review. She read them; saw where Truth lay, and 
asked Mr. Stead for an introduction to H. P. B. Thus she found 
Truth, but it meant for her a heart-rending sacrifice, to part 
company from Mr. Bradlaugh and all her many secularist fellow- 
workers. When Dr. Besant became a Theosophist, many of her 
old. friends not only shook their heads but prophesied th a t 
Theosophy was only a stage to something further. The general 
forecast was th a t she would end up a Roman Catholic. This

11
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did not happen, as she had come a t last to Truth, To the end 
of her life she gave her testimony to the existence of the Masters, 
for she had found her Master,

This is a rapid description of this diamond soul flashing- 
out brilliant colours. May we all some day acquire something 
of that diamond-soul quality which was the very nature of 
Dr. Annie Besant.

What is the duty that we owe to each? It is the definite 
payment of . . debts; the duty of reverencing: and obeying those 
who are superior to us, . , the duty of being gentle and affection
ate and helpful to those around m , on our own level; the duty* 
of protection, kindness, helpfulness and compassion to those 
below ns. These are universal duties.

ANNIE BESANT.

12
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ANNIE WOOD, DEVOTEE AND ARTIST
BY ANNIE BESANT

Extracts from “Amde Besant, an Autobiography”, showing 
the beginnings in her girlhood of three of the personal 
qualities that distinguished her career: expression, devo
tion, beauty.

“The faculty of learning by heart, and the habit of dreamy 
recitation, made me very familiar with the Bible and very apt 
with its phrases. This stood me in good stead at the prayer- 
meetings dear to the Evangelical, in which we all took part; in 
turn we were called on to pray aloud—a terrible ordeal to me, 
for I  was painfully shy when attention was called to me;
I  used to suffer agonies while I waited for the dreaded words,
“Now, Annie dear, will you speak to our Lord.” But when my 
trembling lips had forced themselves into speech, all the nervous
ness used to vanish and I was swept away by an enthusiasm that 
readily clothed itself in balanced sentences, and alack ! a t the 
end, I too often hoped that God and Auntie had noticed that 
I prayed very nicely—a vanity certainly not intended to be 
fostered by the pious exercise.”

“In the spring of 1862 it chanced that the Bishop of Ohio 
visited Paris, and Mr. Forbes, then English Chaplain a t the 
Church of the Rue d’ Agnesseau, arranged to have a confirma
tion . . .  I was under deep religious impressions and . . . was 
decidedly a pious girl. I looked on theatres (never having been 
to one) as traps set by Satan for the destruction of foolish souls;
I was quite determined never to go to a ball, and was prepared 
to ‘suffer for conscience’ sake’—little prig that I was—if I was 
desired to go to one. I was consequently quite prepared to take 
upon myself the vows made in my name at my baptism, and to 
renounce the world, the flesh, and the devil, with a heartiness 
and sincerity only equalled by my profound ignorance of the

13
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things I so readily resigned . . .  I could scarcely control my
self as I  knelt a t the altar rails, and felt as though the gentle 
touch of the aged bishop, which fluttered for an instant on my 
bowed head, were the very touch of the wing of tha t ‘Holy Spirit, 
heavenly Dove,’ whose presence had been so earnestly invoked.”

. . .  My emancipation from the schoolroom (1862-63) 
was but the starting-point of more eager study, though now the 
study turned into the lines of thought towards which my personal 
tendencies most attracted me. German I continued to read with 
a master, and music, under the marvellously able teaching of Mr.
John Farmer, musical director of Harrow School, took up much 
of my time. My dear mother had a passion for music, and Bee
thoven and Bach were her favourite composers. There was scar
cely a  sonata of Beethoven’s tha t I did not learn, scarcely a fugue 
of Bach’s that I did not master. Mendelssohn’s “Lieder” gave a 
lighter recreation, and many a happy evening did we spend, my 
mother and I, over the stately strains of the deaf titan, and the 
sweet melodies of the German wordless orator. Musical ‘At 
Homes’ too, were favourite amusements at Harrow, and at these 
my facile fingers made me a welcome guest.”

14
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ANNIE BESANT, THE BUDDING ORATOR
BY HEESEU?

Extracted from W. T. Stead’s long review of “Mrs. B esant’s 
fragmentary sketches of her spiritual pilgrim age” published  
in  1885; giving a direct and intim ate account of the d is
covery of her ta lent as a speaker.

I t was shortly after her mother’s death that Mrs. Besant first 
began to speak in public. Her speech—the speech which revealed 
to her that she had the gift of speech—was delivered when she 
was still at Sibley in the parish church, I t occurred in this way:

“In the spring of 1373 I delivered my first lecture. It was 
delivered to one, queer as that may sound to my readers. And 
indeed it was queer altogether. I was learning to play the organ, 
and was in the habit of practising in the church by myself with
out a blower. One day, being securely locked in, I thought 1 
should, like to try how it ‘felt’ to speak from the pulpit . . .  So, 
queer as it may seem, I ascended the pulpit in a big, empty, 
lonely church, and there and then I delivered my first lecture.
I shall never forget the feeling of power and of delight that came 
upon me as my voice rolled down the aisles, and the passion in 
me broke into balanced sentences, and never paused for rhyth
mical expression, while I felt that all I wanted was to see the 
church full of upturned faces, instead of the emptiness of the 
silent pews. And as though in a dream the solitude became 
peopled, and I saw the eager eyes and the listening faces; and 
as the sentences came unbidden from my lips, and my own tones 
echoed back to me from the pillars of the ancient church, I knew 
of a verity that the gift of speech was mine, and that if ever— 
and it seemed to me impossible then—if ever the chance came 
to me of public work, that at least this power of melodious utter
ance should win hearing for the message I had to bring. . . .
And indeed none can know, save those who have felt it, what joy

15
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there is in the full rush of language which moves and sways; to 
feel the crowd respond to the lightest touches; to see the faces 
brighten or graven a t your bidding; to know th a t the sources of 
hum an passion and hum an emotion gush a t the word of the 
speaker, as the stream from tile riven rock; to feel th a t the 
thought th a t thrills through a thousand hearers had its impulse 
from you and throbs back to you the fuller from a thousand 
heartbeats: is there any joy in life more brilliant than  this, 
fuller of passionate trium ph and of the very essence of intellec
tual life?”

Better remain silent, better not even think, if you arc not 
prepared to act.

ANNIE BESANT
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MRS. BESANT’S PASSAGE THROUGH 
FABIAN SOCIALISM

BY BERNARD SHAW'

I t is perhaps a little hard on Mrs. Besant that the various 
phases of her public activity should be explained by others who 
cannot in the nature of things possibly know as much about 
them as she knows herself, and whose right to determine the 
order of their importance for her is very questionable. I can 
easily imagine a memorial volume of such explanations and 
estimates producing nothing in its recipient but a lively desire 
to throw it a t the heads of the authors. In risking this sort of 
impertinence, I at least do so with a very uneasy sense of its 
indelicacy, consenting only because, if I refuse, the work may 
be done by a less friendly hand. I have no fear of supplanting a 
more friendly one; for though it has not been my destiny to be 
anybody’s friend in this incarnation, my peculiar genius having 
driven me along a path in which all personal relations except 
those with working colleagues have been reduced to episodes, 
my personal feeling towards Mrs. Besant remains as cordial after 
a long period of years during which I have hardly seen her half 
a dozen times as it was when her association with the Fabian 
Society brought me into daily intercourse with her.

Mrs. Besant is a woman of swift decisions. She sampled 
many movements and societies before she finally found herself; 
and her transitions were not gradual; she always came into a 
movement with a bound, and was preaching the new faith 
before the astonished spectators had the least suspicion that the 
old one was shaken, People said “She will die a Roman Catholic,” 
which was their way of expressing the extreme of mutability for 
an Englishwoman. They were right to the extent that she was 
seeking a catholic faith; but she grasped tha t great idea suffi
ciently to know that Roman Catholicism is a contradiction in 
terms; real Catholicism cannot be bounded by the walls of

17
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MRS. BESANT’S PASSAGE THROUGH FABIAN SOCIALISM

Home. Her steps were rapid: she began as a clergyman’s 
wife putting  difficulties to Pusey, who missed this most moment
ous chance so completely that she was presently actively attack
ing the curious combination of Bible fetishism with a bigoted 
determination to see nothing in the Bible th a t was really there 
which then  stood in  the way of all religion in England, Then 
came a swift transition to the scientific side of the Freethought 
movement, excited as it then was by Darwin's discovery of tha t 
simulation of evolution by “natural selection” which seemed to 
atheistic freethinkers a conclusive explanation o.f the evidences 
of design in biological structure. My first recollection of 
Mrs. Besant on the platform is a meeting in South Place, a t 
which nobody seemed incredulous when hopes were held out 
by her chairman th a t the production of what would now be 
called synthetic protoplasm m ight shortly be expected from an 
Edinburgh laboratory.

At this moment the Freethought movement, until then un
challenged as the most advanced battalion of modern thought, 
found itself jostled by a revival of Socialism. The older Free
thinkers, to whom Socialism was only an exploded delusion by 
which Bobert Owen and his son had side-tracked and discredited 
Freethought in the first half of the century, opposed the new 
movement with contemptuous vehemence under the formidable 
leadership of Bradlaugh. But the scientific wing of Freethought, 
knowing nothing of the Owenite episode and having been led to 
seek economic solutions of social problems by Mill, Marx, and 
Henry George, found a life and hope in the new movement which 
was somehow lacking in promises of synthetic protoplasm, sur
vival of the fittest, and demonstrations th a t the throat of a whale 
was too small to pass Jonah down.

Mrs. Besant swept ahead with her accustomed suddenness 
and impetuosity; but it must have been a tragic moment for 
her, as it involved opposing Bradlaugh, side by side with whom 
she had fought all England in the cause of liberty of conscience.

18
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Of Bradlaugh history has so far given every description except 
the only one that fits him. He was quite simply a hero; a single 
champion of Anti-Christendom against the seventy-seven 
champions of Christendom. He was not a leader: he was a 
wonder whom men followed and obeyed. He was a terrific op
ponent, making his way by an overwhelming personal force 
which reduced his mast formidable rivals to pigmies.

Now at this time Mrs. Besant was the greatest orator in 
England, and possibly in Europe. I have never heard her 
excelled; and she was then unapproached. Certainly the com
bination of Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant was one so extraordinary 
tha t its dissolution was felt as a calamity, as if someone had 
blown up Niagara, or an earthquake had swallowed a cathedral.
Socialism had many colleagues to offer her who were more 
accomplished than Bradlaugh. One of them, William Morris, 
was a far greater man. But there was no platform warrior so 
mighty: no man who could dominate an audience with such an 
air of dominating his own destiny. Unhappily for him, she was 
right and he was wrong on the point tha t divided them: and, 
when they parted, his sun set in a rosy glow of parliamentary 
acceptance, even by Lord George Hamilton, whilst hers was still 
stormily rising.

In selecting the Fabian Society for her passage through 
Socialism Mrs. Besant made a very sound choice; for it was the 
only one of the three Socialist societies then competing with one 
another in which there was anything to be learnt that she did 
not already know. I t  was managed by a small group of men 
who were not only very clever individually, but broken into team 
work with one another so effectually that they had raised the 
value of the Society’s output far above th a t of the individual 
output of any one of them. They had not only reduced 
Socialism to a practical political programme on quite constitu
tional lines; but they had devised an administrative machinery

19
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for it in the light of a practical knowledge of how government 
works (some of them being government officials of the upper 
division) in which the other societies were hopelessly deficient.
This was exactly what Mrs. Besant needed at that moment to 
complete her equipment. But it could not hold her when once 
she had rapidly learnt what she could from it. To begin with, 
it was unheroic; and the secret of her collaboration with Brad- 
laugh had been that she too was essentially heroic in her 
methods as in her power, courage, and oratorical genius.
Fabianism was a reaction against the heroics by which Socialism 
had suffered so much in 1871: its mission was to make Socialism 
as possible as Liberalism or Conservatism for the pottering sub
urban voter who desired to go to church because his neighbours 
did, and to live always on the side of the police. I t recognized 
the truth for political purposes of Mark Twain’s saying: “The 
average man is a coward.” And Mrs. Besant, with her heroic 
courage and energy, was wasted on work that had not some 
element of danger and extreme arduousness in it.

Besides, considering the world from Shakespeare’s point of 
view as a stage on which all the men and women are merely 
players, Mrs. Besant, a player of genius, was a tragedian.
Comedy was not her clue to life: she had a healthy sense of fun; 
but no tru th  came to her first as a joke. Injustice, waste, and 
the defeat of ffSble aspirations did not revolt her by way of 
irony and paradox: they stirred her to direct and powerful in
dignation and to active resistance. Now the Fabian vein was 
largely the vein of comedy, and its conscience a sense of irony.
We laughed at Socialism and laughed at ourselves a good deal.
In me especially, as events have proved, there was latent a voca
tion for the theatre which was to give to tragedy itself the tactics 
of comedy./ I attracted and amused Mrs. Besant for a time; and 
I conceived an affection for her in which I  have never since 
wavered; but in the end the apparently heartless levity with 
which I spoke and acted in matters which were deeply serious,
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before I had achieved enough to shew that I had a perspective 
in which they really lost their importance, and before she had 
realized that her own destiny was to be one which would also 
dwarf them, must have made it very hard for her to work with 
me at times.

There were less subtle difficulties also in the way. The 
direction of the Fabian Society was done so efficiently by the 
little group of men already in possession, that Mrs. Besant must 
have found, as other women found later on, that as far as what 
may be called its indoor work was concerned, she was wasting 
her time as fifth wheel to the coach. The Fabians were never 
tired of saying that you should do nothing that somebody else 
was doing well enough already; and Mrs, Besant had too much 
practical sense not to have made this rule for herself already.
She therefore became a sort of expeditionary force, always to 
the front when there was trouble and danger, carrying away 
audiences for us when the dissensions in the movement brought 
our policy into conflict with that of the other societies, found
ing branches for us throughout the country, dashing into the 
great strikes and free speech agitations of that time (the eighteen 
eighties), forming on her own initiative such ad hoc organiza
tions as were necessary to make them effective, and generally 
leaving the routine to us and taking the fighting on herself. Her 
powers of continuous work were prodigious. Her displays of 
personal courage and resolution, as when she would march into 
a police court, make her way to the witness stand, and compel 
the magistrate to listen to her by sheer force of style and 
character, were trifles compared to the way in which she worked 
day and night to pull through the strike of the over-exploited 
match girls who had walked into her office one day and asked 
her to help them somehow, anyhow. An attempt to keep pace 
with her on the part of a mere man generally wrecked the man: 
these who were unselfish enough to hold out to the end usually
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collapsed and added the burden of nursing them to her already 
superhuman labours.

I  have somewhere said of Mrs. Besant that she was an incor
rigible benefactor, whereas the Fabians were inclined to regard 
ill luck as a crime in the manner of Butler and Maeterlinck.
The chief fault of her extraordinary qualities was that she was 
fiercely proud. I tried, by means of elaborate little comedies, 
to disgust her with beneficence and to make her laugh a t her 
pride; but the treatment was not, as far as I know, very suc
cessful. I would complain loudly tha t I wanted something that 
I  could not afford. She would give it to me. I would pretend 
that my pride was deeply wounded, and ask her how she dared 
insult me. In a transport of generous indignation, she would 
throw her present away, or destroy it. I would then come and 
ask for it, bare-facedly denying that I had ever repudiated it, 
and exhibiting myself as a monster of frivolous ingratitude and 
callousness. But though I succeeded sometimes in making her 
laugh at mo, I  never succeeded in making her laugh at herself, 
or check her inveterate largesse. I ought to have done much 
for her, and she much less for me, than  we did. But I was at 
tha t time what came in 1889 to be called an Ibsenite. My 
“Quintessence of Ibsenism” is an expansion of a  paper which 1 
read to the Fabian Society with Mrs. Besant in the chair. Those 
who have read this book and followed Mrs. Besant’s subsequent 
career will understand a t once tha t she must have felt as she 
listened to it  tha t this was not her path. She had a t tha t time 
neither lost faith in the idealism which Ibsen handled so piti
lessly, nor had she taken her own measure boldly enough to 
know that she too was to be one of the master builders who have 
to learn th a t for them at least there are no such small luxuries 
as “homes' for happy people.” The only permanent interest the 
Fabian Society or any other society could have for her person
ally lay in such advance as it  was capable of towards a religious 
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philosophy; and when I led this advance into a channel repug
nant to her her spiritual interest in the Society died.

The end came as suddenly as the beginning. The years had 
been so lull and passed so rapidly tha t it seemed only a short 
time since I had gone to a meeting of the Dialectical Society to 
deliver an address advocating Socialism, and had found the 
members perturbed and excited by the appearance of Mrs. 
Besant, who had long ceased to attend the Dialectical meetings, 
and who was still counted as the most redoubtable champion of 
the old individualist freethought of which Bradlaugh was the 
exponent. I was warned on all hands that she had come down 
to destroy me, and that from the moment she rose to speak my 
cause was lost. X resigned myself to my fate, and pleaded my 
case as best I could. When the discussion began everyone 
waited for Mrs. Besant to lead the opposition. She did not rise; 
and at last the opposition was undertaken by another member. 
When he had finished, Mrs. Besant, to the amazement of the 
meeting, got up and utterly demolished him. There was nothing 
left for me to do but gasp and triumph under her shield. At the 
end she asked me to nominate her for election to the Fabian 
Society, and invited me to dine with her.

The end was quite as startling. One day I was speaking 
to Mr. H. W. Massingham, then editor of “The Star,’* at the office 
of that paper in Stonecutter Street. I glanced at the proofs 
which were lying scattered about the table. One of them was 
headed “Why I  Became a Theosophist.” I immediately looked 
down to the foot of the slip for the signature, and saw tha t It 
was Annie Besant. Staggered by this unprepared blow, which 
meant to me the loss of a powerful colleague and of a friendship 
which had become part of my daily life, I rushed rcund to her 
office in Fleet Street, and there delivered myself of an unbounded 
denunciation of Theosophy in general, of female inconstancy, 
and in particular of H. P. Blavatsky, one of whose books—I
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MRS. BESANT’S PASSAGE THROUGH FABIAN SOCIALISM

forget whether it was “The Secret Doctrine” or “Isis Unveiled”-  
had done ail the mischief. I played all the tricks by which I 
could usually puzzle her, or move her to a wounded indignation 
which, though it never elicited a reproach from her (her for- 
bearance with me was really beyond description), at least com
pelled her to put on herself the restraint of silence. But this 
time I m et my match. She listened to me with complete kind
ness and genuine amusement, and then said th a t she had become 
a vegetarian (as I was) and th a t perhaps it had enfeebled her 
mind. In  short, she was for the first time able to play with me: 
she was no longer in the grip of her pride: she had after many 
explorations found her path and come to see the universe and 
herself in their real perspective.

This, as far as I know, is the history of Mrs. Besant’s last un
successful exploration in search of her appointed place in the 
world. I t  had many striking incidents: chief among them  the 
match girls' strike, “Bloody Sunday” in Trafalgar Square and 
its sequel, and her election to the London School Board after 
such election meetings as, thanks to her eloquence, are unique 
and luminous in the squalid record of London electioneering.
In  such experiences she lost her illusions, if she had any, as to 
the impudent idolatory of the voter which we call democracy.
I t has seemed to me, too, tha t the diplomacy and knowledge of 
men and affairs in the governing class which characterized the 
Fabians played its p a rt afterwards in her educational work in 
India. B ut here I am only guessing. After the inauguration 
of her career as a Theosophist, I dropped out of her saga. But I 
have not forgotten my part in it. My affections have two excel
lent qualities: extreme levity and extreme tenacity. I  do not 
like the proverb “Love me little: love me long”; but whoever 
invented it  had a very narrow escape of finding its true form, 
which is, ‘ Love me lightly: love me long.” And tha t is how I 
loved, ancj1 still love, Annie Besant.
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MRS. BESANT AS A POLITICIAN
BY GEORGE LANSBGRY

It is not possible to write of Mrs. Besant as a politician; she 
never was one in the sense that most of us understand the 
time-serving persons we know as politicians*

In all the work. I have known her engaged in, Mrs. Besant 
has always been in the very forefront of the Reform movement.
She has never occupied the half -way house, but always stood 
for the tru th—the whole truth— and has invit< her followers 
to follow the star wherever it might , lead them.

To write fully about her activities in the social and political 
life of Britain would be to write almost in full the story of social 
and political change from 1874 to the time she left for India,
There was no movement in which she did not take a prominent 
and distinctive part; and all through her long stay in India her 
interest in great social and political questions never died down.
Witness her speeches on behalf of Woman Suffrage in England 
during 1913 and 1914 and her action during the building trade 
lock-out of those years. I have heard her lecture to great audi
ences in the Hall of Science and in St. James’s Hall; heard her 
address mass meetings in the London parks and in Trafalgar 
Square, and a t all these gatherings she dealt with live questions 
of the day. I t  is interesting to recall the fact tha t her first public 
lecture dealt with “The Political Status of Women.” All through 
her career she has stood for equality of rights and duties for all 
men and all women. In the late ’seventies, when the Russo- 
Turkish struggle threatened to plunge Great Britain into war, 
she took her stand with those Radicals who, with the late 
Mr. Gladstone, strove hard to prevent the criminal fplly of Lord 
Beaeonsfield and his colleagues, who, in defence of what they 
imagined were British interests, rivetied for a generation the 
Turkish yoke on the Balkan States. Those who. struggled against
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MRS. BESANT AS A POLITICIAN

tha t policy have been more than justified by later events.
Mrs. Besant and those she worked with understood tha t neither 
the victory of Russian autocracy nor the perpetuation of Turkish 
misrule would solve the problems connected with South-Eastern.
Europe; that only the recognition of the rights of small people 
to live their own lives and manage their own affairs could bring 
peace and contentment to the world. During these years she 
also championed the cause of India. In 1878 she published a 
book “England, India, and .Afghanistan.” In  this book she 
exposed the mis-government of India and the folly of the Impe
rialist policy of Lord Beaconsfield as applied to tha t country and 
its neighbours in Afghanistan. In 1880-1881 she threw herself 
whole-heartedly into the struggle waged by Charles Bradlaugh 
to maintain his right to sit in Parliament without offending his 
conscience by taking the Oath of Allegiance in such a form as 
to have no binding effect. She took a leading part in the Irish 
Home Rule agitation, mainly in order to secure better condi
tions of life for the people of Ireland. She was a leading speaker 
and agitator for the starving East-End dockers and the unem
ployed. During these agitations she came very near to actual 
conflict with the police of the Metropolis. In her autobiography 
she tells the story of the huge crowd of men who, on August 2,
1881, but for her restraining influence, would have rushed Palace 
Yard when Charles Bradlaugh was flung with ignominy out 
of the House of Commons; and, again, on th a t Sunday in 
Trafalgar Square, afterwards christened Bloody Sunday, when, 
as if bearing a charmed life, she. unarmed and alone, marched 
through the cordons of soldiers and police in her determination 
to vindicate the right of “Free Speech” in London’s Forum. I was 
amongst the crowd on both occasions and know what we all
thought of her for her courage and devotion.

t  . '#■ >;■<* ■ ■ , ‘" f 1 ' •* * v , -v
During 1888 she came to Tower Hamlets to seek the 

suffrages bf the people as a candidate for the London School 
Board, Although she was to all intents and purposes a Socialist
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candidate, with Herbert Burrows as her agent, it was the mem
bers of the Tower Hamlets Radical clubs who secured her 
triumphant return after a campaign of calumny, lying, and 
vilification such as I never remember taking place before or 
since. Christian ministers denounced her and lied about her; 
stirred up all the passions associated with religious bigotry and 
hatred; but in spite of it all the common sense of the ordinary 
elector triumphed, and she was returned as a member of the 
London School Board.

I think the next few years of her life and work are amongst u  
the most successful of any she lived; for she secured by sheer 
persistence and personal endeavour a much higher standard of 
education for our children; but, more important than all ques
tions of reading, writing, and arithmetic, it was her work which 
threw into prominence the absurdity of trying to educate half- 
starving children, and laid the foundation for the splendid 
system of medical examination and treatment now existing in 
all our elementary schools, coupled with the establishment of 
feeding centres. Margaret McMillan, a t Bradford, was instru
mental in bringing the system to a higher point of efficiency 
than in London; but we who are Londoners will always owe it 
to Mrs, Besant that she first of all woke up public opinion on 
the subject and compelled the authorities to take action.

She did another piece of work which had far-raching 
results. Public work and public contracts in her days on the 
School Board were always carried out on the old Manchester 
principle of “buy in the cheapest and sell in the dearest market.”
Workmen employed directly or indirectly by Municipal or Gov
ernment departments were often worked long hours and paid 
scandalously low wages. Goods purchased by these authorities 
often came from workshops in which sweating conditions of the 
worst description prevailed. Mrs. Besant cut right icross all 
these practices by inducing the London School Board to insert

' e°^X
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MRS. BESANT AS A POLITICIAN

in all its contracts a clause that all goods should be produced 
under Trade Union conditions so far as rates of pay and hours 
of labour are concerned. The effect of this resolution was elec
tric throughout the world of Labour. Everywhere an agitation 
was set on foot to secure tha t all Government and Municipal 
contracts should contain such a clause, and although we did 
not secure all we hoped for, yet the great Municipalities and 
the Government have all adopted the resolution in such a form 
as ensures that, whether there is a Trade Union or no, a standard 
rate of pay and hours of labour shall prevail.

In addition, men and women directly employed by public 
authorities in the main secured the pay and conditions agreed 
to by the authorities on the one hand and Trade Unions on the 
other. I call attention to this piece of work because it seems to 
me th a t Mrs. Besant in this matter was a “Pioneer” on behalf 
of organised Labour. Men had the vote and elected councillors 
and others to serve on Public Boards, but few had realised what 
a great power for good or evil these bodies might become.

It reads rather a small thing to have secured standard rates 
and hours for people employed directly or indirectly by such 
bodies as the London School Board or a Government depart
ment; but it was a much bigger thing, for it is obvious that if a 
contractor for bridge material or for steel rails was obliged to 
pay proper wages and observe Trade Union conditions for the 
men engaged on the goods desired for a particular job, it would 
become impossible to keep these advantages from all the other 
employees engaged on the work. In  practice it is found that 
action by a Municipality on the lines we are discussing does 
secure a general rise all round; but the main point to keep in 
mind is the fact th a t Mrs. Besant, both in regard to the feeding 
and medical care of children and in working to secure tha t 
public wc . k should be carried on under proper conditions, did 
bring intb politics a new standpoint and one which has had very 
far-reao ling effects. I may here point out that in making a
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contract for the supply of labour with the London building 
Trade Unions for the building of the London headquarters of the 
Theosophical Society, she was only carrying forward one step 
further the policy she inaugurated on the London School Board, 
and once again has shown herself a “Pioneer” on behalf of 
Labour.

In 1891 Mrs. Besant gave up her work on the School Board.
I shall never forget the great mass meeting in Poplar Town Hall 
when all tha t was most active and earnest in the public life of 
East London came together to thank her for her splendid work 
on the School Board and wish her Godspeed in her new work.
Many of us made speeches; all our hearts were full of disappoint
ment a t her leaving us; and not one but wished it could have 
been otherwise. Her speech rang out clear to us all with a kind 
of clarion call to service, and in saying good-bye she bade us 
all to carry on our work in an unselfish, impersonal spirit for 
the service of all humanity.

In  1892, with some friends, I helped form a branch of the 
Social-Democratic Federation in Bow and Bromley. Mrs. Besant 
gave us a home in the club premises she had established for the 
“m atch girls.” Mrs. Lloyd, the splendid woman in charge, made 
us all understand th a t to her Theosophy was a law of life, which 
taught her th a t comradeship, brotherhood, love, were realities, 
and my wife and others of our comrades, with myself, can never 
forget the happy days we spent at th a t club. We were all in 
dead earnest—none of us old—and although we did not enter 
into the controversy about “spirit life,” or much care for the 
doctrine of “Karma,” we did one and all recognise tha t women 
like Mrs. Besant and Mrs. Lloyd were a t the heart of things, 
and tha t they did in very deed care for their fellow-men and 
women. This branch of the Social Democratic Federation, 
during its first years of existence, took up the question of self- 
government for India, protesting against the Briti sh policy 
which drained India for the benefit of Britain. Guided by H. M.
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Hyndman, we carried on a spirited controversy with, the then 
Secretary of State, lo rd  George Hamilton, and thus commenced 
our study of Indian and Colonial problems. We also used these 
premises as a feeding centre for the unemployed in 1892 and 
1893, and although we were only a handful we somehow seemed 
able to do the work of hundreds, and much of our enthusiasm 
and also our efficiency was due to the fact tha t we were housed 
in delightful premises and treated as honoured guests even by 
those who disagreed with us. We were all playing with agnosti
cism, but all had a profound respect for the consistently helpful, 
courteous treatm ent we received whilst tenants of Mrs. Besant 
and her friends.

There is one other meeting I would like to mention. I t was 
the occasion of Mrs. Besant’s first public lecture on “Theosophy” 
in East London, and was held in the large hall of the Bow and 
Bromley Institute, which was packed with an audience of con
siderably over two thousand. I was chairman of a rather tu r
bulent meeting, which, however, became quiet and intent as, 
with her marvellous gift of speaking, Mrs. Besant compelled not 
only attention but agreement, making us all understand tha t to 
her religion and everyday life were one and the same thing; 
th a t there could be no divorce between politics and religion, 
and indeed declaring the old truth, “We must all reap what 
we Sow.”

After this meeting I only heard of her work in India from 
newspapers and books until a few years ago, when the question 
of Indian government and administration came prominently 
before the public, and once more she plunged into the vortex of 
politics, not, however, as a politician, but as a “Pioneer”. She 
saw clearly, as she always had seen, th a t to build for the future 
it is neces' ary to build wide and deep; th a t if Britain and India 
were to remain united, the bonds of unity must be equality of 
treatmef fc of each by the other; that what is wrong in India was
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the spirit of racial domination—the idea of white superiority, 
and the claim of the white because of this supposed superiority 
to dominate and order the life of the Indians,

And so, like all pioneers, she has been in prison and in 
trouble. I am certain during her internment she was comforted 
in knowing that myriads of people, because of her past life and 
work, had benefited, and by the knowledge that the long, long 
pathway of reform which mankind has trod is strewn with 
shrines which people raise in their hearts to the memory of those 
who have suffered or have fallen in the struggle of mankind 
towards a perfect life.

Mrs. Besant will live in the future as a great teacher of 
great truths. I rememeber her most as a brilliant orator rousing 
me and thousands more to go out and work for the social salva
tion of mankind. I remember her toiling long, laborious days 
tha t hungry, starving children should be fed, tha t unhealthy 
children might be made whole. I remember her as the woman 
who stood almost alone amongst public women by the side of 
Charles Bradlaugh in his fight for freedom of thought. I could 
never agree with the Malthusian theories these two taught, but 
I bear their memories in respect and honour when I remember 
the blackguardism and calumny with which they were assailed.

And when, at the call of liberty and freedom, she ranged 
herself alongside the people of India in their struggle for free
dom, and when, as a sign of confidence in her and trust in her 
ability and capacity to lead them, the people of India elected 
her as President of the National Congress, she only did as she 
had done all through her life, stand by those who need a friend, 
giving her experience, her energy, her wonderful power of 
tongue and pen to those who are crushed in the struggle of life.
Long ago here in London, in 1885, a meeting was held a t her 
house to form a Society of Friends of Russia, to help the exiles 
from Russia. Kropotkin and Stepniak were presen t and I
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believe from this Society grew up, under the help and guidance 
of Dr. Spence Watson, the society called the Society of Friends 
of Russian Freedom. When the Russian people at long last 
approached their goal, Mrs. Besant, like many more British 
Socialists, joined in the shout of victory, and when Ireland and 
India take their place as “nations” with other nations of the 
world she will join in their triumph, too, for her fight for free
dom has been world-wide, for all peoples. Those who are mem
bers of The Theosophical Society must and will, I feel sure, res
pond to her call, that freedom cannot be confined to one race, 
but must be free to all; that the colour bar must not be a bar 
to brotherhood, and that brotherhood must mean that my 
brother’s welfare is my welfare,

I never pass the site of the old club-house in Bow Road 
without feelings of gratitude to Mrs, Lloyd and her friends and 
a remembrance of Mrs. Besant and her work. There is one 
simple reason. In  that club I  spent the first of my Socialist 
days, full of enthusiasm, full of faith, full of hope, full of con
fidence in humanity, and full of a kind of certainty that man
kind would redeem itself, and in that house met people whose 
ideas of life I did. not understand, but whose conduct in life 
made me realise tha t it is not creeds nor machinery—no, not 
even organisation—that will save the world, but that humanity 
will be redeemed when we who make up the great human family 
realise the unity and oneness of life and base our lives and con
duct on the recognition of our common brotherhood, by each 
giving to the service of all the gifts we have received from the 
days that are gone, and by so doing hand to the future a better 
time than we live in to-day.

I have had many illusions shattered since 1892; much dis
illusionment about myself; but in the main I would like to live 
most of the days over again, to experience once more the joy at 
a first Socialist meeting, to join in the big impersonal struggle 
for a fufler life for all. I love to think of the men and women
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I have known who have remained true to the ideals of life they 
preached. These far outnumber those who have proved false, 
for it is amongst the poor, the workers, that most of my friends 
have been found; but from all classes many, many men have 
remained true, in spite of great temptations to betray the cause 
of the people. It is good to remember the long roll of women, 
young and old, rich and poor, with whom I have been associated 
in the work of organising and rousing the workers and people 
of all classes. One of the best and bravest is the woman of whom 
I have tried to write, who, at seventy years of age, once again set 
out on a great adventure—the greatest, perhaps, of all her life 
—calling to each one of us to join her in the great work of 
spreading abroad the principles of Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, 
and bringing together in one great brotherhood all the nations 
of the earth.

It is only when the lower nature is entirely the instrument 
of the higher that the man will lead a life of great activity 
without the smallest wash to see anything which may flow from
his acts.

ANNIE BESANT

.1
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CHARACTER SKETCH OF ANNIE BESANT
B ¥  W. T. STEAO

For years Mrs. Besant was a fellow-worker in good causes 
with W. T. Stead, one of the most intelligent a t i  noble- 
minded of journalists. He had attained editorial front 
rank. When editor of the “Pall Mall Gazette” he received 
the two volumes of “The Secret Doctrine” for review. But 
these being beyond the range of his staff, and knowing of 
Mrs. Besant’s interest in occult matters, he gave the volumes 
to her. In her “Autobiography”, Mrs. Besant tells of the effect 
of the reading of them on her. “Home I carried my burden; 
and sat me down to read. As I turned over page after page 
the interest became absorbing; but how familiar it seemed; 
how my mind leaped forward to presage the conclusions; 
now natural it was, how coherent, how subtle, and yet how 
intelligible. I was dazzled, blinded by the light in which 
disjointed facts were seen as parts of a mighty whole, and 
all my puzzles, riddles, problems seemed to disappear. The 
effect was partially illusory in one sense, in that they all 
had to be slowly unravelled later, the brain gradually assi
milating that which the swift intuition had grasped as 
truth. But the light had been seen, and in that flash of 
illumination I knew that the weary search was over and 
the very Truth was found.”
Her review was published In “The Pall Mall Gazette” on 
April 25, 1889. Mr. Stead published his “Character Sketch” 
in a  series in his new “Review of Reviews” in 1891. The 
following is the “Sketch.” Following it is Mrs. Besant’s 
review.

One of the most difficult things in writing these sketches is 
the attempt to delineate the character of one's personal friends.
It is easier to do it if your friend has passed into the realm where 
the “Review” does not circulate, but if is always difficult, and 
sometimes impossible. There are so many things tha t you would 
like to say that you cannot say; yet, if you do not say them, you 
cannot quite explain why you think as you do about your friend,
A great doal must be left unsaid; and thus, although you. may 
express the conclusions at which you have arrived, it is next to 
impossible for you to justify them to the satisfaction of those 
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who only know what the writer prints, which is necessarily only 
a small—a very small—part of the intimate knowledge on which 
his opinion is based. Mrs. Besant’s case is a typical instance of 
this difficulty. I admit at the outset it is insuperable, and con
tent myself with pleading tha t even those who may most dissent 
from my judgment might reverse their opinion if they could 
but really be admitted to a confidence which is impossible in a 
publication addressed to all the world.

Annie Besant is now (1891), as she has been for the last 
four or five years, one of my most intimate friends. I had not 
the privilege of knowing her in her earliest phase, either of 
school-girl Evangelicalism or of young-woman Puseyism, but I 
knew her as Materialist and. Atheist. I know her as Theosophist, 
and whatever development she may pass through will in no way 
affect the sentiment of affectionate admiration with which I 
regard her. She is one of the three remarkable women of the 
apostolic type of this generation. Mrs. Booth, Mrs. Butler, and 
Mrs. Besant constitute a remarkable trio of propagandists milit
ant, whose zeal, energy, and enthusiasm have left a deep impress 
upon our time. Of the three, Mrs. Besant is the youngest, 
having been bora in 1847; and as she is not yet five-and-forty, 
she may live to take her seat, together with Mrs. Fawcett, in 
the House of Commons. Mrs. Booth is no longer with us.
Mrs. Butler, although a widow, stricken in years and afflicted, 
still tends the sacred fire which she has kindled in the hearts 
of men. But Mrs. Besant is the only one of the three who is 
still in her prime, whose last words have not yet been spoken, 
and whose ultimate development is still unknown. Last month 
her name was in every mouth, and the papers were filled with 
endless letters discussing the latest phase of her progress in 
search of truth. Next month she is to start for India, not only 
as a pilgrim from the West to the shrines sacred to the wisdom 
of the East, but as a  missionary and propagandist of the faith 
which had Madame Blavatsky as its most conspicuous seer.
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The other day she was presiding over a Socialist Congress in 
Paris, next year no one can say where she will be or what she 
will be doing, except that, whatever she may do or wherever she 
may go, one thing only is quite certain, she will be animated by 
a passionate love and sympathy for the poor and oppressed, and 
she will command the enthusiastic affection of all those who 
come near enough to her to know her as she really is.

Yet Mrs. Besant, one of the half-dozen women who have 
stamped the impress of their strong and vivid personality upon 
their own time, is one to whom, until but the other day, it was 
considered hardly correct to allude, except in the most distant 
manner, as if she inhabited another and improper world. When 
I started this “Review” I  had to put my foot down, before the 
first number saw the light, on an attempt to enforce even in 
these pages the policy of boycott that still prevails in certain 
obscure quarters. Mrs. Besant; had written me a cordial little 
note welcoming the new “Review,” which was inserted among 
the other letters which I received from the eminent men and. 
women of the day. The business side of the “Review” remon
strated. “Was very sorry, you know, really. Great regard for 
Mrs. Besant, but business is business, and it would never do, 
and especially in the first number, to parade her name. Couldn’t  
Mr. Stead leave it over till February?” To which the editorial 
side replied as might be expected, only to elicit the further pro
test: “Well, of course, if you 'will, you must, but remember, tha t 
name will cost us hundreds of subscribers. There are scores of 
clergymen who will never allow the ‘Review’ to enter their 
doors if Mrs. Besant’s name appears in its columns.” That may 
or may not be true. If it is, so much the worse for the clergymen 
in question. Of course her letter went in. But the protest was 
interesting as illustrating the kind of prejudice which has 
existed about Mrs. Besant.

I t may be th a t even now some readers may have so little 
entered into the spirit with which every page of this magazine
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has been written since th a t first summary overruling of the 
protests against the publication of her letter, as to object to the 
selection of Mrs. Besant as the subject of this Character Sketch.
All th a t I  need say to them is, whether they be many or few, 
th a t when they have made a tithe of her sacrifices for con
science sake they may be in a  position to criticize. Until then *
they will do well to be silent, and endeavour, if they can, to 
catch a little of her spirit. Most of those who sneer a t her 
as if she were disreputable, or shrug their shoulders when her 
name is mentioned, m ight then perhaps come to be numbered 
among those who are worthy to unloose the iatchet of her shoe.

One result of the persistent boycott th a t has been m ain
tained against her so long by the papers is th a t one of the most 
charming and pathetic autobiographical sketches in our langu
age is practically non-existent for the great mass of the 
English-speaking public. Mrs. Besant’s fragmentary sketches 
of her spiritual pilgrimage, although published in 1885, is, I 
suppose, almost unknown to my readers. The book is out of 
prin t, and they will therefore be grateful for the extracts which 
I shall make freely from its pages. I hope, now the ice has 
been broken, and the great slow-minded public has wakened up 
a t last to the fact th a t Mrs. Besant is one of the most remarkable 
women of our time, she will republish it, with an additional 
chapter describing the later stages of her pilgrim’s progress. An 
authentic narrative of the soul-joumeyings of an  intensely reli
gious soul from Evangelicalism to Puseyism, and thence through 
Broad Church Theism to the flat negations of an Atheistic 
Materialism, out of which she has emerged, by way of Spiritual
ism, into the realm of Theosophy,’ is one for which we may 
search in vain in contemporary religious biography. Such a 
story could not fail to be full of suggestion in any case, even if 
the writer were obscure and unknown. How much more in ter
esting, then, m ust it be when it reaches us from one of the most 
eloquent of living women, who is still in the zenith of her powers.
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AMONG THE ADEPTS
Madame Blavatsky on ‘The Secret Doctrine”

Review by ANNIE BESANT

Pall Mall Gazette April 25, 1889

It would be difficult to find a book presenting more 
difficulties to the “reviewer with a conscience” than these hand
some volumes bearing the name of Mme. Blavatsky as author— 
or, rather perhaps it would be more accurate to say as compiler 
and annotator. The subject matter is so far away from the 
beaten paths of literature, science and art; the point of view so 
far removed from our accidental fashion of envisaging the 
universe; the lore gathered and expounded so different from 
the science or the metaphysics of the West, th a t to ninety-nine 
out of every hundred readers—-perhaps to nine hundred and 
ninety-nine among every thousand—the study of the book will 
begin in bewilderment and end in despair.

Let it be said at once that the great majority of average 
easy-going folk will do well not to begin the “Secret Doctrine” a t 
all. A certain mental position must be acquired ere any read
ing thereof can be aught save weariness and futility. The 
would-be reader must have an intense desire to know, and to 
know not merely the relation between phenomena, but the 
causes of phenomena; he must be eagerly searching for tha t 
bridge between matter and thought, between the vibrating 
nerve-cell and percipiency which the late Professor Clifford 
declared had never yet been thrown across the gulf that sunders 
them; he m ust be free from the preposterous conceit (that 
exists now as really for the psychical universe as it did in the days 
of Copernicus for the physical) th a t this world and its inhabit
ants are the only inhabited world and the only intelligent beings 
in the universe; he m ust recognize tha t there may be, and most
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probably are, myriads of existences, invisible, inaudible to us, 
because we have no senses capable of responding to the vibrations 
th a t they set up, and which are therefore non-existent to us, 
although in full activity, just as there are rays a t either end 
of the solar spectrum quite as real as the visible rays although 
invisible to us. If only the nerve ends of our eyes and ears could v
respond to higher and lower rates of vibration, who can tell what 
new worlds, more and less “m aterial” than  our own, m ight not 
hash into our consciousness, what sights and sounds m ight not 
reach us from spheres interblended with our own? A deep sea 
fish, aware th a t his comrades m ight explode if they were dragged 
to the surface, and knowing naught of life-conditions other 
th an  his own, might, if he were a rash deep-sea fish, deny the 
possibility of other intelligent beings inhabiting the upper regions 
of the sea or the land invisible to him. And so we may, if we are 
rash, deny all lives save those led on our globe a t the bottom of 
our air-ocean, and hum an deep-sea fishes had better leave Mme.
Blavatsky s volumes alone.

None-the-less is her book a t once remarkable and interest
ing—remarkable for its wide range of curious and ancient lore, 
interesting for the light it  throws on the religions of the world.
For as she unrolls the “Secret Doctrine” we catch sight of fam iliar 
faces in the imagery th a t  passes under our eyes, now Egyptian, 
and  now Jewish, now Persian, and now Chinese, now Indian, 
and  now Babylonish, un til slowly the feeling grows up th a t  she 
is showing us the rock whence all these faiths were hewn, the 
complete cosmogony whereof these have presented disjointed 
fragments. Inevitably the question arises: “"Have we here, from 
the Aryans who rocked the cradle of the world’s civilization, the 
source of all the master-religions as well as of the master-races 
of the earth?”

The first volume of the “Secret Doctrine” is divided into three 
parts—an exposition of Cosmic Evolution, of the Evolution of 
Symbolism, and of the contrast between Science and the “Secret
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Doctrine.” Of these the first will most repel and the th ird  will 
most attract. For the first is a  metaphysical treatise wherein the 
Hindu brain, subtlest and most mystic of all m ental organisms, 
expounds Being and the beginning of beings in fashion th a t no 
western intellect can rival. The causelss Cause, the rootless 
Hoot, whence spirit and m atter alike differentiate, is the One 
Existence—hidden, absolute, eternal, indistinguishable by us 
from non-existence in th a t it has no form th a t can enable us to 
cognise it. From this all th a t exist proceeds; in itself Be-ness— 
why not Existence?---then Becoming, and the Becoming alone 
can be intelligible to us. From this one primal element, whereof 
all phenomena are transm utations, and then  a hierarchy of 
existences in  linked order, the gradual evolution of a universe.
In  reading this “origin of things” as in reading all others, there 
is the constant feeling of unsatisfied desire for evidence, despite 
the sweep of conception and the coherency of the whole. Of 
course the claim set up is th a t this “Secret Doctrine” comes from 
those who know, know with scientific certainty, not with mere, 
guess and groping, from the Arhats, the Wise Ones of the East, 
whose disciple Mme. Blavatsky claims to be. But then we crave 
for some proof of these revealers. As regards the metaphysics, 
here again there is the feeling of the breakdown of language, 
the contradictions in which the mind is involved when it  strives 
to grasp the ever elusive ultimates of being. However flexible 
and subtle in its shades of meaning Sanskrit may be, our 
occidental tongues, a,t least, stumble into maddening confusion 
amid the shadowy forms and no forms of the Thing in Itself, 
and when it comes to symbolizing existence as a boundless circle, 
using a word th a t implies limitation, and is empty of meaning 
without it, in  connection with the absence of limitation, what 
can one do save admit th a t we have passed out of the region in  
which language is useful as conveying concepts, and th a t before 
the mystery of existence silence is more reverent than  self-con
tradictory speech?
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Very briefly and roughly put, the idea is that Be-ness evolves 
spirit and matter, spirit descending further and further into 
matter in search of experiences not otherwise attainable, evolving 
all forms; it reaches the lowest point, commences its reascent, 
evolves through mineral, vegetable, animal, until it attains self- 
consciousness in man; then in man, with his sevenfold nature, 
it climbs upward, spiritualizing him as he evolves, until the v
grosser body and the animal passions are purged away, and his 
higher principles united to Atma, the spark of the divine spirit 
within him, reach their goal, the absolute existence whence they 
originally came, carrying with them all the gains of their long 
pilgrimage. This process implies, of course, manifold reincar
nations for each human spirit as it climbs the many steps at 
whose sumit alone is Rest. Only when a certain height is 
touched comes memory of the past, and then the purified spirit 
can gaze backwards over the stages of its ascent.

Passing over Part II on Symbolism, we find Mme. Blavatsky, 
in Part III, in full tilt against modern science, not as against its 
facts, but as against its more recondite theories. I t is an easy 
task for her to show that great scientific thinkers are at issue 
with each other as to the constitution of the ether, the essence 
of 'm atter” and of "force”, and she claims that the Occultist has 
the knowledge after which the scientist is only groping, and that 
a t least, among the warring theories, Occultism may demand a 
hearing. Some of the theories now put forward indeed come very 
near to occult views, and make scientifically possible some of the 
startling manifestations of occult power. Newton’s view, for 
instance, that gravity must be caused by an agent acting con
stantly according to certain laws, is in unison with the Occultist’s 
assertion that all the forces in nature are actions of Intelligences, 
working ceaselessly, though invisibly to us, in the universe; while 
much of the speculation of Butler and Crookes almost touches 
Occult teaching. The Akasa of the Occultist is, as it were, the 
"matter-force” after which science is groping, the parent of all

* I
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phenomena. Within our terrestrial sphere, on the plane of the 
universe accessible to our physical senses, science is accurate as 
to vibrations and so on; where it fails, says the Occultist, is in 
supposing that these are all, tha t on these lines of investigation 
can ever be discovered the nature, say, of light or colour; there 
are planes above ours on which matter exists in other modifi
cations, in other conditions; on those must be sought the causes 
whereof science studies the effects, the true nature of our physical 
phenomena. The Atom, that strange conception of the physicist, 
elastic yet indivisible, is to the Occultist a soul, “a centre of 
potential activity” differentiated from the One Soul of the 
universe, “the first born of the ever-concealed Cause of all causes” 
building up the visible universe. Instead of matter “inert” and 
’Inanimate,” clashing through eternities, flinging up here a sun 
and there a world, and finally evolving thought, the Occultist 
sees Intelligence robing itself in matter, energizing, guiding, 
controlling, animating all that is. The antithesis could not be 
sharper, and one or other solution of the problem of problems 
must be accepted by the philosopher. Which?

The second volume of Mme, Blavatsky’s work deals with man, 
the first part being occupied with his genesis, the second with the 
symbolism of his religions, the third with the contrast between 
the occult and the scientific views of his evolution. Of these the 
first will be met with the most furious and contemptuous resist
ance, lor briefly this is the theory: Man as he is now, with his 
sevenfold nature—physical body, vital principle, “astral body,” 
animal soul, human or rational soul, human spirit, divine spirit— 
was not created offhand complete. The First Race was created, 
breathed out of their own substance, by the beings who built 
our world, and was spiritual, ethereal, sexless, and of slight intelli
gence; the Second Race was produced by gemmation from the 
B'irst, more material than its progenitor and sexual; the Third 
Race was produced oviparously and among these, separation of 
the sexes appeared gradually, the earlier being androgynous, the
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later distinctly male and female; the intellectual development 
was still very low, for spirit had not yet become sufficiently clothed 
with matter for self-conscious thought. Of this race in its later 
stages were the dwellers in Atlantis and the Lemurians, among 
them the birth of religions, astronomical and sexual, and of 
these was born the Fourth Race, the giants, the “men of renown” 
in whom we touch the “purely human period.” (A curious 
excursus on the “third eye” which occurs here, receives remark
able confirmation from some of the latest scientific speculations 
on the pineal glad.) Now begins civilization and the building of 
the great rock cities and the physical and intellectual nature of 
man develops “at the cost of the psychic and the spiritual”; the 
huge statues and other remains found in Easter Island, Bamian, 
and other spots, bear witness to the size of their makers, as do 
the vast dwellings and the ‘enormous human bones’ of Misorte.*
With the Fifth Race we pass into the domain of history, and to 
this the present races of men belong. Far away as, a t first sight, 
all this seems from Occidental science, yet the careful reader will 
mark the curious analogies between this occult view of human 
evolution and the scientific view of the evolution of living things » 
on our globe, an evolution still shown in broad outline in the 
individual development of each human being from ovum to man.

Mine. Blavatsky’s views may not meet with acceptance, but 
they are supported by sufficient learning, acuteness and ability 
to enforce a respectful hearing. I t is indeed the East which 
through her challenges the West, and the Orient need not be 
ashamed of its champion. We have here but given a few frag
ments of her lore and injustice is necessarily done by such treat
ment to the whole. The book deserves to be read: it deserves to 
be thought over; and none who believes in the progress of human
ity has the right to turn  away over-hastily from any contribution

*Munte (?) in the Secret Doctrine, II, 353 (1893 Edn.), Ill, 337 
(Adyar Edn.)
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to knowledge, however new in its form, from any theory, however 
strange in its aspect. The wild dreams of one generation become 
the commonplaces of a later one, and all who keep an open door 
to Truth will give scrutiny to any visitant, be the garb of Asia or 
of Europe, be the tongue of Paris or of Ind. If this counsel be of 
folly or of falsehood it shall come to naught, but if of Truth you 
cannot overthrow it. Passing strange is it. Of the truth in it our 
superficial examination is insufficient to decide.

The evolution of man consists in the acquirement by the 
Ige of experience, and the gradual moulding of the physical 
nature into a form which can readily respond to every prompt
ing of the spirit within.

ANNIE BESANT
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THE POLITICAL STATUS OF WOMEN
BY ANNIE BESANT

In her “Autobiography”, telling of her first public speeches,
Mrs. Besant writes: “My first attem pt was at a garden, party, 
in a brief informal debate . . . the second in a discussion  
at the Liberal Social Union on th e opening of museums and 
art galleries on Sunday. My first lecture was given at the  
Co-operative Institute . . .  on August 25, 1874. . . The 
Secretary left me the choice of the subject. 1 resolved that 
my first public lecture should be on behalf of my own sex, 
so I selected for m y there, ‘The Political Status of Women,’ 
and wrote thereon a  paper.” On August 2 she had become 
a member of the National Secular Society for the pro
pagandise! of Freethought, the head of which was Charles 
Bradlaugh. He offered her a place on the staff of “The 
National Reformer,” of which he was editor. She adopted 
the nom -de-plum e “Ajax”. The “paper”, which gave the 
substance of her first speech, was published in  “The National 
Reformer” of August 30. It runs as follows:

The “rights of man” do not rest on a higher authority;
They are not privileges held at the favour of a superior; they 
have their root in the nature of man; they are his by “divine”— 
that is to say, by natural—right. Kings, presidents, govern
ments, draw their authority from the will of the people, the 
people draw their authority from themselves.

* * * * *
It is perfectly true that the want of representation in Par

liament is not, in itself, a grave injury. In itself, I say, it is of 
secondary importance; its gravity consists in what it involves.
You do not value money for its own sake—those little yellow 
counters are not intrinsically beautiful, nor are they in them
selves worth toil and trouble and danger; but you value them 
for what they represent; and thus we value a vote, as a means 
to an end. In a free country a vote means power. When a
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man is a voter he counts as one in an election—his opinion in 
fluences the return. When the working classes wished to alter 
laws th a t pressed hardly on them, they agitated for Parliam ent
ary Reform. “W hat folly! w hat waste of time! what throwing 
away of strength and energy! how unpractical! Why agitate 
for an  extension of the franchise, when so many social burdens 
require to be lightened?'’ Why? Because they knew th a t when 
they won the franchise they could trust to themselves to remedy 
these social anomalies—when they had votes they could make 
these questions the test of the fitness or unfitness of a  candidate 
for Parliament. Non-voters, they could only ask for reform; 
voters, they could command it. And this is the answer of 
women to those who urge on them th a t they should tu rn  their 
attention to practical m atters, and leave off this agitation about 
the franchise.

* * * * *
Tie up a m an’s hands, and then sneer th a t he has no apti

tude for writing; or chain his feet, and show his natu ra l incapa
city for walking. John S tuart Mill has remarked: “The ladies 
of reigning families are the only women who are allowed the 
same range of interest and freedom of development as men, and 
it is precisely in  their case th a t there is not found to be any 
inferiority. Exactly where and in proportion as woman’s 
capacity for government has been tried, in  tha t proportion have 
they been found adequate.” In  France, a t the present day, the 
women rule business m atters more than  do the men, and the 
business capaccity of French women is a m atter of notoriety.

*  *  *  : j i  *

Those who stand up to champion an oppressed class do not 
look for gratitude from those for whom they labour. I t is the 
bitterest curse of oppression th a t it crushes out in the breast of 
the oppressed the very wish to be free. A m an once spent long 
years in the Bastille; shut up in his youth, old age found him 
still in his dungeon. The people assailed the prison, and among
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others this prisoner was set free; but the sunshine was agony 
to the eyes long accustomed to the darkness, and the fresh stir 
of life was as thunder to the ears accustomed to the silence of 
the dungeon; the prisoner pleaded to be kept a prisoner still.
Was his action a proof that freedom is not fair? The slaves, 
after generations of bondage, were willing to remain slaves where 
their masters were kind and good. Is this a proof that liberty 
is not the birthright of a man?

What we demand is the right to choose our own representa
tives, so that our voice may have its share in making the laws 
which we are bound to obey. We share the duty of supporting 
the State, and we claim the right of helping to guide it. Taxation 
and representation run side by side, and if you will not allow 
us to be represented, you have no right to tax us.

* * * * *
In 1861, fifteen years ago, there were three and a half 

millions of women in England working for their livelihood; two 
and a half millions of these were unmarried, and were, therefore, 
unrepresented. Is there no pathos in these figures? Two and a 
half millions struggling to live hbnestiy, but mute to tell of their 
wants or their wrongs. Mute, I say, for not one in a thousand 
has the power of the pen. And this is not the worst. Oh! friends, 
below these, pressed down there by the terrible struggle for 
existence, there is a lower depth yet, tenanted by thousands of 
whom it is not here my province to speak, thousands from 
whom a bitter wail goes up to which man’s ears are deaf.
Surely women need representation; surely there are grievances 
and wrongs of women which can only be done away with by 
those whom women send to Parliament as their representatives.

* * * * *
Allow women to grow freely, to develop as nature bids them, 

and they will find room for home cares in their minds, and the 
warmest nestling place in their bosom will be the haven of the
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little child. But if you check, and fret, and  carp a t  them, you 
will not succeed in  keeping them  back, b u t you will succeed in  
souring them  arid in  m aking them  hard  and bitter.

* * * * *
Liberty for every hum an being, equality before the law for 

all in public and in  private, fra tern ity  of men and women in  
peaceful friendship, these are the promise of the dawning day. 
Co-workers in every noble labour, co-partners in every righ t
eous project, co-soldiers in every just cause, m en and women 
in  the tim e to come shall labour, think and struggle side by 
side. The m an shall bring his greater streng th  and more sus
tained determ ination, the woman her quicker judgm ent and 
purer heart, till m an shall grow tenderer, and woman stronger, 
m an more pure, and woman more brave and free. Till a t last, 
generations hence, the race shall develop into a  streng th  and 
beauty a t  present unimagined, and men and women shall walk 
th is fair ea rth  hand  in hand, diverse, yet tru ly  one, set each 
to each “As perfect music unto  noble words.”

The moral training which should make m en and women  
understand that grow ing knowledge and power is duty, is  one 
of th e  m ost vital lessons for these modern days.

ANNIE BESANT
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ANNIE BESANT THROUGH AN INDIAN
CHILD’S EYES

BY SKI PRAKASA

Mrs. Besant was forty-seven and I was four when we first 
met each other. I am fifty-seven now—ten years older than 
what she was when first I set my baby eyes upon her, as affec
tionately described by herself on one occasion; but as I think 
of her to-day, I cannot help feeling th a t I am still a tiny child; 
and if I  met her—and I wish I could meet her—I am sure I 
would feel much the same as I  m ust have felt a t th a t time: an 
eternal child before eternal age. And still Mrs. Besant was not 
a person who would make anyone feel th a t she was so wise, so 
great, so famous. She was herself as simple as a child with 
children, and made no child feel small before her. My earliest 
memory, confirmed by continuous contact of years, is th a t she 
was a very hum an person. She made every allowance for hum an 
weaknesses and did not put any strain on ordinary hum an 
nature in others even when she, more often than  not, trans
cended it in her own person. She was so approachable, so 
sympathetic, so understanding.

She loved India with a fervour and devotion all her own.
Our country’s philosophy, our history, our legends, our spiritual 
heritage, our achievements in the past, our sorrows in the pre
sent, our aspirations for the future, were part and parcel of 
Mrs. Besant’s own life. India’s climate, however, I fear, did not 
suit her; and any attem pt on her part to pass a hot summer 
in the burning plains, made her very uncomfortable and even 
ill. But in India, she would live like an Indian; she would refuse 
to go to hill stations as so many Europeans did, and im itating 
them our own people do; and so she more often than  not utilised 
the summer months for travels abroad, making India known to 
the world and drawing the attention of thinking men and
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women in many lands to this ancient country with its continu
ing traditions and its past glories.

And, as I think of it, it was just as well that she went 
abroad; for when she came back, she did not fail to bring a box 
of toys for the little children of her friends and colleagues here.
I t used to be a great day indeed for us when she came back from 
her annual pilgrimages abroad, came without fail to breakfast 
with us and to distribute the beautiful toys and the useful pre
sents? that she had brought. She had something to give to 
everyone; and not only to give but also to explain how the 
various mechanisms in the toys were worked and what amuse
ment and instruction could he got out of them. No wonder 
all of us children clamoured round her as the “Bari Mem Saheb”, 
the grand-old lady with her white hair, white face and white 
clothes, distributed these welcome gifts to us.

The gifts were suitable to the individuals concerned and 
they changed as the receiver grew up. For me, they began with 
little blocks with pasted pictures on them, and then changed 
into toy steamers, and at last books. It was Henty’s “In Free
dom’s Cause” when I was fourteen; a book on travels a  little 
later; and then a book of the beautiful pictures of Scotland 
still later; and then the gifts stopped, for I  was twenty and 
accompanied her to England for studies. Let me not forget 
that she was keen on these breakfasts—of which she ate so 
little that even a sparrow could scarcely break its fast on the 
amount. When my father was in jail in 1921 and she came to 
Benares for the annual Theosophical Convention, and I, with 
the rest of political India, was angry with her for the attitude 
she had then taken up regarding Gandhiji’s movement and 
the boycott of the Prince of Wales’ visit, I  had a note from her 
saying: “I have not had my usual invitation to breakfast!”
And she came afterwards full of sympathy for us, despite obvious 
differences.
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The great lesson tha t she can usefully teach to all, specially 
to us in India, is the simple ai t—which almost everyone here 
lacks-—of encouraging others in good work. Where nobody 
seemed to encourage a boy to do anything, she offered the 
greatest possible encouragement, not only to the children of her 
friends’ families, but to all students of her College. She pub
lished an article on the “Common language of India” from me 
in the Central Hindu College Magazine that she edited and 
which I had ventured to send to her when I was only fourteen 
years of age. She came to tell my mother what a good article 
I had written; and later gave me the further privilege of trans
lating into English a few stories on Rajput chivalry, published 
later with her own contributions in a book entitled the “Children 
of the Motherland”, She prominently published my name in 
the Introduction as one of her “colleagues” in the work. Any 
boy of fifteen would feel proud—any man of even fifty-seven will 
feel proud—of such recognition a t the hands of a famous author 
like her.

She would come down from the gallery and congratulate me 
for having made a very “fine” speech in the College debating 
society: to have such words of praise from the recognisedly great
est orator of the time, would make anyone feel elated and encour
aged to do his best; and it was the sorrow of her life as I almost 
compelled her to tell me, th a t we in India were not a generous 
people and would not encourage the young and enable them to 
take their place in world affairs. I asked her: “What is it, in 
your opinion, tha t does not enable us to rise? You should 
surely be able to tell me after your whole life passed with us 
and in our service.” And she hesitatingly said: “Your leaders 
do not help younger people to find their feet”.

Another characteristic of Mrs. Besant, forcibly printed on 
my mind, is her capacity not only of attracting people, but of 
keeping them bound to her in chains of unbreakable affection.
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oiu.1 would never neglect a friend. She would cling to him des
pite his weaknesses, his limitations and even his unkindnesses.
It was this generosity of her nature which enabled her to make 
herself win friends and keep them, attached to her work. It 
was so it strikes me as I throw my mind backwards—the root 
of her success. She was able to build up her great institutions by 
making all her friends and colleagues feel all the time that they 
were doing her work, that she was constantly looking at them, 
admiring, helping and encouraging them throughout. She 
was full of praise of her friends and had not any unkind thought 
or word for them at any time, whatever befell.

She was a most punctual woman and punctiliously fulfilled 
all her engagements and her promises. We are often inclined 
to make vague promises of all sorts off-hand, without the least 
intention of fulfilling them. Not so she. She would fulfil her 
promises to a child. I took it  in my head, for instance, to ask 
for a particular book as a prize for a recitation at my school 
anniversary. That book was not available in India. She wrote 
lor it to England herself; got it a t Madras and remembered that 
it was meant for me, months afterwards when it arrived. She 
packed it herself, addressed it herself, and sent it on to me. I 
was anxious on one occasion that a special silver badge in recog
nition of good work should be awarded to a fellow student.
She had invited me to come and see her one morning and I 
mentioned this desire of mine to her. She then asked me to 
tcave the name behind, and some weeks later, a t a public func
tion, unknown to anyone she called up this young gentleman to 
the dais and presented him with the badge and praised him, 
before all, for the good work tha t he had done for the poor 
students in the College.

Mrs. Besant kept herself in personal touch with all her 
colleagues and with all her students in the college—the Central 
Hindu College that she made. I can never forget how during

( ® )  '
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the anxious days when I was scarcely fifteen, my father was 
dangerously ill and she came night after night, after busy days 
of hard work, to nurse him through the dangerous illness. The 
gratitude that we all felt for her efficient nursing, for her affec
tionate solicitude, could never be repaid; but she did what she 
did without thinking anything about it and took it all as part 
of the day’s work. I t was all second nature with her; she 
wanted no thanks; she expected no gratitude. My father was 
one of her dearest and closest colleagues in her Theosophical 
work in India. She wrote to him every day when in India, and 
every week when abroad. Along with her letters to him, came 
innumerable stamps of all countries, torn from envelopes sent 
to her, all meant for my brother who was a t tha t time an enthu
siastic stamp-collector.

She was a great letter-writer and kept in touch with all her 
friends all the time. From distant lands I have had letters from 
her, of congratulation on my marriage, of condolence a t my 
wife’s death. And I have known of fellow students who received 
letters of sympathy and enquiries when seriously ill and in, great 
physical suffering. People would entrust her with missions of 
all sorts and she always executed them most carefully. I re
member her old friend Dr. G. N. Chakravarty, wanting a  dress- " 
ing gown of a particular variety from London when I went with 
her, for the sample gown was packed in my box. She took 
great pains to have a similar one made in London for him and 
must have given it to him on return. She would scrupulously 
and promptly reply to every letter written to her, whether the 
letter came from a child or a great man She made twenty-four 
hours yield the work of three times as many hours, for she was 
punctual to a second in everything, whether it was in taking her 
food, in delivering a lecture or in going to bed.

And then there was a third great characteristic of Mrs.
Besant s: she was most scrupulous about the care of her health.
No wonder who lived to be almost eighty-six, She was a great
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horse-woman in her comparatively younger days. She was old- 
fashioned and did not ride astride as ladies now do. She could 
keep on horseback for long hours, fatiguing her companions a 
third of her age. She was an exquisite croquet player. She 
did not shun the theatre, and loved to play “patience” with her 

y cards. She was indeed very human and she had no pretences.
She dressed well, though always simply; she ate well, although 
frugally; and she always travelled in comfort without denying 
herself anything that was necessary to make her efficient and 
fit for her work in life. She had no prejudices, and would use 
any vehicle tha t came her way to travel about to carry her 
message far and wide.

My memories as a child of her are wrapt up also with her 
wonderful eloquence. I  learnt English fairly early in life; so 
I remember even to have been able to follow her very early 
lectures on the “Ramayana” a few years later. She needed no 
notes, and spoke just for sixty minutes, keeping her audiences 
spell-bound all the time and leaving them at the very climax 
of her oratory, gaping and yearning for more. I think the best 
setting for her lectures was the Queen’s Hall of London, where I 
had heard her to the best advantage and in the most fitting sur
roundings. She was an artist in words, and she was keen both 
on the dress she wore when delivering her lectures and also the 
seating arrangements she wanted made at them. She did not 
like anyone to speak after her, and she always resented any 
attempts on the part of her chairman to give instructions to 
the audience after her lectures. At Oxford, a chairman after her 
lecture told his audience of the exits provided for them; and she 
said to the managers of her lectures afterwards that all notices 
of exits and entrances must be given before she began. She 
never liked an open vacant aisle in front of her when speaking.
She felt as if she was lecturing to empty space even though the 
sides were crowded.
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She was a most motherly person and she was essentially 
a woman. She would give good advice as to how to keep out 
the dust nuisance or to keep the room cool in the summer. She 
knew how babies should be treated, and she once pulled me up 
badly for standing behind my baby when she was holding it in 
her hands, because the little one would try to turn its eyes 
backwards in order to see me. She wanted me to stand in front 
and not hurt the baby’s eyes. As a speaker, she was great. She 
helped us to discover our own country and take pride in our 
ancient days. She ashamed us for our present and encouraged 
us to work for a really great future of freedom and of joy. She 
was a great master who taught us how we should live and 
build up happy homes, though her own was shattered. She 
was a woman who lent grace and dignity to whatever she 
touched, and kept her friends and her colleagues bound and 
attached to her in eternal affection and devotion. She was a 
person full of human kindness, full of sympathetic understand
ing, ever anxious that others should be helped to find their feet 
in life and trained to do the world’s work in the right spirit, 
and for the right, ends. And to-day, as we celebrate the cente
nary of her birth, I lay at her feet my tribute of admiration and 
of gratitude, and with the innumerable memories that crowd 
in my mind to-day, I offer her the love and reverence of a grand
son to a grand-mother: I cannot offer less, I dare not offer more.
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ANNIE BESANT AND THE REVIVAL OF 
RELIGION IN INDIA

BY C. RAJAGOPALACHARIAR

Just a hundred years ago a child was born who was destined 
to play a remarkable and varied part in the history of the pro
gress of the world; and we are celebrating the event today.
Among those who have materially contributed to the shaping 
of India, Mrs. Besant is one of the biggest personalities. She 
helped young India to feel sure of the greatness of Indian cul
ture and religion. Christianity as well as Science has made a 
great and successful attack on Hindu religion. Mrs. Besant’s 
service in repelling these attacks and in conserving the self- 
confidence of India in these matters deserves most grateful ap
preciation. Mrs. Besant was one of those who, like Gandhiji, 
could not be put in a compartment All things are interrelated; 
and religion, politics, art, industry, education, all are inter
related branches of the same Truth. Mrs Besant therefore took 
as much part in politics as in the revival movement of Hinduism.
Her contribution to the cause of Indian freedom is great.
Lokamanya Tilak, Gandhiji and other Indian leaders were her 
contemporaries. Groups gathered round these great figures 
came sometimes in conflict with one another. I, as a young 
man, kept somewhat away from Mrs. Besant; tha t is to say 
speaking relatively. But I  now see in the large perspective how 
great a person she was and how much she has done for India.
The Theosophical Society, of which she was the Head, was the 
target of very severe attacks in Madras especially. I  now see 
how foolish all these attacks were and how much she has been 
misunderstood. She was a firm believer in the immortality of 
the spirit. Let us pay our homage to her spirit on this day 
of memory a hundred years after she was born.

■ Go<w\ ' ■'
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BY S, MUTHULAKSIIM I B E B D I

When I was a school girl in the village town of Pudukottah 
I first heard about Mrs. Annie Besant as one who studied our 
sacred books and was an eloquent advocate of Hindu Religion; 
and people from that town when they visited Madras city never 
failed to attend her lectures and returned with the report that 
a western woman had embraced our religion and was one with 
us. This was a very strange thing to me as many of our edu
cated intelligentia then were not only becoming converts to 
Christianity but also were apeing western habits, dress, etc. 
and condemning Hindu customs and practices.

When I came to Madras for my medical studies I was taken 
by Mrs. Sarojini Naidu to attend the lectures in the Headquarters ’ 
a t Adyar. That was the first time I saw the great lady standing- 
on a platform speaking about the glories of the Ramayana and 
Mahabharata to a spell-bound audience. That was in the year 
1908 by which time she had become a well-versed Sanscrit scholar 
and had studied the original books on Hindu religion.

As I was fully absorbed in my medical studies till 1912, when 
I passed out as a full blown graduate, I  had no opportunity to 
come in contact with her, though I was hearing glowing accounts 
of the service of Dr. Annie Besant and her associates to our 
religion and country.

In 191? she was the chief inspirer of the Women’s Indian 
Association and was its first President. This association through 
the influence of Dr. Annie Besant and her colleagues spread out 
all over India from Cape Comorin to the Himalayas, from Pesha
war to Sylhet in Assam. The whole country was covered with a 
network of this women’s organisation which worked for further
ing the progress of women in education, industry, politics as well 
as women’s reform. And so the women were banded together for
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the service of their country so much so that when the South- 
borough committee visited India for enfranchising the people 
Dr, Annie Besant and Mrs. Naidu and the members of the 
Women’s Indian Association waited on Mr. Montague the then 
Secretary of State for India and presented a memorandum which 
stated tha t Indian women also should be made eligible for 
the franchise on the same terms as men. Mrs. Cousins took a 
leading part in this movement, also Mrs. C. Jinarajadasa, the 
then secretary of the W. I. A. Both these ladies were Theo- 
sophists and accompanied Dr. Annie Besant from their native 
country to India, At any rate Mrs. Cousins and her husband 
Dr. Cousins have adopted this land as their own and have been 
rendering yeoman service to the Indian people in all walks of 
life. It must not be forgotten that Dr. Annie Besant was the 
prime factor who influenced men and women of other lands in 
favour of Hindu thought and culture at a time when India’s 
own sons and daughters were becoming strangers to their own 
religion and culture and were beginning to think that their 
ancestors were barbarians and forgetting to learn even their own 
mother-tongue, much less the language of the Vedas and the 
Upanishads. It was Dr. Annie Besant who translated in simple 
and pure English not only the Gita, but also compiled small book
lets containing tales of Aryan greatness for the use of our little 
boys and girls. That was how the whole world came to know 
India’s spiritual treasures which were engulfed in centuries of 
darkness and oblivion. She was the one who brought the light 
and illumined the hidden treasures of Indian thought. I need 
not dilate upon her great qualities of the heart and intellect 
which naturally revealed themselves in other spheres of human 

i  activity.
v The service she rendered the women of India is invaluable.

She has demonstrated to the world what women are capable of 
achieving and it looks that she came to India as an embodiment 
of Shakti the goddess of Power. She had revolted against the
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taboos and meaningless customs and convention th a t hampered 
women and kept her down as an  inferior hum anity. She for a 
women had enormous courage, independence and conviction of 
her own and made her mark in every departm ent of life— 
namely religion, education, politics, economics and funda
mental rights of hum an beings. She was a lover of children 
and started scout movements, child welfare and children-aid- 
societies and other educational institutions like the Hindu 
University in Benares, the theosophical College, and encour
aged Indian literature and art and made them  known to the 
world as unique and common possessions of hum anity. She has 
shown to Indian women, what freedom, education and respon
sibility could do for them, and th a t if given opportunities women 
could rise to the highest stature of hum an thought and  achieve
ment. She was an honour to her sex and an inspiring ennobling 
example for women all over the world. I t is the great fortune of 
India th a t she was thrown in the midst of Indian people to revive 
their religion, philosophy, literature and their arts and sciences.
She believed only women could be the custodians of civilization 
and culture for any land. Through them only the redemption 
of not only India but the whole world could come.

If Indian women are Ministers to-day, and if they are Am
bassadors to other countries, Presidents and Deputy Presidents 
of Public bodies and members of Legislatures, the credit m ust 
go to the foundation laid by Dr. Annie Besant and her friends.
We may safely say th a t Dr. Annie Besant prepared the ground 
for the Gandhian freedom movement in which women have 
played a very prominent part.

s^& ■ Gô X
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As a director of education, Dr. Annie Besant had her first 
field of activity in India in the Central Hindu College at Benares, 
which she started with the co-operation and support of Indian 
colleagues, some of whom were Theosophists and others nationa
lists, so early as 1898. Long before that, during her work as a 
Socialist in London, she had been elected as a member of the 
School Board in the largest district in East London against an 
opponent who tried to defeat her by taking advantage of her 
frank opinions about the Christian Religion and the application 
of its principles to the cause of human uplift.

In  the very inception of the College, Dr. Besant, as a wise 
educator, promulgated certain regulations in the conduct of its 
policy which have a far-reaching bearing on the future of Indian 
Education. This has a two-fold implication and application. I t  
was then about half a century ago th a t she saw th a t the direction 
of education must mainly be in the hands of Indians, who must 
naturally be primarily interested in the bringing up of their 
young; th a t the Indians themselves should shoulder the res
ponsibility, monetary and otherwise, of carrying on such educa
tion. T hat it should be patriotic, since it was intended for a 
free India; tha t it should be wholly Swadeshi but not divorced 
from the essence of Religion; tha t it should be through and 
through Indian and Oriental but chiselled and meticulously 
moulded by the scientific knowledge of the Occident; and th a t 
the final goal should be the production of a well-cultured full 
grown Indian with a virile intellect and a strong body: these 
points were chiefly implied in the scheme.

In its application, it was broad-based on the scientific and 
psychological foundations of right education as distinctly 
practised in far off ancient times in India. Free education, if
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possible, was the aim but to suit the times, very low fees to be 
charged. Brahmacharya, as a necessary concomitant for intel
lectual, emotional and physical growth, was to be enforced, and 
in conformity with that the doors of the Central Hindu College 
High School were barred against married pupils. Religion was 
made the most important plank of that education, and the youths 
of the Nation were trained for social work, as a preparation for 
service later of the Motherland, through such organisations as 
Sons and Daughters of India, Scouts, Guards of Honour, and 
cadets of the school and college. Teachers from India and the 
West were sought for who would rather work for the love of the 
profession than for the emoluments which their posts offered; 
services of western savants in Science and the Humanities 
were secured for a very small pittance or for nothing at all.
This was quite in keeping with the ancient Indian ideals of 
teachers and professors, and the management made up the 
yearly deficit by collection from the Indian public. Very often 
Dr. Besant’s pocket, though not very deep, supplied a major 
portion of it. This great small venture in 1913 blossomed into 
the Benares Hindu University in 1919, the direction of which 
passed into other hands, but predominantly in the keeping of 
highly patriotic Indians.

Though so far the guidance in education given by 
Dr. Besant was along liberal Hindu .lines and culture, 
she was too big an idealistic educationalist to confine her 
self to such a narrow though sufficiently wide field. The 
starting of the Aligarh College for Muslims awakened her 
to the realisation of a probable schism that might arise in 
the future in education; and she thereupon launched a plan 
for a University of India under a Royal Charter. An appeal 
was issued under the joint signatures of herself and many emi
nent educationists belonging to almost all religious persuasions 
of India. Immediately the Central Hindu College at Benares 
was to be a nucleus of it, as later on the Aligarh College would
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have been another great Centre. But the venture ended as one 
of the “might have beens”. Thus through our faulty vision,
India missed the prophetic guidance of Dr. Besant which would 
have once for all cemented unity between Hindus and Muslims 
as early as the year 1910. From 1913 to 1918, and till almost the 
end of her career, she directed and inspired Theosophical educa
tion, as the foremost Theosophist of the time. She shaped and 
moulded its policy; and in her hands, it energised true educa
tion for humanity, based and fashioned on a pattern of ever 
abiding principles. Being possessed of the knowledge of the 
method and technique of this perennial craft, she temporarily 
applied it in the Central Hindu College, and later in Theosophical 
educational institutions. At last she put forth all her strength 
of organization, her spirit of enthusiasm, and her love of the 
motherland when in 1913 she rushed headlong into the arena of 
the political uplift of India. As President of the Indian National 
Congress in 1917 at Calcutta, she got the opportunity of planning 
out a system of national Education in India. It was a graded 
scheme, suiting each type of unit to be educated, for example, 
village education supplying the needs of a village. From the 
village, to the town and the metropolis, it ascended tier after 
tier, till it culminated in the National University subserving the 
purpose of the whole nation according to its natural genius.
Regional Universities with the local mother-tongues as the media 
of instruction were to be established, with research encouraged 
in the indigenous knowledge of ancient literature, science, art 
and crafts, blending all these into a synthesis, aiming mainly 
that such knowledge be offered as a free gift to the motherland.
Village education was to be country-wide; and on this foundation 
was to be raised the superstructure of higher education. There 
was to be specialisation after 14 years; in the ordinary High 
School with its art, science and Teachers’ training division; the 
Commercial High School, the Technical High School, and Agri
cultural High School, culminating in the University with all
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these departmental subjects. This was a complete picture of 
a perfect all-round education for the young man and woman of 
the Free India.

Under the auspices of the Society for the Promotion of 
National Education, which she started in 1918, this well framed 
scheme was given a trial for some time, with the establishment 
of a National University at Adyar, of which Dr. Rabindranath 
Tagore was the Chancellor.

As a practical politician Dr. Besant was not unaware of the 
strategy of statecraft. Knowing full well that India was pro
verbially poor in worldly possessions, she could not suffer to wait 
any longer. She boldly ventured to suggest that the problem 
of universal free education could be solved by the Brahmin caste 
coming forward to educate the ignorant; that the temple and 
the mosque should form themselves into places of instruction, 
the priests and moulvis being teachers; and the village Co-opera
tive Societies throughout the land standing guarantee for their 
maintenance. Thus India, the Spiritual Mother of the world, 
could set before it a glowing living example of real reform in 
education. To this noble task of giving the right lead in national 
education Dr. Besant dedicated many years of her rich and full 
life, and this has earned her ever the gratitude of the Indian
people,
‘ i , / . / 4 ; '
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THE UNIVERSITY OF INDIA
BY  ANNIE BESANT

The Central Hindu College Magazine printed the first effort 
of Mrs. B esant to reform the University education of India,
1910. His Excellency th e  Viceroy had already expressed his 
approval of the petition which was being submitted to His 
M ajesty th e King Emperor through the proper channels.
T he scheme itself, as th e magazine says, is a historic land
mark in Indian history, both on account of its provisions 
and on account of the distinguished list of members of the 
first Board of Trustees, winch contained the nam es of re
presentatives of ail religions in India. We print th e  essen
tial parts of th is document to indicate the principles of 
higher education which Mrs. Besant had evolved, and which 
were to be taken over into the later (1917) National Uni
versity schem e.

To
The King’s Most Excellent Majesty in Council,

The humble petition of the under-signed inhabitants 
of India.

SHEWETH AS FOLLOWS:
1. That for some time past your petitioners have felt the 

need for and are desirous of establishing a new University in 
India, having a field of activity of a distinctive character from 
the existing Universities, and possessing special features of its 
own; moreover your petitioners believe in accordance with the 
declarations of the Imperial Government on many occasions 
that higher education should more and more devolve on private 
and voluntary endeavours, thus lessening the burden on the 
State, and that the establishment of a University resting on such 
endeavours is absolutely necessary for unifying and rendering 
effective Indian initiative in educational matters.

2. The most marked specialty of the proposed University 
will lie In the fact that it will affiliate no college in which
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religion and morality do not form an integral part of the educa
tion given; it will make no distinctions between religions, ac
cepting equally Hindu, Buddhist, Parsi, Christian and Muham
madan, but it will not affiliate any purely secular institution.
It will thus supply a gap in the educational system of India, and 
will draw together all the elements which regard the training 
of youth in honour and virtue as the most essential part of edu
cation. It will be a nursery of good citizens instead of only a 
mint for hall-marking a certain standard of knowledge.

3. The second important specialty will be the placing in 
the first rank of Indian philosophy, history and literature, and 
seeking in these, and in the classical languages of India, the 
chief means of culture While Western thought will be amply 
studied, Eastern thought will take the lead, and Western know
ledge will be used to enrich, but not to distort or to cripple, the 
expanding national life.

4. The third important specialty will be the paying of special 
attention to manual and technical training, to science applied 
to agriculture and manufactures, and to Indian arts and crafts, 
so as to revive these now decaying industries, while bringing 
from the West all that can usefully be assimilated for the in
creasing of national prosperity.

5. Your petitioners desire that, in the beginning, the Uni
versity of India shall be only an examining body like the Gov
ernment Universities in India, and the well established Central 
Hindu College, Benares, has given permission to the proposed 
University to use its building for Examination and office pur

poses; they trust, however, that the University will later, become 
a teaching body, and fulfil the true ideal of university life, un
known! a t present in India, and for this they have made pre
paration in the powers asked for.

6. Your petitioners believe that the interests of education 
in India will be greatly advanced by the proposed undertaking,
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and that the success of the said undertaking will be greatly pro
moted if it should seem fit to your Majesty by your Royal Charter 
to incorporate and establish a University in India under the 
name of the University of India with such powers as to your 
Majesty may seem proper for the purpose of carrying out the 
objects aforesaid.

Your petitioners therefore most humbly pray that your 
Majesty may be graciously pleased in the exercise of your Royal 
Prerogative, to grant a Charter of Incorporation creating the 
University of India, and extending to it all the powers, pri
vileges and provisions, fully set forth in the accompanying draft 
Charter, or such of them as to your Majesty may seem meet.

POWERS
II. The University shall have the powers following:

1. To impart and promote the imparting of education, 
literary, artistic, and scientific, as well as technical, commercial 
and professional, on national lines and under national control, 
not in opposition to but standing apart from the Government 
system of collegiate education, attaching special importance to 
a knowledge of the country, its literature, history and philo
sophy, and designed to incorporate with the best Oriental ideals 
of life and thought the best assimilable ideals of the West, and 
to inspire students with a genuine love for and real desire to serve 
the country.

2. To promote and encourage the study chiefly of such 
branches of the arts, sciences, industries and commerce as are 
best calculated to develop the material resources of the country 
and to satisfy its pressing wants, including in scientific educa
tion generally a knowledge of the scientific truths embodied in 
Oriental learning, and in medical education, especially, a know
ledge of such scientific truths as are to be found in the Ayurvedic 
and Hakeemi system.
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3. To found and affiliate National Colleges, such Colleges 
being institutions which recognise religion and ethics as integral 
parts of a true education, whether they teach these in the college 
or in denominational hostels connected therewith.

Hereon follow a se t seventeen  m ore artic les w h ich  we om it.
T hese deal w ith  th e  regular routine o f U niversity  m an age
m ent such as Professors, Readers, Lecturers, exam inations, 
honorary degrees, and affilia tion  of other un iversities and  
colleges.
T he follow ing are th e  nam es of th e  first Board of T rustees, 
m ost of whom  atta in ed  em in en t p osition s Ir  th e  life  o f
India.

Annie Besant, Benares City; Hon. Sir S. Subramania Iyyar 
k .c.i .e., Madras; Hon. Sir Narayana Chandravarkar, Bombay;
Hon. Dr. Ashutosh Mukerji, Calcutta; Hon. Sir P. C. Chatterji, 
k .c.i .e,, Lahore; Hon. S. Sinha, Bankipur; A. Hydari, Esq., Hydera
bad (Deccan); Govind Das, Esq., Benares City; B. Cowasjee,
Esq., Rangoon (Burma); Khan Bahadur N. D. Khandalawala,
Poona; Hon. Sardar Pratap Singh, K apurthala; Hirendranath 
Datta, Esq., Calcutta; D. B. Jayatilaka, Esq., Ceylon; Syed Hassan 
Imam, Esq., Bankipur; Hon. Mazharul Haq, Bankipur; Hon. Lala 
Sultan Singh, Delhi; Hon. Ganga Prasad Verma, Lucknow; Rai 
Bahadur Shyam Sunder Lai, c.i .e., Gwalior.
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SERVICE TO EDUCATION
BY PANDIT MAD AN MOHAN MALAVIYA

Dr. Annie Besant was one of the celebrities of the modern 
world. India owes a special debt to her. She rendered very 
valuable services to the cause of education, the study of religion 
and also to the cause of India’s freedom. Along with her fellow 
workers she founded the Central Hindu College at Benares in 
1898 and heartily co-operated in establishing the Benares Hindu 
University. She was an esteemed member of the C o u r tT e  
Council, the Senate and various other bodies of the University 
since its inception. The University honoured itself by confer
ring upon Dr. Besant the degree of Doctor of Letters in 1921.
We chensh her memory with deep gratitude and affection.

I wifS suggest th at the great aim of our education is to bring 
out of the child who comes into our hands every faculty that 
he brings with him, and then to try to win that child to turn 
all his abilities, h is powers, h is capacities, to the helping and  
serving of the Community of which is a part.

ANNIE BESANT
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THE MESSENGER OF HOPE
BY IQBAL NAKAIN GURTU

It is very difficult to give in the space of an article any 
adequate idea of the outstanding greatness of Dr. Annie Besant.
In fact true greatness can never be fully measured. Even those 
who violently differed from her cannot but acknowledge her 
transparent honesty of purpose, her indomitable will and un
failing strength, her matchless courage and energy, her extra
ordinary versatility and intellectual powers, and her remark
able capacity for organization coupled with practical idealism 
and commonsense; while those who had the privilege of working 
in close association with her at once felt struck with the 
boundless generosity of her noble heart, the utter simplicity of 
her life, her wise and understanding love, her lofty spirituality 
and grasp of fundamentals which enabled her to offer happy 
solutions to the deeper problems of life not merely by precept 
but in her own daily life. Throughout her life, crowded with 
big events and equally big crises, she had had to sacrifice tre
mendously for her fidelity to what she believed to be true. But 
with all the heavy price that she had to pay for her intensity of 
convictions, the one outstanding feature of her noble character 
was its freedom from any trace of dogmatism or bitterness or 
intolerance.

Mrs. Besant looked at the future progress of the world from 
the standpoint of the Spirit, To her, man was God in the mak
ing, and his essentially divine nature must be allowed to express 
itself more and more fully through his mental, emotional and 
physical activities. She held with all the force of her conviction 
that the unfolding of the spiritual life in man did not depend 
upon his environment or circumstances, but upon his attitude 
towards life. She refused to share the general belief that the 
man of the world could not lead a spiritual life because the rela
tion of the material and the spiritual was that of incompatibles.
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She maintained th a t the righ t course was to look upon the 
Spirit as the Life, and the world as the form; and the form must 
be made the proper channel for the expression of the Life.
According to her, all useful activities were forms of Divine acti
vity, and until we could see more and more one Life everywhere, 
and all things and activities rooted in th a t Life, our individual 
and social life was liable to be materialised and even vulgarised.
A constant awareness of this depth of unity in the very centre 
of our being, which is a mystery to the ordinary man, formed 
a living and permanent background to all her multifarious 
activities. I t  was this inner spiritual urge th a t created in her 
an irresistible attraction towards India, and she resolved to 
leave her home and dedicate herself to the Service of hum anity 
through service to India.

To her the uniqueness of the ancient Indian civilization 
consisted, in the fact th a t it was essentially of a spiritual type 
deliberately planned and organised for the achievement of a 
spiritual end. She was never tired of pointing out th a t even in 
its present degraded condition, when much of her dynamic life 
had disappeared, it  was still a country where a higher value was 
set on the development of the soul than on mere m aterial in
terests. With her matchless eloquence she proclaimed the 
great message th a t if Indians, who formed almost the last hope 
of the spiritual uplift of man, yielded to the lure of exclusive 
material advancement and power, then ‘in their spiritual 
death hum anity shall find its grave*. She constantly warned 
us not to look upon our ancient culture as a static ruin, and in 
our despair throw away into the dust heap the rich and accu
mulated experience of the past, treating it  as mere putrid 
waste. Till the end of her earthly life she kept on reminding 
us tha t if India could be regenerated, purified and re-spiritua
lised she would become the “priest-people of Hum anity” and 
achieve her proper destiny. She was at the same time careful 
to point out th a t it will not do to “tread only in the foot-prints

‘ GofeX
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of the past.” There were three fundamental principles which 
she laid down in this connection: (1) That it was impossible for 
any nation entirely to reproduce its past, but it was possible to 
re-establish certain principles which in their application could 
be adapted to the demands of new conditions and circum
stances. (2) That national ideals could be useful and effective 
only when they were in harmony with national genius and 
character and were not an exotic but grew out of its own past.
(3) That nations like individuals embodied a fragment of 
Divine Life and had their respective and distinctive line of evo
lution, and therefore it would be disastrous for one nation 
slavishly to follow the evolution of another nation. Any such 
attem pt was foredoomed to failure because it clashed with the 
purpose of the Divine World Plan. In her long and devoted 
services to this country and in her ceaseless and tireless efforts 
to rebuild the India of the future, her object was not merely the 
attainm ent of political and national freedom—although she 
strenuously worked for it with unflinching determination—but 
she aimed at building up a mighty and efficient spiritual organ
isation for the uplift of humanity as a whole.

Mrs. Besant looked upon the spiritual values of life as the 
true source of energy, and she proved from history tha t when 
the spiritual impulse weakened, growth and joy of life declined.
Having neglected the roots of life from which sprang individual 
happiness as well as social and national progress, India had 
to pay the penalty of a rapid decay in originality of intellect and 
in creative intelligence which finally resulted in the decline of 
material prosperity and the loss of her political freedom. With . 
this clear insight into the cause of India’s subjugation and 
downfall she decided from the day she set her foot on Indian 
soil tha t the revival of Indian life must follow the order in which 
India’s decline had come about.

Her first work, therefore, in India was to attempt to revive 
her faith in spiritual awakening. We know how assiduously

' Gô X '
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she worked for it and how eloquently she described the grandeur 
and sublimity of India’s ancient ideals which were almost lost 
in the mist of antiquity. Having laid those foundations she 
took the nest step and started her great educational work. She 
had noticed sufficiently early that Indian education woefully 
suffered from the lack of nationalistic outlook and from the 
absence of the presentation of ideals which would cultivate the 
emotional side of Indian boys and girls. The inevitable result 
of that was the absence of necessary enthusiasm which could 
form the basis of noble character and develop public spirit and 
a right sense of true citizenship. “Children” she used to say 
“ought to grow like flowers in the sunshine and not like the 
weeds in the cellar”.

v/ She established the Central Hindu College at Benares with 
the object of filling the minds and hearts of Indian youth with 
the love of their country and knowledge of India’s past glory 
which could be judiciously worked out in the future by training 
them to understand the present and keeping pace with the pro
gress of events. In her scheme of education there was thus to 
be a proper integration of the past, the present and the future, 
as also between the outer and inner life. The object of true 
education that she placed before the country was that it should 
be organised in itself and fully integrated with life in its com
pleteness. Her passionate appeal to young students at one of the 
anniversary meetings of the College still resounds in our ears 
and gives us a glimpse of the vision of a creative education as 
she saw it and moves the heart to its very depth. She charged 
the students with these soul-stirring words: “Aim at progress, 
my sons, strive to make India’s future worthy of her ancient 
greatness. Outgrow your fathers in knowledge, outstrip your 
elders in devotion. For the days of India’s greatness are by no 
means over; her future shall be mightier than her mighty past.
India shall wield a power greater than the Imperial if only her
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people will realize her true strength and utilise it, leading a life 
in which spirit shall guide and love shall inspire.”

It is not possible in the space of an article to describe her 
great and solid work for India in the social and political field.
Others better qualified than myself are sure to deal with her 
brilliant Home Rule Campaign and the principles on which she 
based her struggle for freedom and also on the pattern of demo
cracy for India as envisaged in her Commonwealth of India Bill.
Others will write about her no less important work for the up
lift of the Depressed Classes and about the lines she chalked out 
for India's economic and industrial advancement and for recon
structing life in Indian villages which formed the main pivot in 
her scheme of India’s material prosperity and cultural develop
ment. Her dream of a future India where the followers of 
different religions would live as brothers and weld themselves 
into one strong and united Nation by pooling together for com
mon good their respective cultural inheritance seems for the 
moment to be almost shattered. What is still more serious is 
that the Indian nature, instead of further evolving spiritually, 
seems to be in imminent danger of losing its culture and des
cending to the level of the brute with its crude and unbridled 
passions and thirst for blood. The cynic may likely conclude 
from the present deplorable set-back that Mrs. Besant’s lifelong 
efforts have proved a failure, and the country which she so 
dearly loved has rejected her completely within only a few years 
of her death. But the New India for which she lived and 
worked for 40 years and more is yet to be bom, and the present 
turmoil only marks the travail of a new birth. The great des
tiny which she proclaimed was awaiting India in the future is 
sure to become hers, for the Divine Plan cannot be ruined by 
mortal hands.
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The Empires which have hitherto been built in the world 
have been built either by military commanders or by statesmen.
Caesar built the Roman Empire, but the power of the sword was 
necessary for the building; so, too, was it  with Napoleon, and 
later still when the German Empire was built by Bismarck, The 
second method of Empire building by statesmen is illustrated 
in the United States of America. Lincoln welded all the States 
into one by his statesmanship, but his policy had to be carried 
out by the sword, though tha t sword was not for conquest, but 
for the defence of human rights. Both these modes of Empire 
building have been tried and have had their day; they involve 
warfare and bloodshed,,

The time has now come when Empire building must have a 
different basis; future Empires, if they are to persist, m ust have 
three principles underlying their structure:

1. They must be founded on the full recognition of the 
Brotherhood of all the individuals composing the Empire.

2. This necessitates tha t love and sympathy shall be the 
principal characteristics in its administration.

3. There must be a spirit of universal religion which makes 
impossible religious antagonism.

The Empire builder of to-day must have qualities vastly 
different from previous builders and statesmen, if to-day he is 
to carry out the plan of the Supreme. That means building with 
the power of religion, and without the power of the sword. In 
India, in four periods of its history, religion as a  unifying influ
ence has been used by great kings; there was King Harsha in the 
seventh century, who, by his perfect patronage of both Hinduism 
and Buddhism, built for a time an Empire in India; there was
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later the Mogul Emperor Akbar, who united Hindus and Muham- 
medans under one rule by his perfect sympathy to both; later 
still the Vijayanagara kings enlisted the help of the great Saint 
Madhavacharya to bring into one kingdom several religious 
communities; and Guru Nanak, through the power of ’reli
gion, made one body of his pupils or Sikhs, who later became a 
military power. But all these rulers nevertheless were fighters, 
and the sword made up for the deficiencies of spiritual persua
sion.

The new type of Empire building which the world now re
quires is most strikingly exemplified by Mrs. Besant and the 
type is seen in her work for India.

Now, India is not a tabula rasa; the Empire builder is not 
dealing with primitive peoples with no traditions or culture.
India is a land of many communities who cherish a hoary 
civilization; they have their own religions, sciences, arts, and 
literatures. Therefore, the Empire builder cannot do his work 
with the sword, but must appeal to reason and spirituality, in 
order to suit the new conditions of building. Who can accom
plish this task except a soul of the type of Mrs. Besant? The 
required elements of love and sympathy can only be provided by 
one of her sex; no man, however great, could show these qualities 
as finely as a woman. That is why the ego we know as Mrs.
Besant was put into a woman’s body to do her work in India; 
she has, however, at the same time an iron will which supplies 
the element of the male sex. It is this will tha t was made mani
fest in her refusal to concede by way of compromise any devia
tion in the matter of principle, even for the sake of obtaining her 
liberty and escaping from persecution that is likely to endanger 
her life, thus revealing the trait of the martyr.

Mrs. Besant’s whole life is so spiritual that as an Empire 
builder she is not aiming at a political institution, but a spiritual 
organisation. The especial characteristic mark of that organis-
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ation m ay be said to be Aryan, for Mrs. Besant represents the 
Indo-Aryan type in perfection. She has in her n a tu re  ail its 
elements; when lecturing in  Christian countries she is recog
nised as an  exponent of Christianity; in  India we recognise her 
as an  au thority  on our religion; and i t  is the same when she 
lectures to Buddhist or M uhammedan audiences. Mrs. Besant 
has the power of combining the various elements of Indo-Aryan 
culture and producing from them  a beautiful mosaic.

This is im portant, for if an  Empire is to be bu ilt in  India 
it  m ust have this character of a  mosaic, and unless the builder 
is himself of th is  na tu re  of a mosaic, the work cannot be done. 
Undoubtedly Mrs. Besant stands in a peculiar relation to the 
peoples of India. She has repeatedly stated her own belief 
th a t in her previous lives she has again and again been born 
in  India, and th a t  her present W estern b irth  is only for the 
purpose of supplem enting her Indian  character with some
th ing  of the W estern, in order th a t she m ight do better her work 
of organisation for India.

It is in teresting to note how Mrs. Besant began her work of 
Empire building. W hen she came to India she did not a t once 
work in  th e  political field. She expounded one religion after 
another, em phasising the common unity  of fa ith  and aspiration.
Her next work was to pu t education upon a religious basis. A 
lasting m onum ent to her education work is the  H indu University, 
which she organised as the Central H indu College of Benares.
The Central H indu College, under Mrs. B esant’s guidance, was 
the first large institu tion  definitely to embody the  teaching of 
religion as p a rt of its  curriculum . The impulse she gave has 
influenced hundred of schools to make religious teaching and 
worship an  integral p a rt of education.

The next unique th ing  th a t  Mrs. Besant did was to bring 
together the Hindus and th e  M uham m edans as brothers in one 
common national work This is a miracle the significance of
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which only those living in India can understand, and though 
many have helped in this union, she stands supremely as the 
worker of the great miracle. No less marvellous is the fact tha t 
this stupendous work was achieved in the course of three years, 
since she took up political work. There are few Empire builders 
who can show such a record of work in so brief a time. Not 
less noteworthy is her bringing together once again into a com
mon political body the extremists and the moderates of the 
Indian National Congress; many had prophesied th a t these two 
bodies would never unite, but Mrs. Besant did it.

Mrs. Besant has brought about union because of the force 
of the ideals which she has lived in her own life. One of the 
prominent Muhammedan leaders, the Hon. Mr. Syed Wazir 
Hassan, Secretary of the All-India Muslim League, referred in a 
public meeting “to the spiritual side of her life, and how enno
bling from tha t point of view her influence has been.” “I  look 
upon Mrs. Annie Besant,” he said, “as an embodiment and ex
ternal symbol of what is my ideal of existence. Life is not worth 
living without such ideals, and we should resist with all our 
power attacks threatening the fulfilment of our hopes and the 
attainm ent of our ideals.”

What is Mrs. Besant’s ideal of an Empire? Here are her 
words, written in November, 1914, when, four months after the 
War began, she proclaimed the real spiritual conflict of ideals 
underlying the struggle:

“Of the two possible World-Empires, th a t of Great Britain 
and tha t of Germany, one is already far advanced in the making 
and shows its quality, with Dominions and Colonies, with India 
at its side. The other is but in embryo; but can be judged by its 
theories, with the small examples available as to the fashion 
of their out-working in the new Colonies tha t it is founding, 
the outlining of the unborn embryo. The first embodies— 
though as yet but partially realised—the ideal of Freedom; of
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ever-increasing Self-Government; of Peoples rising into power 
and self-development along their own lines; of the Supreme 
Government ‘broad-based upon the People’s Will’; of fair and 
just treatment of undeveloped races, aiding, not enslaving them; 
it  embodies the embryo of the splendid Democracy of the Future; 
of the New Civilization—co-operative, peaceful, progressive, 
artistic, just and free; a Brotherhood of Nations, whether the 
Nations be inside or outside the World-Empire. This is the 
idea; and tha t Great Britain has set her foot in the path which 
leads to it is proved not only by her past interior history, with 
its. struggles towards Liberty, but also by her granting of 
autonomy to her Colonies, her formation of the beginnings of 
self-government in India, her constantly improving attitude 
towards the undeveloped races—as in using the Salvation Army 
to civilise the criminal tribes in India—all promising advances 
towards the ideal. Moreover, she lias ever sheltered the op
pressed exiles flying to her shores for refuge against their 
tyrants—the names of Kossuth, Mazzini, Kropotkin, shine out 
gloriously as witnesses in her favour; she has fought against 
the slave trade and well-nigh abolished it. And a t the present 
moment she is fighting in defence of keeping faith with those 
too small to exact it; in defence of Treaty obligations and the 
sanctity of a Nation’s pledged word; in defence of National 
honour, of justice to the weak, of tha t Law, obedience to which 
by the strong States is the only guarantee of future peace, the 
only safeguard of Society against the tyranny of brute strength.
For all this England is fighting when she might have stood 
aside, selfish and at ease, watching her neighbours tearing each 
other to pieces, waiting until their exhaustion made it possible 
for her to impose her will. Instead of thus remaining, she has 
sprung forward, knight-errant of Liberty, servant of Duty.
With possible danger of civil war behind her, with supposed 
revolt in South Africa and India, with shameful bribes offered 
for her standing aside, she spurned all lower reasonings, and,
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springing to her feet, sent out a  lion’s roar of defiance to the 
breakers of treaties, uttered a ringing shout for help to her 
peoples, flung her little army to the front—a veritable David 
against Goliath—to gain time, time th a t the hosts might 
gather, to hold the enemy back a t all costs, let die who might 
of her children; called for men to her standard, men from the 
nobles, from the professions, from the trades, men from the 
plough, from the forge, from the mine, from the furnace, and 
tnis not for gain—she has naught to gain from the war—but 
because she loved Liberty, Honour, Justice, Law better than  life 
or treasure; tha t she counted glorious Death a thousandfold 
more desirable than shameful existence bought by cowardly 
ease. For this, the Nations bless her; for this, her dying sons 
adore her; for this, History shall applaud her; for this, shall the 
World-Empire be hers with the consent, of all free peoples, and 
she shall be the Protector, not the Tyrant, of Humanity.”

Ail through Mrs. Besant’s work in India she has continually 
emphasised the inseparable bond between India and England; 
indeed, her insistence upon this essential element of the future 
of India has made her to be sharply criticised by those in India 
who have not believed as firmly in the ideals of the British 
Empire as she has done. I t  is just because she has this ideal con
ception of the British Empire th a t she has been so anxious to 
emphasise the unique nationality and worth of the Indian 
peoples to the British Empire. I t  is this th a t has made her 
preach Home Rule against the wish of ninety-nine per cent, of 
her race in India. The sincerity of her purpose could not be 
evinced better than  by her unflagging work of uplifting the
peoples of India in spite of every misrepresentation and even 
villification.

One noteworthy characteristic of her political work is its 
constitutionalism; never for a moment has she hesitated to de
nounce violence in every form. Indeed, she herself, in her 
attem pts to persuade anarchists and revolutionaries, has been
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misunderstood, and has caused herself to come under the 
unwelcome supervision of the Criminal Investigation Depart
ment. Whenever possible she has seen high officials in authority 
to explain to them  the principles underlying her work.

She has not been merely critical, she has actually shown 
the methods of construction. The Madras Parliam ent, which she 
organised for training in Parliam entary method and debate, has 
to its credit up to the present a number of carefully worked-out 
Acts during 1915 and 1916, of which the principal ones are 
Compulsory Elementary Education, “Madras Panchayats”
(Village Tribunals, for the re-institution of local G overnm ent), 
“Commonwealth of India Act” (for National Self-government 
within the Empire), a  supplementary Act to the foregoing 
“relating to the Indian Judicature,” and the “Religious Edu
cation Act.”

Mr. Austen Chamberlain, the then Secretary of State for 
India, described her methods of political work as “dangerous.”
I t  may be pointed out th a t in  the opinion of the Indian leaders 
of thought the danger of her method was not to the Empire bu t 
to those vested interests which themselves constitute the real 
danger to the Empire.

Mrs. Besant is a  profound mystic, and when, after twenty- 
one years of strenuous life in  India, she entered into the political 
field it was as a practical mystic of a  unique type. Oliver 
Cromwell was a practical mystic, but he nevertheless believed in  
the power of the sword, and told his soldiers, “Trust in God, bu t 
keep your powder dry.” But Mrs. Besant is unique in  th a t she 
only uses peaceful persuasion; she achieved her work by calling 
forth the powers of Faith  w ithin men. I t  was well said by Sir 
A rthur Lawley, when he was Governor of Madras, “Her voice is 
never raised save to  move her hearers to some nobler impulse, to 
some loftier ideals, to some higher plane of thought.”
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Dr. Besant’s active participation in Indian politics synchro
nised with the commencement of the first world war. For a 
period of fifteen years thereafter she dominated the political 
scene, contributing and subsequently working out, with 
thoroughness and precision, two great conceptions which all pro
gressive forces in the country immediately accepted as of vital 
importance, These conceptions were first, Home Rule for India 
as a member of the British Commonwealth of Nations; and 
second, when the goal of responsible government was accepted 
by Mr. Lloyd George's Cabinet a t the end of the war, the princi
ple of self-determination for India—a Constitution framed for 
India by Indians,

In  the middle of the world war (in 1916) , when India’s lead
ing politicians were thinking modestly in terms of a fresh poli
tical advance on the basis of the Minto-Morley Reforms then in 
operation, Dr. Besant came out with the striking slogan of Home 
Rule for India. I t  captured the imagination of the younger 
generation which rallied round her as the leader of a new move
ment. Brushing aside the legalistic approach characteristic of 
the lawyer-politician of th a t generation, she built up for the 
Home Rule League an emotional mass support. The Indian 
National Congress and its auxiliary the Home Rule League be
came, under her inspiring leadership, instrum ents for carrying 
the message of Home Rule as our birthright to remote villages 
as much as to India’s urban population.

Her technique was instructive. In the early stages of the 
Home Rule movement, the Moderates, apprehensive of the pace 
she was setting for India’s political progress, placed themselves 
in opposition to the demand for Home Rule. $he became the
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centre of an intense, if somewhat controversial, agitation for a 
British declaration promising India complete self-government. 
Internment not only proved ineffective, but provided a powerful 
stimulus for the movement. A British declaration came, asso
ciated with Mr. Montagu, towards the end of the war “for the 
progressive realisation of responsible government through the 
increasing association of Indians with the administration.”

I t sounded a feeble, half-hearted response to India’s passion
ate plea for equality of status. “Unworthy of Britain to offer, 
and of India to accept” was Dr. Besant’s first reaction. Then 
followed numerous conferences and deputations and two years 
of negotiations and detailed discussions—all intended to improve 
upon and enlarge the scope of the British declaration. She 
remained a critic, as long as there was the least hope of securing 
a more liberal scheme from the Lloyd George Cabinet. When 
the phase of negotiations Anally came to an end and the scheme 
was ready for introduction, she became a discriminating sup
porter.

To many of her contemporaries this seemed an incompre
hensible change of attitude. Lacking her realism, they could 
not see that acceptance of the British scheme at that stage 
meant only an advance towards the ultimate goal, not its repu
diation. For Dr. Besant it was an extremely difficult decision to 
take in circumstances of extraordinary complexity. The British 
constitutional scheme (since known as the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Reforms) bore little resemblance to the original conception of 
Home Rule or complete self-government for India. A scheme is 
the product of many inevitable compromises, and compromises 
cannot evoke mass enthusiasm.

Moreover, the political disappointment caused by the whit
tling down of the original reforms was negligible as a factor in 
comparison with the indignation which swept India over the 
tragedy of Amritsar in 3.919 and the excesses of martial law
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administration in the Punjab. Gandhiji appeared for the first 
time on the scene as a political front-rank leader, with his non- 
co-operation movement and the boycott of the new legislatures.

With a courage which never failed her throughout her 
stormy life, Dr. Besant decided to oppose Gandhiji’s movement 
and the policy of boycott. The decision was painful and costly.
I t meant parting company with several valued colleagues who 
preferred to throw the weight of their influence on Gandhiji’s 
side, and the sacrifice of her immense popularity built up during 
the war. At a critical moment .came Mr. Tilak’s death, thus 
completely isolating her in the political field. But she did not 
abandon hope, nor remain idle. While the rest of India was 
busy with the boycott of the new legislatures and plunging into 
non-co-operation, she turned her attention to the next stage in 
India’s political development.

Self-Government for India was no longer in dispute, though 
on the pace of advance there were sharp differences of opinion.
The new idea was self-determination. I t was Mr. Lloyd George’s 
phrase, coined for a very different purpose, with no relevance or 
significance for India. Dr. Besant turned it to India’s practical 
benefit. Self-Government, according to her, was meaningless, 
unless it was conceived by Indians in a form essentially in con
formity with the country’s political genius; a  Constitution, in 
other words, which was modelled on her indigenous institutions.

In one sense, the project could not have been ushered into 
being under more unfavourable circumstances. Undeterred by 
the indifference and even the personal hostility of a number of 
Indian Nationalists, her erstwhile supporters, she pursued the 
idea with determination. Fortunately, there was an able colla
borator in Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, like her a constructive states
man with a clear vision. Between them they produced a scheme 
for a National Convention of all parties in India, to draft a Con
stitution for India without interference from the British.
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The National Convention met in New Delhi in 1924 and 
proceeded with its task of framing a Constitution and produced, 
in the following year, the Commonwealth of India Bill. I t was 
not a  fully representative body, lacking the support of the Con
gress. At every stage she sought it, but the leaders of the Con
gress—Gandhiji, C. R. Das, Motilal Nehru—were preoccupied at 
the time with capturing the machinery of the legislatures after 
realising the futility of boycott. The Commonwealth of India 
Bill went, nevertheless, to the House of Commons, as Mr. George 
Lansbury’s bill—a private member’s measure—in the absence 
of official recognition from the Labour Government of tha t time 
under Mr. Ramsay MacDonald. There it remained, a bill which 
had obtained its first hearing in Parliament—-but could progress 
no further. A fresh and belated attem pt was made to secure the 
support of the Congress leaders. Mr. C. R. Das was willing to 
associate himself with the measure provided Dr. Besant would 
agree to some mass sanction in the event of British rejection.
Gandhiji less pointedly made a similar stipulation

Though the Commonwealth of India Bill was thus seemingly 
lost in the mass of private parliamentary bills, Dr. Besant’s idea 
of self-determination for India, sown in the barren and unpro
mising soil of 1921, began gradually to bear fruit. Congress 
leaders like Mr. S. Srinivasa Iyengar and Mr. O'. Vijayaraghava- 
chariar, produced their own schemes, acknowledging the debt 
they owed to hers. Later came the All-Parties’ Conference under 
Pandit Motilal Nehru’s leadership, with the Nehru Report repre
senting the largest measure of agreement then obtainable in 
India—the product of a movement very similar to her National 
Convention.

The completion of the Nehru Report, in the preparation of 
which Dr. Besant played as great a part as any of her associates, 
virtually marks the end of her political activities. Indian 
Nationalism took a sudden plunge towards complete independ
ence, leaving behind all the old moorings, including the Nehru
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Report. She did not live to see the final stages of the Round 
Table Conference in London, nor the later political developments 
before and during the second world war.

A Constituent Assembly is sitting today in 1947 in New 
Delhi, to draft a new Constitution for an independent Socialist 
Republic of India. Whatever may be the ultimate shape of the 
Constitution, one thing India can never afford to forget: through 
all the years of weary struggle for liberty, no one laboured more 
selflessly, or with greater courage and wisdom than  Dr.' Besant.

* •

Liberty is immortal and eternal, and her triumph is sure, 
however it may be delayed, and here is also the triumph of 
tomorrow if only we . . .  can be true to ourselves and to each other.
But they who love her must work for her, as well as worship 
her, for labour is the only prayer to Liberty, and devotion the 
only praise.

ANNIE BESANT
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THE VERSATILITY OF ANNIE BESANT
BY  V. S. SRINIVASA SASTRI

I am one of those who knew Mrs. Besant nearly all the forty 
years tha t she lived and toiled for us in India. 1 was not a 
Theosophist. Nor was I, when she laboured in the political field, 
one of her trusted colleagues. I am able therefore to bear testi
mony to her greatness from a somewhat detached standpoint.
I t  is no exaggeration to say tha t she was many personalities 
combined in one, and tha t every one of these personalities was 
a great power for good.

I well remember a great meeting in London, in the Queen’s 
Hall, to celebrate the Golden Jubilee of her work. Upon the 
platform, with intent to speak, there were about twenty people, 
each representing one activity in which he or she had been asso
ciated in the very early days with Dr. Besant. When the meeting 
was over and you remembered the speeches, you noticed that 
they were all so diverse, and that wherever she laboured she 
left a mark which those associated with her could never after- /  
wards forget. Once in South Africa I had the singular good luck 
to have as my fellow guest no less a person than George Bernard 
Shaw. He told me that he had known Dr. Besant in her early 
years, and he testified to two qualities of hers which we were 
afterwards to know in India. He said she was a woman of tre
mendous energy, she was capable of bearing the burden of three 
men, and she worked day and night without intermission, and 
all on a very high level of efficiency. Of her oratory he singled 
out the qualities of simplicity and directness and also of the 
most perfect clarity of expression. There was no idea however 
difficult or subtle she could not bring within the intelligent 
grasp of her most backward listener. Then of Dr. Besant as I 
knew her in India, I can say that of all the persons I have known, 
and I have known a great many, there is none of whom it could 
be said to the same extent that she knew the value of time, of
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fixing to every minute an item of good and useful work, and 
of being able to carry it out day after day during many years 
of a very strenuous life.

When she set to work it was marvellous how closely she 
attended to what was going on. She did not sit down to chat 
with people about other affairs. She came there for the purpose 
of the meeting, and she performed it very thoroughly indeed.
Wonderful was the way in which she took up great items of work 
and pursued them with all her titanic energy. She was occa
sionally dejected, felt disappointed now and then when friends 
had disappointed her. Yet nothing was more noticeable in her 
life than this, that while a number of her associates fell away 
and spoke ill of her and her work, and underrated the gigantic 
benefit that she was conferring upon this country, it is the bare 
truth that 1 never heard her speak any ill of any of them, not 
even of the worst. In fact she made it a point, when she had 
occasion, to put it in a good word about the work they had been 
doing when she knew them.

I remember it as if it was today how, after she had laboured . 
for the Central Hindu College, Benares, with her abundant energy 
for a great many years, having brought it up to a very high 
level of efficiency, having made it certain that her great religious 
ideals would be followed more or less, having secured for that 
college a body of very efficient and highly cultured professors 
and teachers, when the time came for the Benares University 
to be founded, she quietly surrendered the College into the 
hands of Pandit Madan Mohan Malavya, knowing that the 
torch that she had lighted would continue to burn in his hands.
I was not, as I have said, a follower of Dr. Besant; I was one 
of those who watched her advent into politics in this country 
with some misgiving. She was already known for her gigantic 
energy. I t was known of her that what she took up she worked 
into a great channel for the flow of all her superabundant 
energy; and our old people, the politicians of the day, liked to
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work quietly. They therefore looked with suspicion on the 
advent into politics of this lady, who knew no rest herself, and 
would not give any rest to her colleagues, and certainly none 
to the authorities. So when she started the Home Rule League 
there was a great deal of trepidation amongst those who had 
the management of politics in their hands. They tried to see 
tha t the Home Rule League did not come at all into existence, 
or only in such a weak and unattractive form tha t they could 
feel secure in their own power. I have to confess tha t I too was 
filled with the same misgiving, and that when she took up the 
Home Rule League I ventured to raise my voice against its 
establishment. The Home Rule League was started. I t  roused 
the enthusiasm of the young in all parts of the country, and 
while it lasted it was a power in the land and did a great deal 
of useful and very efficient service. For a foreigner to be endued 
with her spirit and actuated with her longing for a great many 
years was a wonderful thing; but in addition, she did a great 
deal to add to the culture and philosophy of India, to make reli 
gion better than it was. That she lived to be a great teacher in 
this country and tha t hundreds of thousands heard her, read 
her writings, and were glad to learn of their own philosophy 
from her, is tribute to her greatness and her power second to 
none th a t I can think of.

To me an opportunity was given, though late in life, to be 
intimately associated with her in the work of political propa
ganda in England in 1924. There were many platforms on 
which we spoke together. All her meetings were crowded with 
highly appreciative audiences. Then it was she started a law
suit against some powerful papers in England which had 
asserted that her internment in Madras by Lord Pentland’s Gov
ernment proved tha t she was guilty of anti-Government activi
ties amounting to sedition. She chose Edinburgh as the place 
where the suit should be launched. I was called as a witness for 
her. I was very glad to be one. Unfortunately Mrs. Besant lost
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her ease, although the Judge summed up dearly in her favour.
She would have won it had not a mistake been made, as I  was 
told by Lord Meston, who said “If you had consulted me before
hand, Edinburgh would have been the last place I would have 
chosen; Edinburgh is so near the seat of Lord Pentland. Lady 
Pentland belongs to this place, and she is a daughter of the old 
houses here. It is not from Scottish people th a t you would 
expect a verdict against Lord Pentland.”

One experience I must not omit. When Mrs. Besant was 
much past the prime of life, she still had so much vigour, her 
mind worked so clearly th a t we were all struck one night by 
the marvellous way in which she recited a patriotic poem written 
by James Russell Lowell. I t was after dinner. She had asked 
Mr. Gandhi to be her guest tha t day. I t was a sight to see Mrs.
Besant, robed as though she was thirty, take her place as a 
reciter. No note in her hand, no book near her, and we could 
see nobody acting as prompter. She recited the whole of th a t 
poem without a pause, and filling your ears and hearts with 
the power of true stirring poetry. I t  was a song of patriotism.
She felt somehow, with Mr Gandhi before her and hundreds 
of other people, th a t if she could recite this poem, and if there 
be one seed of true patriotism sown in a psychological moment, 
some good would follow. It was a wonderful performance.

A great woman, a strong woman. A beneficent-minded 
woman. A mine of energy and with a wonderful library within 
herself of all sorts of knowledge. A great fountain of inspiration 
for the benefit riot only of her environment, but of the whole 
country she served, nay of the whole humanity. I  have never 
seen another person either of her magnitude or of her singular 
devotion of spirit. To work of a high and exalted kind she gave 
all her wonderful equipment.

And yet, to finish up, I must allude to a point in all biogra
phy. Hardly any person bom to great work but has felt a t some
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time or other that she or he had not achieved the greatest 
object of his or her ambition. Something was left unaccom
plished, But we must not think that this sense of failure re
flects any radical defect in the character of these great people.
It is only a tribute to the greatness that they have already 
achieved, that they saw from that eminence higher peaks to 
which they might have attained. Mrs. Besant’s heart had been 
set on the attainment by India of her freedom. Sometimes, in 
moments of inspiration, I have heard her say that she was not 
going to die until she had seen India free. I  have heard her 
say it, and once, I believe, she actually wrote it. What a mighty 
fount of ambition there must have been in a lady well advanced 
in years to have said this! Well, she did not live to see India’s 
freedom. Even if she had lived till to-day (1943) she would have 
not seen it. It is not any defect in our great workers that things 
do not happen as they wished. Great aims are laboured for in 
stages. We have to achieve these marvels of human triumph 
not at one point, but after long years of strenuous labour, after 
generations of well-sown seed and harvest. Is it to Mrs. Besant’s 
detriment or disadvantage that she did not realize it?

Let us rather remember the great things she has actually 
done? I did not touch at all on the great mastery she had of 
her own specific subject, Theosophy, the numerous pupils and 
sishyas she had all over the world, the many Lodges from which 
year af.er year, on all occasions of these celebrations, the sin- 
cerest homage of the heart would come to her. I did not under
stand then. I still do not understand it. I am not competent 
to speak of it. I leave them alone. Remember how much is left 
out when I speak so enthusiastically only of the other parts of 
the work.

And let us also remember that when she came to India for 
the first time, in 1893, she did not come here to begin her life’s 
work. She did not come here to understand human problems.
She did not come here as a humble beginner in the ABC of
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public life. She had already won a great reputation amongst 
the world’s great workers. Among England’s great men and 
women her place had already been made secure by a long record 
of glorious and systematic work, so that her life in India is a 
great life superimposed upon her English life which already had. 
achieved an immense measure of worthiness and greatness and 
fruitfulness.

Such a person we cannot forget easily. Such are born not 
once in a generation but once in many generations. I t  was left 
to the singulai good fortune of India to have seen her, to have 
afforded a favourable theatre for the display of her great quali
ties. We in India gave her, as it were, the final scene of a life 
lived among great things, for great opinions, and in the company 
of the great ones of the world, whose names are inscribed for
ever in the rolls of human story. Amongst those great names 
Mrs. Besant’s will occupy always a very high and a very honoured 
place.
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BY M. K. (GANDHI

When I was studying in London in 1888 and after, I had 
become, like m any like me, an admirer of Bradlaugh and Besant. 
Im agine my excitem ent when one fine morning I read in  the 
London Press that Annie Besant had become a Theosophist 
under Blavatsky’s inspiration. I was a mere boy practically 
unknown to anybody. I would have been more than satisfied if 
I could have touched the hem of the garm ents of Madame 
Blavatsky and her distinguished disciple. But I could not, though  
some friends had kindly taken m e to Blavatsky Lodge. When 
Dr. Besant came to India and captivated the country, I came 
in close touch with her and, though, we had political differences, 
m y veneration for her did not suffer abatement. I hope there
fore the Centenary celebrations will be worthy of the great 
woman.

W hat does i t  m a tte r  who does th e  work, so long as the  
work Is done?

ANNIE BESANT
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BY JAWAHAELAL NEHEU

One of the outstanding events in my life is the day when I 
first met Annie Besant, I was twelve then and both her per
sonality, the legends that already surrounded her heroic career, 
and her oratory overwhelmed me. With a young boy’s admiration 
and devotion I gazed at her and followed her about. Then came 
a gap of many years during which period I hardly saw her; 
but that admiration continued for a great and unique personality.
Long years afterwards I again came into intimate contact with 
her in the political field and again I became a devoted admirer.

It has been a very great privilege for me to have known 
her and to have worked with her to some extent, for undoubtedly 
she was a dominating figure of the age. India especially owes 
a very deep debt of gratitude for all she did to enable her to find 
her own soul.

The child is a living spiritual intelligence, with an 
immemorial past behind him, and an incalculable future 
stretching in front of him.

ANNIE BESANT
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I feel greatly honoured by the invitation to contribute to 
Mrs. Besant’s Centenary Volume. I realize how difficult a task 
it is to attem pt to compress within the limited space alloted to 
me a tribute to the many-sided activities oi a great and noble 
personage who for many years not only galvanised the social, 
educational, religious and political life of India, but indeed, 
dominated it. Hers was a truly dedicated life, for she gave 
forty years out of her six and eighty to the special service 
of India. To us Indians she was not so much a person as an 
institution. And one can say without exaggeration th a t she 
touched nothing which she did not adorn.

My acquaintance with Mrs. Besant began within a few 
years after her arrival at Adyar. As I think of her, many memo
ries crowd into my mind. The first thing tha t I recall is her 
invitation to me to visit the Olcott Panchama School at Adyar.
After completing a round of the institution, we sat together for 
a conversation, in the course of which she told me tha t our 
treatment of the panchamas was shameful, and tha t Hindus, 
particularly of the higher classes, should leave no stone un
turned to improve their lot. She felt strongly our method of 
referring to them as “pariahs”. According to her, there was 
something inhuman in it; and, if I mistake not, she was the first 
to use the word “panchama” (fifth caste) when talking and 
writing about the depressed classes. Her noble soul revolted 
against the very idea of asking them to scurry off the road if a 
Hindu of a superior class came along, or forcing them to speak 
to one from a distance. Among the many workmen at Adyar 
were a number of panchamas. Mrs. Besant had noticed on one 
occasion tha t an official distributing the pay to the workmen 
was calling out each by name; and in the case of the panchama, 
he was asked to stand at a distance, and the amount due to him
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was thrown on the ground for him to pick up. Mrs. Besant felt 
this keenly. She informed the clerk concerned th a t she would 
like to be present when the pay for the next month was to be 
distributed. On the due date, Mrs. Besant took charge of the 
cash, had the amount for each m an packed up in a piece of 
paper, called each one in turn, and handed over the amount in 
person. Needless to say it had the desired effect,

I remember too her mentioning to me with emotion how 
gentle, docile and as a rule industrious, these panchamas were, 
and yet despite our treatm ent of them, “they were clinging with 
pathetic affection to the Hinduism which flouts and outrages 
them.” I t  was left to Mahatma Gandhi to take up this ques
tion in right earnest in later years, and denounce untouch- 
ability as a blot on Hinduism, Mrs. Besant was not content with 
showing them mere lip sympathy. She interested herself keenly 
in the problem of educating the panchamas and was instru
mental in starting schools and other institutions for their 
welfare.

The next thing which comes vividly before my mind is her 
great campaign for national education. According to her, edu
cation could never be a success in India until and unless the 
problem was tackled by Indians themselves in the right spirit.
I remember very well the great public meeting which she 
addressed at the Pachayappa’s College, Madras, in which she 
pleaded for the reformation of our educational system, and in 
particular appealed for funds for the Central Hindu College at 
Benares. Her recital of the ancient glories of Hinduism and the 

. special features of our educational ideals roused the patriotism 
of the audience. Her moving eloquence was responsible for the 
many handsome donations th a t were promised on the spot and 
for the zeal with which many took it  up. My late lamented 
friend Mr. V. Krishnaswami Ayyar, who was present at the meet
ing, was so deeply moved that, within a few days after it he made
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a special tour of the land of the  N agarathars, and collected sub
stantial funds for the college.

More vivid still is my recollection of the crowd th a t  used 
to th rong  a t  Adyar daily to hear her famous m orning lectures 
a t the A nnual Conventions. I  used to a tten d  these, as a  student 
and continued to do so for a long time afterwards. The range 
of subjects touched upon by her was marvellous, and there was 
a ring  of sincerity and personal conviction in her u tterance th a t 
made a deep impression on the audience.

I m ust here m ention the lectures on th e  various phases of 
Hinduism which afterwards were published in  book form. The 
story of the  Avatars, the story of the G reat War, and the story 
of Sri Raraachandra, the ideal king, have, am ong others, become 
perm anent additions to our classical literature. Above all, her 
translation  of our sacred song, the  Bhagavad Gita, which she 
perm itted m e to bring out in a pocket edition, has been circu
lated in  hundreds of thousands.

I have reserved to the last w hat I  consider the m ost im
portan t phase of her activities, the political. When the history 
of Indian freedom comes to be w ritten, Mrs. B esant’s nam e will 
find an honoured place in it. She was one of the few of English 
b irth  who condemned, and condemned strongly, the way in 
which Ind ia was being treated by England in  the denial of the 
freedom to which she was entitled. Her famous Home Rule 
cam paign was responsible for s tirring  up political agitation in 
India to a  h igh  degree. By her forceful contributions to  the 
press, by h er inim itable eloquence, by her books and her num er
ous brochures and pam phlets, she made the country, from one 
end to the other, ring w ith the cry of Home Rule for India. The 
a ttitude adopted by the  M adras Government, which ordered her 
in ternm ent and  th a t of two of her colleagues, served only to 
give a fresh stim ulus to the cause she was advocating. And 
even those politicians and  journalists who had differed with
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her, banded themselves together to protest against the 
fettering of her speech and writing, the liberty she had loved 
from the beginning of her life, the liberty for which she fought 
and suffered. I t  would be bu t bare justice to say th a t the Home 
Rule movement inaugurated by her gave a tremendous momen
tum  to India’s claim for self-government for which the Congress 
had been agitating for years.

Since the days of Burke, of Bright, of Fawcett, of Bradlaugh, 
and of th a t saint among civil servants, Sir William Wedderburn, 
every English friend of India who pleaded for her cause, had 
been the subject of contempt and ridicule a t the hands of Anglo- 
Indian adm inistrators and of their representatives a t home.
Mrs. Besant was the victim of much obloquy and calumny, but 
undaunted she pursued her campaign with increased vigour 
and enthusiasm. I  can never forget the great and stirring 
speech she made a t the Lucknow Congress pleading for self- 
government for India; and when she said: “England a t her peril 
calls on Indian soldiers to fight for the  liberty of Belgium and 
the sacredness of treaties, and  then sends those soldiers back 
home to find their people still in bondage,” the whole Con
gress cheered her. The audience was greatly moved when she 
further went on: “India has still love for England. Ind ia does 
not want to break the British connection, but the England she 
loves is not the steel-framed England of the Press Act, the 
Defence of India Act, the Seditious Meetings Act and the 

. Criminal Law Amendment Act, and all those horrible enactm ents 
of 1918 and 1927. I t  is not the  England of those things th a t we 
love; it is the England of Cromwell, of Hampden and Pym, of 
Milton and Shelley. I t  is the England th a t sheltered the th rea t
ened life of Mazzini, the England th a t  welcomed Garibaldi by 
thousands in her streets as the liberator of Italy, the England 
th a t has been sheltering every political refugee, i t  is th a t 
England th a t  we love.” How true are these words today as when 
they were uttered th irty  years ago!
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This tribute to Mrs. Besant would be incomplete if 1 did 
not mention the great hum an qualities which made men and 
women cling to her and be ready to do anything a t her beck 
and call. She was singularly free from malice; her attachm ent 
to friends and her consideration to political opponents was well 
known; her love and kind treatm ent of her servants was pro
verbial; and her will recording her dying wishes th a t all her 
servants should be paid for the remainder of their lives the 
wages they were receiving when she died, these testify to her 
nobility and generosity.

May it not be possible to influence public opinion to value 
men and women for greatness in intellect and virtue, in  
self-surrender and devotion and not for wealth or luxury?

ANNIE BESANT
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II it were possible for me to write in detail about Dr. Annie 
Besant I would gladly do so. Indeed it is a duty which I feel I 
owe to her memory. My ill health, however, stands in the way.
All that I can say is that among the builders of the Indian nation 
Dr. Besant’s name stands very high. Her memory will always 
be cherished by those who like myself came into close contact 
with her. Her unrivalled gift of oratory, her power of organisa
tion and her deep faith in her mission are probably not so well 
known to the present generation of Indian young men as they 
were known to the men of my time, who saw her 40 or 50 years 
ago in the prime of her life and the plenitude of her powers. I 
can only content myself by saying tha t along with her millions 
of admirers I also pay my tribute to her memory and trust that 
it will always be treated by Indians as a valuable treasure.

And so I suggest that we should hold up the ideal of a 
State in which the wisest should be the rulers. . .

ANNIE BESANT
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BY BHAGAVAN BAS

Mrs. Besant's aesthetic dress and distinguished presence 
corresponded with her noble soul and her magnificent eloquence.
In 1901, after her Benares home, Shanji Kunja, had been built, 
she desired to renovate an old temple standing on its grounds 
which had gone out of repair. Though her religion was Theo
sophy, which embraces all creeds alike, she desired to Indianise 
herself in ways of living and appearance as much as possible, so 
as to get into touch with the heart of the Indian people. Hence 
her desire to renovate the temple. In connection with this, a 
small gathering of the foremost Pandits of Benares, therefore 
of the whole of India, was invited. When the renowned Pandit 
Gangadhara Shastri entered and saw her welcoming the guests, 
he exclaimed (in Sanskrit) “The all-white Saraswati,” which is 
one of the designations of the culture Goddess.

Deep as my love and reverence were for her whom I had re
cognised as my spiritual mother from the moment I  first beheld 
her, even I  had the misfortune of becoming engaged in a public 
controversy with her in 1912-13 on the affairs the policies of the 
Central Hindu College and The Theosophical Society, in both of 
which I happened to be entrusted with executive offices. When 
tiie controversy had blown over I humbly begged her forgiveness 
not for my differing views, but for any harshness tha t might have 
crept into my language in the heat of argument; and she assured 
me of complete forgiveness already generously given long ago, 
before my asking—as was indeed clear from the fact even during 
the period of controversy, her personal kindness to me continued 
in every way as ever before.

I t has been said by some that Mrs. Besant was fond of praise.
Is there anyone in the past history of mankind who has not been, 
or in the present who is not? The Yogas, the Vedanta and other
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scriptures tell us that any one who lives, lives not by bread alone, 
but also by affection, which is food for the mental body. Yes, she 
was fond of praise, inasmuch as, and only so far as, praise meant 
loving appreciation of her labours. Small must be the mind that 
would blame her for desiring, or would grudge her, a little appre
ciation to sustain her heart amidst her arduous and incessant 
labours. That an Indian should work for India is but duty. That, 
wearing a British body, she should have travailed thus for the 
birth of the New India is reason for unspeakable gratitude.

Mrs. Besant was a great leader in every respect, with the 
soul of fire, the burning eloquence, the imaginative vision, the 
great and, high aspiration, the quick decision, the generous and 
trustful nature, the scrupulous regard for promises made, the 
exceeding considerateness for juniors and subordinates, the 
anxious fulfilment of their hopes even casually aroused by any 
work of hers, and, above all else, the mystic power of magnetic 
personality, which inspire and attract and keep followers. Her 
trustfulness and generosity, because of her intense high-strung 
nature, and her eagerness to help and quicken the uplift of huma
nity, were indeed at times rather reckless; and, as could not 
but happen in such conditions, she sometimes received and 
trusted wrong advice, and sometimes undeserving persons took 
unfair advantage of her open-handed liberality and readiness to 
help—whom she always incorrigibly forgave despite repeated 
experience. But mostly the help went to the deserving persons 
as well as causes.

How can I tell my own heavy personal debt to her? I was 
never worthy to unloose the latchet of her shoes; yet she allowed 
me the privilege of doing so, and serving as her personal assistant, 
in Benares and on some of the long tours she made in India year 
after year in connection with her work, some ten years before 
she made Adyar her principal residence after taking up the Pre
sidentship of The Theosophical Society. Once I fell very ill with
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malaria, She was, as usual, very busy with all kinds of work, 
and, besides, was preparing to leave Benares for England for the 
summer. One morning, on corning back to my senses after a 
n igh t’s mind-wandering, I was astounded to learn th a t she had 
passed nearly the whole of the night on a sofa, near my sick-bed, 
taking turns with my wife in  trying to soothe my wretched 
worthless mind and body. What wonder th a t we all regarded her 
as veritable mother!

i

I f  we once realise that behind the changing marks of Time 
the Eternal Is hidden, then, however alien or even repellent 
the Spirit o f the Age may at first sight seem to he, we shall 
accept it as th e present revelation of th e  One, and seek to 
learn its meaning instead of fighting against it as a foe.

ANNIE BESANT
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I was seventeen, when I had the occasion of first acquaintance 
with Annie Besant. She was to be the lecturer at the 1905 
international convention of the Theosophical Society at Adyar.
Twelve years had passed since Mrs. Besant had first come to 
India to devote her mastery of language, her tireless attention, 
all her resources in celebrity, friendship, and earning powers, 
to the restoration of self-esteem among Indians. The first phases 
of this work were already advanced. In these the leader herself 
gained knowledge of Hinduism and of Sanskrit, while she roused 
all the people she could reach, from rajas to ryots, to their ancient 
cultural wealth. A following of then young men and even young 
women was forming. It was when she was coming towards us 
from the main building with Dr. Bhagavan Das, crossing with 
tha t quiet and purposeful air the grass freshened by the just- 
ended winter rains, that first I saw this famous lady.

I t was a full-moonlit night. Our visitor’s hair, already 
white, surmounted the little figure like a silver aureole as she 
emerged like an apparition formed out of the swimming tropic 
light which the full moon gives in those latitudes after the rains.
The dignity and love, the readiness to take in a recommended 
new-comer to her circle, those lovely eyes, the sensitive strength 
of her face, the small gentle hands, all tha t comes back. For I 
too had “come home”, with our arrival in Tuticorin and the 
Indian mainland, a few days before.

This was the evening of her arrival from Benares. She had 
come over to the south octagon bungalow to greet her old 
colleagues and friends, C. W. Leadbeater and Basil Hodgson- 
Smith. So, to the feeling within me of truly coming home, was
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added this happy atmosphere of personal re-union for them, on 
that bit of charged earth we call Adyar.

Lectures on the “Bhagavad Gita” commenced the next 
morning. An Indian audience then was overwhelmingly mas
culine, even in the purdah-free South. The hall was charged 
with people and with expectation. Young and old came miles to 
hear Mrs. Besant’s eloquence released in their own defence. The 
speaker was then not far, I suppose, from the peak of her powers, 
and the experience was new to me: that effortless and deceptive 
speed, the rounded and open-throat quality of voice, a cadence 
and a rush, a  fractional rest, and then a little spate of words in 
a memorable phrase. The printed verbatim reports of such an 
art convey very little of the pent power communicated to the 
audience by the vocal resources. They show, however, th a t the 
literary style was not florid. On the contrary, it was in impecca
ble taste. A few simple thoughts were brought home with emo
tional power derived from the audience; no mawkishness from 
the speaker. She was audible to thousands. Yet in private con
versation her voice was sometimes almost inaudibly low. In 
much later years I knew a man of slightly defective hearing who, 
driving to Madras with Mrs. Besant, agreed with her nearly in
audible remarks, got a grateful but inexplicable smile a t one 
point, and discovered in tha t afternoon's edition of “New India” 
th a t he headed with her a subscription list for a hundred rupees 
each! Usually she began a public, address at a pitch just on the 
verge of audibility, and this quieted the hearers and brought 
them toward her, so to speak. But in full flight every word and 
even the breathings of the final consonants, showered to the 
farthest reaches of the rapt audience.

We were later her guests in Benares, saw her feed her deer, 
confront scores of yellow-clad ashen-smeared sadhus and dismiss 
these beggars feigning religion, but offering to feed the whole 
company’s small boys; saw her hands so tremble at the poverty
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of true beggars a t the carriage side tha t she could scarcely take 
out coins; saw her with the masters and boys of the College.
These were revealing days. Mrs, Besant called this house in 
Benares Shanti Kunja, the Place of Peace, a centre from which in
cessant efforts went forth to rouse the Indian people, a home for 
the only cause she thought of, a place from which to make ex
cursions, ail to th a t one end: a risen India. This was the house 
of a woman Indian in all but body and psyche. I did not then 
know th a t long before our hostess had read “The Secret Doctrine", 
indeed before tha t book had been begun, the two Sages of Kalapa 
had in a letter directed A .P. Sinnet to watch with friendly eyes 
“A, Besant”, as therein called. They knew, long before she rea
lised, the role tha t “socialist agitator”, tha t “secular enemy of 
religion” (in the minds of the Victorian conservative) would 
assume in freeing India; watched her born in 1847; watch India 
come free at last in 1947, surely? Mrs. Besant’s social and poli
tical phase in India was yet to come, and I  was to have intimate 
glimpses of it, but even then the labours were immense and fru it
ful. No statue can convey to Indians unborn the intensity of all 
this effort.

Nevertheless she took time to drive with us to Sarnath, the 
Deer Park, where Siddartha Gautama Buddha preached the first 
sermon, so long ago. There was much quiet talk between 
Mrs. Besant and Mr. Leadbeater on the way and returning in 
the carriage, but on the scene of the setting in motion of the 
Chariot Wheel of Righteousness there was almost none. Both 
communed with the place, seeing with inner vision the old glory.
The demands of the political work later led Mrs. Besant to shut 
off most of her energy from such visions within, I believe. I t was 
good to have known her in both periods of her main labours 
in India, for I think we can measure her stature best by recalling 
all aspects of this rare apparition of a soul charged with a  great 
destiny.

/w y —-<V\
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I t happened that our stay at Shanti Kunja on that occasion 
coincided with a visit which, was graciously made by Their Royal 
Highnesses, the Prince and Princess of Wales, later His Majesty 
King George V, and Queen Mary. And this involved Mrs. Besant 
in an amusing episode. The royal visit was to be brief, consist
ing of a sweeping into the circular drive of the Central Hindu 
College of the great black automobile containing the royal party, 
a short stop while an address was presented to them standing 
just beside the car, a few words of acceptance, and then away,
I was functioning as the photographer of the occasion, and had 
the freedom that goes with that office, and could be close up.
Everything else was firmly organized, rows of College cadets, 
a cluster of girls and women at the verge of the carpet where 
the visitors were to stand, Mrs. Besant in her sari in their midst, 
the boys and masters and invited guests formed around behind 
this bright group of Indian women and Mrs. Besant. Visits by 
royalty are, especially in India, controlled for social and political 
reasons, and this one to a Hindu college was a rare favour. Other 
deterrent considerations had been overcome in winning this 
recognition. So everything was carefully arranged and con
trolled.

But officials, however experienced, cannot foresee everything 
and without anticipation Mrs. Besant brought off the episode 
I am describing. The address was illuminated and on a small 
scroll, and was to be given, but not read, in a silver model of a 
well-known Hindu temple. Now it is not the habit of royalty to 
take things in hands; and when the big car rolled to a stop, and 
Their Royal Highnesses descended on to the carpet, and Mrs.
Besant stood forth from the group around her, and was with 
one or two more, presented, and then took up the little gleaming 
temple to make the offering, there was what would have been 
a  hitch: for some reason there was no aide at hand to take the 
thing actually from her! Mrs. Besant was her quiet self, and 
with simple and smooth adaptation to the circumstances stooped
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and put the address at the feet of His Royal Highness. And now 
he was baffled by this familiar Indian action! But once more 
a woman used her wit: with the least brush with her hand 
against his hand Her Royal Highness had communicated to the 
Prince of Wales what should be done. He touched lightly the 
white hair of the lady bending down to put the silver gift a t 
his feet, the correct thing to do, from the Indian point of view.
The errant aide retrieved the address as the party re-entered 
the car.

The effective beginning of Dr. Besant’s great liberating 
work in India, I think we may say, was when she authorised the 
purchase of the “Madras Standard.” It happened tha t I was 
available in the first few days, on leave from Ceylon, where I 
was Principal of Ananda College. An exciting business, con
verting the old “Standard” to “New India”! The Home Rule 
movement had been active already for many months; but now 
the juncture of these organizations, one led by Mrs. Besant, 
the other by Bal Gangadhar Tilak, with the Indian National 
Congress was proceeding. The first World War was impending.
The critical stage of the political work was being reached. Mrs.
Besant was destined to be interned in 1917, triumphantly freed 
a few months later, to become the first woman President of the 
Congress, to be the central figure of that drama which elicited 
from the Throne the decree and promise tha t India should have 
self-government. These great scenes are for others to describe, 
though I count it an honour indeed to have participated over 
and over in various aspects of tha t historical development.

Annie Besant it was who entered the arena of freedom, stage 
by purposed stage, and then at the climax of those scenes, eli
cited the promise (1946) th a t is about to be fulfilled.
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I t  was in 1897, soon after I joined the Junior class in the 
Madras Christian College, th a t I became seriously interested in 
Mrs. Besant ?s ideas. I started reading most of her books and 
lectures. Later I read her Autobiography, and it made a far 
deeper impression than  her Theosophical discourses, though 
these la tter also had a memorable appeal. But the personality 
of Mrs. Annie Besant was to me far more than her philosophies 
—a ray of light from a transcendent beyond.

I was passing through a spiritual crisis. Adolescence is the 
age when many unforeseen bodily changes occur and startle 
and alarm  one by the emotional stresses they engender. The 
unforeseen becomes real. This is probably the physiological 
foundation of th a t sense of reality of the unseen, which is one 
of the roots of religion, as first revealed by William James. I 
used to go to the Connemara Library in Madras to read books 
bearing on the leading religions of the world. Such relatively 
out of the way scriptures as the Zend Avesta were not neglected, 
but mostly the Buddhist volumes of the “Sacred Books of the 
East” series drew my soul unto them. I cried over the Maha- 
parinirvana Sutra and other accounts of the Buddha, the finest 
flower of the hum an race whose perfume enchanted me. The 
closeness of Theosophy to Buddhism was another element in the 
chain th a t attracted me to Mrs. Besant.

At adolescence, it is said, youths adore sex, God, or, if of a 
fuller nature, both. I  think I suffered differently. I t  was an 
other-worldliness, vague, mystic, yearning for nothing definite, 
and filled with loathing of th is mundane life of flesh, blood, and 
creature appetites, th a t became my predominant mood. I  was 
a victim of the ascetic temperament, partly a m atter of heredity 
and partly of ill-digested philosophies which produced a spiritual 
nausea.

■ G°^N\
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It must have been late In 1897 or early in 1898 that, unable 
to bear the strain of emotion any longer and breaking down 
under it, helpless and wretched, and distracted, I wrote a pathetic 
letter to Mrs. Besant invoking her to save me. I remember laying 
bare before her sympathetic sight and insight the struggles 
through which I was passing, my detestation of the world and 
the yearning to become a sanyassin. I wanted her to call me her 
son. Promptly came the reply in her beautiful pearl-like hand
writing, calling me her “dear son,” on which I shed tears, and 
sought the privilege and solace of an interview with my Goddess 
at Adyar. Promptly came a cordial invitation.

It is as though the scene occurred yesterday. I was a mere 
boy of 16 years whom none would have cared to notice, fresh 
from a village, not civilised in dress and manners; uncouth; 
rugged with long flowing hair, and boorish bearing, but I suppose 
with some little worth of personality lurking somewhere and 
struggling for existence and expression. I was immediately led 
to her presence. She was sitting, as I found her doing so often 
later, on a divan, scattered over with books and papers, and 
writing away vigorously. She stretched out both her hands and 
drew me to her and patted me on the head. I was speechless and 
fell almost into a faint by her side, and for a first introduction, 
most curious to recall-fell asleep! She did not disturb me.
She was unto me more than a mother of flesh and blood—my 
refuge and salvation.

By that time I had started practising yoga of a type. There 
was a deer skin stretched on the floor in my room. Being a Junior 
member, a Freshman, in the Second Students’ Home, as it was 
then called, attached to the Christian College, I could not get 
a single room all to myself, but had to share with two others.
But my yoga had earthly advantages, let alone the problematic 
heavenly. My two comrades left me to the sole occupation of 
the room. They were too delicate minded and too kind of heart 
to incommode by their presence a person given to solitary
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spiritual exercises, arid rather unsociable without perhaps in 
any way neglecting his duties as neighbour and companion.
Another advantage was tha t I was called ‘ ■Swamiar” by all; and 
the milkman in consequence gave me pure milk he would on 
no account serve to others without decent adulteration. I carried 
on frequent correspondence with Mrs. Besant. There was not ■ 
a single letter to which she did not reply, with tha t noble hearted- 
ness and in th a t true sympathy which made her the one-never- 
fading Mother to all the spiritual waifs and strays like myself 
all over the world. Race, creed, colour, language, nationality, 
all these were burnt to ashes in the fire of her Third Eye, which 
she wore, metaphorically speaking, like auspicious Siva, as a 
sign of freedom from all limitations, and her oneness with the 
“Absolute”.

I started translating her “Path of Discipleship” into Telugu.
But, sad to relate, intensive study, which all translators have 
to undertake, created doubts and difficulties as to some of the 
doctrines contained in the book. Finally, I  must in sincerity 
confess tha t my innate rationalism triumphed over faith. It was 
like this. There are incidental references in tha t book to the 
Hindu Caste system as based on Karma and therefore rational— 
effect of a cause. I wrote to Mrs. Besant detailing my difficulties 
in accepting these as truths. A little bit of irony must have 
been an ingredient in my constitution. After such argument as 
I  was capable of while so young, I wondered whether Brahma 
the Creator was like a Post-master sorting out souls according 
to their Karma and despatching them into particular castes and 
subcastes, and particular parents and bodies! If, so, why was 
there this revolt against the caste system? Are these souls 
revolting against the law of Karma? Has Karma no power of 
generating the qualities suited to its smooth operation?

And then the great ethical conundrum. Why should I  re
gard my duties as settled for me by birth and not by my reason?
Must I  fight because I was bom a Kshatriya, though my reason
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and conscience direct me differently? Why did not my Karma 
see to it th a t I had a reason sufficiently subordinate and docile 
not to sta rt argument and disobedience? Whether I am spiri
tual or not I cannot say, I t is not for me to say. But religious,
I seem doomed never to be.

This was in September, 1898. My recollection of the time is 
due to a certain incident. I  was so absorbed in my beloved mother 
and her “Path of Discipleship” and correspondence, and my 
yoga and other unacademical pursuits, tha t I was not in a con
dition to sit for the selection examination. Spiritual life inspires 
one with courage and selflessness and makes one indifferent to 
worldly results. So I went up to the Rev. Dr. Cooper, my revered 
Principal, and frankly told him th a t I was going to Chittoor 
next day and requested him to excuse my absence. Dr. Cooper, 
the kindest soul in the world, naturally got annoyed, forbade 
my leaving the college and insisted on my attending the exa
mination, no m atter whether I  did well or ill. Of course I  took 
the train th a t very evening and went off to Chittoor. When I 
returned after the Michaelmas holidays I  was fh rd  Rs. 15 and 
debarred from registering for the University examinantions.
There was also another great and good man in the College, the 
Superintendent of the Hostels, Rev. Dr, Skinner, who had an 
eye on my queer ways and was watching me, puzzled but with 
interest and sympathy. People used to say th a t I  was the only 
student th a t Dr. Skinner—a bit cold tempered and moving 
serene and apart like a lone distant star—really loved. Dr.
Skinner intervened on my behalf. The fine was remitted and 
f was sent up for the Examination on promise of my working 
hard for the rest of the term. The promise was made; and for 
a wonder, kept; and I  got a first class.

I  read much more of Theosophy in 1899 and also books on 
the comparative study of religions and rationalistic books on the 
evolution of religions. Dr. Paul Carus’s book on the Gospel of 
Buddha, now became the chief delight of my soul. Rationalism
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was gaining the upper hand. My letters to my “dear mother” 
became less frequent. I was drifting away, spiritually speaking.
I  was no longer a proselyte of righteousness. I  was not even a t 
the gates. But Mrs. Besant remained the idol of my ardent 
devotion. She loved me none-the-less for my back-sliding and 
aberration,

During one of my visits to Adyar I  first came across the 
illustrious Gopal Krishna Gokhale, who till his death exercised 
a powerful influence on my political studies and activities though 
here again complete conformity was lacking on my part.
Gokhale was not then in a good mood. Some time previously 
he had apologised to Government for the speeches he had made 
In England on the misdeeds of officials charged with the ad
ministration of plague measures in Poona. But after a short 
conversation, in which he mostly talked and I  dutifully listened, 
he seemed to be reconciled to my presence and became sweet.
Curious th a t Adyar was the scene where I  had the good fortune 
of meeting two of the great influences of my life—one spiritual 
and the other political, each the pride and glory of our common 
humanity.

Even though I had ceased my visits to Adyar, I never 
ceased in my heart and soul to be the son of the Divine Mother 
of Modem India. I  never failed to attend her lectures. But 
something in  me made me feel shamefaced, and I used to take 
the farthest back seat as a screen against recognition. When 
she made th a t wonderful speech in the Paehaiappa’s Hall, 
calling for contributions to the Central Hindu College of Benares, 
a meeting a t which Eardley Norton the eminent barrister ap
peared in association with her for the only time I have seen,
I  was far away from her in body, but my soul was a t her feet all 
the time. In  the occasional speeches I  used to deliver as a 
student I  would point out th a t Mrs. Besant was a world leader 
before I was born, the companion of Bradlaugh and heir of the 
great revolutionaries who transformed the thought and social
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ethics of Europe; one who was leader for a  longer span of yea*?s 
than  any known to modern history; old in years, but otherwise 
fresh, vigorous, and ever growing. Mrs. Besant continued to 
be a world leader, while those who were born long after she 
reached her middle age, not merely grew old, but fell in to  decay.
Her entire life is a  model of whole-hearted devotion to tru th  as 
she found it, of resolute sincerity and courage. She implanted 
the seeds of self-respect in th is land of slaves of government and 
tradition. Some accused her of rationalising our superstitions, 
but is not th a t itself a. tribute to her rationalism ? She started  
her life as a doubter and revolutionary. In a moving passage 
she has told us how she visited one of the leaders of the Oxford 
movement, and found him. cold and irresponsive. She was never 
cold, not even to strayed revellers like myself, nor unresponsive. 
Theosophy was her religion; bu t hum anity her surging passion.
If a t a la ter time in her life she found the peace of heart she 
was after and th a t reconciliation between this world and the 
one beyond, which made a harmonious existence possible for 
her, in the tenets and mysteries of Theosophy, i t  was not by 
tu rn ing  false to her natu re bu t by being more fully true and 
consistent, and fulfilling it to its sublime logical climax.

In what direction was not Mrs, Besant great, in w hat field 
not the pioneer tiller and sower? She poured new life into 
every departm ent of life and culture and into all the races and 
countries of the world. World leader and world wide! Educa
tion, social reform, aye forbidden sex, labour and radical move
ments, political evolution of dependent peoples into statehood 
and nationhood and in  the fortifying processes of progress in 
racial culture and self-respect; a closer organisation of war
ring nations into m utual understanding and sym pathy and a co
operative global order—in the encyclopaedia of hum an en
deavour has any one shown greater dynamic drive and foresight 
than Mrs. Besant? She grew with the years and grew beyond 
them  and kept on growing. Old age forsooth! Every year was
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a new age with her and no nonage. Humanity, drenched 
in wars, lies, and bloodshed—you did not deserve such a Mother.
That is why She left us, the immortal, the immaculate.

I was very reluctant to write about Mrs, Besant, partly 
because I had to write about myself, inevitable in reminiscences; 
and mostly because the theme and my emotions are too sacred 
and too deep for public utterance. But Dr. Cousins won’t let 
me enjoy the peace and profundity of silence. So I have talked 
and in talking sinned. “Forgive me, Mother;” but there is no 
need to ask—She always forgave her “dear son” unasked.

My last long talk with her occurred soon after the Calcutta 
Congress in 1917.. I was no longer a boy; but not much of a man 
either as 1 was an official in the Mysore service. She was very 
unhappy over the way the Congress was moving—“it will all end 
in destruction of what we hold dear to-day.” I shared her un
happiness, though my foresight was not so clear and prophetic,
And what is it we see to-day? The break up of India and ics 
fragmentation into a large number of states and sthans, and 
the most horrible internecine struggles—hardly to be called war 
—that ever disfigured and disgraced humanity. Noakhali,
Bihar and the Punjab and Hazara may not be the end of things, 
they may be signs and beginnings. I do not mean tha t any 
other way of organising and conducting our politics would have 
led to better results. All that is idle, futile speculation of no 
worth as history. Mrs. Besant doubted the wisdom of the Con
gress leaders. It may be that no other lead was possible and 
history took its destined course. But who can say, in the red 
glare of Bengal and the Punjab, that her doubt was unjustified 
by events?
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THE DAZZLING PILGRIM
BY S A BO JIN J N AID 17

Fresh and vivid as dawn itself is my recollection of the rap
ture tha t enhanced my lyric girlhood, when I first set eyes on 
Annie Besant, and heard her speak in the Muslim City of 
Hyderabad in fervent praise of Ancient Hindu Culture.

To my young romantic fancy, this dazzling pilgrim from 
the West, with the glamour of her radiant presence and the magic 
of her golden speech, seemed the living embodiment of all the 
brave and splendid Women of Old Greek and Norse and Gaelic 
legend offering proud and joyous homage to the Eternal Genius 
of India.

To-day, pondering over her incomparable devotion and her 
incalculable service to the Indian cause, I can pay no finer tr i
bute to her manifold greatness than to acclaim the sweet miracle 
wrought by her transcendent and transfiguring love for India, 
whereby she who came into our midst a stranger, has created 
for herself an honoured and legitimate place in the annals of the 
glorious and heroic women of our own race and tradition.
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If we analyse the character, the achievements, the lifework 
of Dr. Besant, we may best style her as the great and dauntless 
fighter, a great champion who nevertheless made up her mind 
from the beginning to fight within the law and never without 
the law. That, it seems to me, was one of her fundam ental 
messages to us. Laws may be corrupt, laws may be wrong, but , 
the way to proceed about the business of rectifying them was 
to strive to educate public opinion, to rouse popular conscience, 
so th a t the laws may be modified or eradicated. So long as the 
law remains law, notwithstanding all legitimate grievances 
which it occasions, she held th a t it should be obeyed. Dr. Besant 
was thus the most pacific of fighters and the most combative of 
peace-makers.

When she first came to India, I confess th a t most of us a t
tended her lectures not so much for their religious inner ves
tures, but for the outer vesture, namely, language. Her voice 
and her elocution were the finest things we had known. Her 
voice was audible in every part of a crowded hall, a voice which 
could rumble like thunder, and yet thrilled one with the 
diapason of its music; a voice th a t was the vehicle of thoughts 
winged and dynamic, sometimes disruptive, sometimes creative.
With this voice and this gift of language she did her work in 
India as few others have done theirs.

Mrs. Besant came to India as a champion of India and of 
the Indian way of life and thought. She came to India in 1893, 
but before leaving England she wrote a  booklet on “England, 
Afghanistan and India” which people may well read to-day for 
its soundness and righ t outlook.

On arriving in  India Dr. Besant made up her mind to rouse 
, the self-respect of Indians in India. Not th a t similar work had
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not been attempted before her time. Sir Pherozeshah Mehta, 
Surendranath Banerjee, Gokhale and Tilak had done a great 
deal in that direction, and Gandhi after her, and perhaps the 
contribution of Mahatma Gandhi was the greatest in this respect.
But at the time tha t Dr. Besant came here, it was with somewhat 
shamefaced countenance that an Indian would wear Indian 
clothes. A man was so mixed up with his studies where he had 
to learn everything in English, that he had no time for shaking 
himsel f free of the obsession of the West. Great protagonist tha t 
she was, she defended everything good in India. You might 
differ from her way of proceeding, but to a people imprisoned in 
alien ideas and bewitched by the Western standards and modes 
of life, some voice had to come to release them from the dungeons 
of their own musings and imaginings and from their inferiority 
complex. Dr. Besant s was the voice that came.

Having begun thus, she started work in the educational 
sphere. I am not going to deal with her work in Benares which 
culminated, in that magnificent educational institution, the 
Benares Hindu University. Many collaborated with her in this 
work, notably Pandit Malaviya. But she it was that compelled 
Indians to shed their lethargy and work for a common purpose.

After that, she turned to politics, and my only excuse for 
the narration of a personal episode is the light it throws on her 
life and character. In the years 1912 and 1913 it fell to my lot 
to oppose Dr. Besant in relation to a particular matter respecting 
the guardianship of J. Krishnamurti and his brother. I had to 
fight Dr. Besant, to fight Mr. B. P. Wadia, to fight Sir Subra- 
mania Iyer, and many others for whom I had great reverence 
and respect. Naturally, as a lawyer, I felt it my duty in cross- 
examination to suggest things that were resented. I had to 
suggest hidden depths of iniquity in what might have been a 
normal affair; but it was characteristic of Mrs. Besant that not 
one of the epithets I used or extravagances of speech on my part 
deflected her from her purpose. It was after the conclusion of
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the case which, with childish vanity, I felt proud of winning, 
when I was wrapped up in my success, she said to me: “I think 
you have fought a clean fight. Will you come and join me to 
work for India’s political uplift?” This was three days after the 
conclusion of the case.

The history of politics in India until Tilak, Besant and 
Mahatma Gandhi came on the scene was the history of debating 

•societies in whose chambers met groups of twenty, forty or sixty 
people collaborating over resolutions academically faultless and 
essentially just, but so suave, so sweet, so reasonable tha t nobody 
bothered about them. To none of us had come the vision of 
going to the villages, of speaking to the people a t large, of making 
them realise what they could do, and what it was their duty to 
do in the future. As a tried political and social worker, Dr.
Besant brought into Indian politics for the first time this idea of 
propaganda and publicity, and of appealing to the masses, of 
studying group-psychology and crowd-psychology, and realising 
tha t good use could be made of this great gift. The awakening 
of India from a long sleep had to come. It came through Dr.
Besant herself, and none of us who have been in political work 
can forget th a t Indian life, Indian politics and political agitation,
Indian education, would not have been what it is to-day, the his
tory of India would have been fundamentally different, if Dr.
Besant had not come on the scene.

I t  was between the years 1914 and 1917 tha t all this 
happened. There was a reverberation of new life in the country.
Dr. Besant became President of the Congress in 1917. She had 
been interned, and for a while was easily the best beloved popular 
idol of India. But popularity in politics is easy to acquire; and 
it is quite as easy to lose. By 1918 Mrs. Besant had lost her 
popularity by reason of her insistence on the need to obey the 
law and to shun non-co-operation. She could not command 
audiences or compel attention. But Mrs. Besant never for one
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moment dreamt of being either angry, disappointed or dis
gruntled. Through “New India” and “The Commonweal” and 
on the public lecture platform she fought day in and day out 
against Mr Gandhi—just as she wrote against the present (1943) 
system of government, She fought for Home Rule. She worked 
against Non-co-operation. Side by side she incurred the dislike 
of the authorities and of the masses which she herself had 
awakened, and she became comparatively friendless. But sh e . 
was always the same silver-tongued orator, the sage counsellor 
with infinite patience, the fighter and yet the reconciler. I 
emphasise the word “patience.” Realising that all these set
backs are only temporary, she believed that one must learn to 
put up with failure, and then to transcend and surmount ill- 
success. That was the Besant policy.

After the year 1926 she travelled abroad with Mr. J. Krishna- 
murti, and came back to Adyar in 1927. I should like to say a 
few words of the period of 1928 to 1933, because I regard these 
years as specially indicative of her spirit. Easy it is, if success 
blesses us, to display some easy virtues and to prove and demons
trate them. But it is difficult for one living amidst calumny and 
obloquy, at such a juncture to remain swee^tempered. patient 
and forgiving, long-suffering, and yet hopefulli the future. As 
one who came across her very often during these years, I can 
say that I did not see one bitter expression on her face, nor did 
I hear from her lips one vengeful word. She often said: “These 
are times through which India must pass. Having surmounted 
the present obstacles, she must come to her own. My work is 
done, but others must fulfil it.”

Dr. Besant’s life, as human life generally is, was an amalgam 
of success and failure. What was her success? And what was 
her failure? Her success, in my mind, lay in this—that she 
organised the people of India. She taught them the virtue not 
only of organisation but of business-like organisation. Politics
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and book-keeping seemed to be strangely at variance with one 
another. Dr. Besant showed that steady business-like habits 
and persistence are as essential for politics as for professions and 
careers. Her second success was the creation of an all-India 
spirit and the attempt to eliminate barriers that are threatening 
us more and more as time goes on. The third success was the 
inculcation into us of respect for Indian personality and for 
Indian civilisation. What was her failure? I think her failure 
was that, notwithstanding her inmost desire, neither the re
ligious harmony and religious unity of India nor India’s political 
salvation was achieved. But if she failed in these, was it not 
primarily because we failed her and failed ourselves? I rather 
think the answer will be in favour of Dr. Besant.

The work of persons like Dr. Besant is not for a day, is not 
for a year, is not for a decade. The results of that work are not 
easy for us to keep alive and to profit by. Whether this battling 
for the right, battling always within the law, battling without 
any reserve, has been of avail, time alone will tell. She made us 
realise the impermanence of failure, and the certainty of ulti
mate success if we remain true to ourselves and our destiny. 
These were the lessons of our life. The efforts of such selfless 
workers as Dr. Besant, irrespective of their immediate fruits, are 
never lost, but provide the energies that, in her own words, “are 
making for peace universal in the future, when the need for the 
lessons of war will be over.”
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BY  MIItZA M. ISMAIL

I have seen Dr. Besant referred to as a Warrior. But I have 
seen no one in India or elsewhere who looked to me so unlike the 
typical warrior. Her only physical weapon was her pen. Her 
other and invisible weapon was her voice. It is true that with 
these weapons one might stir up feelings that might express 
themselves in violent actions. But, with all her direct advocacy 
of things that she thought necessary for human peace and 
happiness, Mrs. Besant never used her immense powers of visible 
and audible speech in order to stir up class against class or party 
against party. My memory of her writings and speeches is of 
a persistent effort to get people to see the points on which they 
could agree, in the light of an ideal that included the interests 
of both, and get them to proceed from this point of mutuality 
to the adjustment of differences. I t must stand for ever to Mrs.
Besant’s credit that at the height of her political work thirty 
years ago, she had leaders of both the Hindu and Muslim com
munities working together for the great ideal of a free India.

As in politics so in religion. Dr. Besant, essentially religious 
in spirit, sought to spread a knowledge of the fundamental prin
ciples of life on which the various great faiths of humanity were 
based, and to bring them together on an unshakable foundation 
of reality. Opposition to this attempt at reconciliation came, not 
from the Founders of Scriptures of religons, but from their 
followers, whose minds and emotions were interfered with by 
narrowly interpreted conceptions of the central teachings of the 
religion, by what might be termed spiritual vested interests.
Just how these may be overcome in the future is difficult to visua
lise. But Dr. Besant was true to her intuition and to her tem
peramental urge to bring apparently opposed ideas and interests 
into friendly relations, and there are many thousands of people
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all over the world, and not only within the Theosophical Society, 
of which she was the greatest personal adornment, who are in 
agreement with her in this respect.

In material things she was also a reconciler. She was a 
socialist, with Bernard Shaw, not in the sense of levelling things 
down to the lowest, but of raising the standard of living for every
one to the highest quality in all that concerned the body and 
mind, in economics and in education. Yet in her advocacy of 
economic reforms she never, as far as I know, drew an insur
mountable barrier between the haves and the have-nots. She 
recognised them—and I suppose this came from her theosophical 
idea of universal brotherhood—as partners in a game that was 
moving towards a finish, in which both would share the prize of 
the struggle in a life that would give each and all an opportunity 
to attain their best powers, and through them collaborate with 
the others in the creation of a world worthy of evolving human 
beings. On the hundredth anniversary of her birth, I salute Dr.
Besant as Reconciler, with India approaching the freedom that 
she pioneered and laboured for in the same historical year (1947).

If India and Britain come to terms, if India becomes an 
equal partner in the Arm instead of a servant, then all will he 
changed.

ANNIE BESANT

■ GoiSx
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B Y  M. S. M, SH.YR.MA

An impressionable schoolboy barely fifteen or sixteen years 
of age had been assiduously instructed by his class master and 
others, who claimed to have a say in the moulding of his life and 
character, to hate Mrs. Annie Besant as a sorceress worthy only 
to be shunned. The lad lived up to this “ideal” to the best of his 
ability, almost to the point of being fanatical about it. One 
evening a little over thirty years ago, he was taking a leisurely 
walk along the picturesque river-side in his home town. A public 
hall near by attracted his attention because crowds of human 
beings frantically rushed into it. Just like other school-boys, 
he was overcome by curiosity and entered the hall along with 
others. A lr e a d y  the hall was full to overflowing. An old white 
woman clad in Indian saree was addressing the meeting. The 
new entrant was standing precariously near the door when the 
old woman thundered in a voice th a t drowned the noise of the 
market near by, and was saying:

I have called my subject tonight: “Work for the Mother
land.”

The lad was spellbound. Without knowing the name of the 
speaker or her reputation, he eagerly .listened with con
centrated attention. Although he knew no shorthand, the last 
words of the speaker—the peroration, as someone told him later 
—of the old woman stuck to his memory as though he had heard 
these familiar words somewhere, some time. These were the 
words which took possession of the soul of this young hearer:

I t is in the schools and colleges of India that young India 
is learning the lessons which it shall practise while it grows 
into manhood and womanhood. In the young is our hope; 
and if we can only inspire them with the love of the Mother
land, if we can only win them to realise what it is to be the
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citizens of a mighty and free nation, then out of the schools 
and colleges of India, there shall grow the India of the 
future; and to us, who have believed in her coming, ere yet 
she has come; she will look back as those who have laid a 
strong foundation on which Indian men and Indian women 
who are boys and girls to-day will raise the great edifice of 
India's freedom and make India the Motherland glorious 
among the other federated nations of the world.

The meeting was over. The youth was ju st pushed out of 
the hall by the returning crowds. He walked along the streets 
as though in a  dream. At night he learnt th a t the speaker who 
had made such a  tremendous impression on his young mind was 
no other than  th a t “witch worthy only to be shunned! ” In  less 
than  a  moment—indeed far sooner than  you could say “Jack 
Robinson”—the young m an’s bosom heaved with anger a t his 
“guardians” and “m asters” for the wilful misrepresentation of 
a great soul which taugh t toleration, peace and goodwill. Then 
and there he resolved that, so long as there was the last drop of 
blood in his veins and the last ounce of strength still lingered 
before the God of Death carried his soul to an  unknown region, 
he would never allow an  unkind or unfair criticism of Annie 
Besant to pass unchallenged. T hat youth was myself.

W ithout her knowing it, Annie Besant became my ideal who 
helped to mould my character for what it is worth. I t was not 
for years afterwards th a t she knew th a t I saved every pie of my 
personal allowance to buy her books and benefit by them. In 
those days, I had a craze for message hunting. I t began, with 
Mrs. Besant. Her message is the finest of my collections- one th a t 
even to-day helps to keep my optimism unsullied, certainly one 
th a t modern India needs to cultivate with a sense of religious 
fervour. Here is th a t beautiful message:

The lord of the Bhagawad Gita has said: “Oh, Arjuna, even 
as all rivers lead to the mighty sea, even so all religions lead
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to me.” That is my message, my son. Do not isolate your
self. Remember that Krishna, Christ, Muhammad, Zoroas
ter, Buddha and Sankara have all proclaimed this one and 
only truth.
If only our school children were taught the happy implica

tions of this pregnant message, how many hundreds of broken 
heads could not be saved in India!

At one time I used to tell myself that the easiest task would 
be to write about Mrs. Besant. That was many years ago. Since 
then I have known to my cost how dhlicu.lt is the task. Truly, 
one who knew Annie Besant could alone appreciate my difficulty. 
Her greatness was so all-embracing and covered every field of 
human activity in all its phases that one could hardly do her 
justice within the limited space that is all tha t is available in an 
article. That anyone who knew her could never ;say or 
whisper a word to her disadvantage should be evident from 
Bernard Shaw’s attitude. This prince of cutting satire and biting 
sarcasm has spared few of the world’s celebrities. Nor is he a 
man of chivalry in the sense that one should spare a woman who 
had dared to come to public life. Yet, Bernard Shaw, whenever 
he refers to Annie Besant even today, does so always with respect 
and consideration. A friend who knew both Annie Besant and 
“G. B. S .” explained this secret to me once. Years ago, long 
before most of us were born, Annie Besant was editing a first 
class political and social weekly in the City of London, along 
with Charles Rradlaugh. Bernard Shaw was then a struggling 
young man with the problem of food staring him in the face like 
a grim monster. As Editor of The National Reformer, Mrs. 
Besant discovered the genius in the young writer and helped 
him to avoid the inevitable poor house. “G. B. S.” has not yet 
forgotten that little detail of ages ago. Gratitude is a rare enough 
commodity these days, but in fairness to Annie Besant it must 
be said that hundreds of our present day celebrities even in India 
owe their greatness to the generosity of this unrivalled woman.
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V  She could stand any trial under the sun. The one thing she 
could not bear to hear of was starvation or hunger , She could never 
hear, without shedding bitter tears, that a person was hungry 
and could not get the wherewithal to find his meal. I can quote 
dozens of instances in my own experience where Annie Besant 
had come to the succour of the distressed and the helpless. Once 
during a spell of unemployment, it was the lot of a struggling 
journalist to undergo severe trials. He was too proud to mention 
his difficulties to the best of his friends. Just two souls—Annie 
Besant and C. P. Ramaswamy Aiyar—came to his rescue un
asked and pulled him out of a nasty corner. This incident is 
particularly noteworthy because what Annie Besant did for this 
proud journalist was not even known to her Private Secretary.
Years afterwards, when this incident was mentioned to B. Shiva 
Rao, who was a t the time Joint Editor of New India and her 
Private and Political Secretary, he expressed his surprise and 
added; “I had not even heard her mention your name as under
going trials and tribulation.” Verily, Annie Besant’s left hand 
did not know what her right hand did. Mine is not the only 
instance. I have heard scores of friends who have admitted freely 
tha t they owed their rise in life to the characteristic generosity 
of this peerless woman.

What, however, should interest the average reader was Annie 
Besant’s robust faith in Providence. Hers was almost fabulous.
I have never yet come across a human being whose faith in God 
was so great th a t he would willingly trust himself to start the 
New Year with a clean slate—from a financial point of view.
Every year on December 31 Annie Besant used to sign away 
cheques for charity until her bank balance reached zero. Even 
Hindu sanyassins have marvelled a t this surrender to the mercy 
of God. I once asked Mrs. Besant about this habit of hers. Her 
characteristic reply was; “To plan for money for the coming 
year would be to lose faith in Him.” Mrs. Besant’s record in
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this regard moved Gandhiji, in spite of political differences, to 
write:

Cultivate the great qualities of Dr, Besant namely, 
firmness, simplicity, self-control, etc. She is one of the 
greatest orators of the world because she speaks what she 
believes, and acts according to what she speaks . . , Imitate 
her unflinching determination and simplicity of life . .
Obtain the same strength and indomitable will . . . India is 
not fit for Swaraj without these qualities . . .  I t  is Dr. Besant 
who has awakened India from her deep slumber.

We must, however, guard against the impression that, 
because she was not mindful of her own purse, she was equally 
careless about the finances of the organisations committed to 
her care. As an organiser she had few equals. She had the 
capacity of making order out of chaos. Her genius for finding 
the right person for the right place was uncanny. Once she 
placed you in charge of a department, there was no question 
of her listening to the stories, true or false, th a t might be cir
culated about you. No rumour or report could shake her robust 
faith in her friends. Personal loyalty was one of her chief quali
ties, and she would not even suspect you of being anything but 
loyal to herself. »

In the political field she gave us ideas of what a fight should 
be. If we had stuck to her lessons we should have been politically 
free long ago. To her goes the credit of curing India of the 
inferiority complex th a t had grown out of foreign domination.
In a conference of the All-India Muslim League in 1915,
Mrs. Besant was on the platform. The Bombay Government had 
decided th a t the fusion of the Congress and the Muslim League, 
for which Mrs. Besant and Dadabhai Naoroji were working, 
would not suit the policy of Whitehall. I t therefore prohibited 
the conference. The Commissioner of Bombay Police came into 
the pandal and ordered Mrs. Besant to leave the pandal. “Why
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should I?” she asked. “Have you any order?” He replied: “I 
shall have to arrest you if you do not leave.” Mrs. Besant rose 
from her chair, and said: “Do it if you dare.” The Commissioner 
did not dare, and the meeting proceeded.

Mrs. Besant belonged to a race of giants fast disappearing 
today. She was incomparably great; you could compare her 
only with herself. She was a true Karm a Yogin, and never worried 
about the result. The least th a t India owes to her memory is 
to enshrine her in the heart of her millions. As the poet sang:

Let others hail the rising sun;
I bow to th a t whose course is run.

Keep the Flag: of Freedom flying:
Through the troubled night.

Hound the crimson banner rally.
Children of the light.

Keep the Flag of Freedom flying 
To your latest breath.

If you cannot win her living,
Conquer her by death.

ANNIE BESANT
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BY A, E AN GANATH AM

I t  is said of Lord Buddha th a t when he was asked by some 
of his disciples whom he loved best, he replied th a t he did not 
love any of them less but loved Ananda more. So m ight it be 
said of Dr. Besant, th a t while she loved all people she loved 
India and her people more and of the la tter the Indian women 
and the Indian youth. For, according to her, “Where true know
ledge is added to inborn devotion, the Indian woman is incom
parable” and “the Destiny of a nation is folded w ithin its youth 
as is the flower within the close embrace of the sepals th a t 
sheathe the bud”. Hence her establishment of m any schools and 
colleges for young boys and girls, men and women for im parting 
education on national lines and in the true sense of the word, 
and of ‘clubs’ and ‘associations’ where the young and old may 
meet together and the young may grow into ideal citizens of 
the future, for she set great store on the association with the 
coming generation, of true, brave and unselfish leaders.

Dr. Besant’s forceful personality has left an  indelible im
pression in every institution she created or into which she came, 
bu t nowhere so permanently as in the Young Men’s Indian 
Association, Madras. A great mother cannot b u t have a potent- 
influence on her growing sons, and hence the value of the 
Association, which she nurtured  and developed for the benefit 
of our young men, and into which she breathed her undying 
spirit of freedom and brotherhood.

Through the Young Men’s Association Dr. Besant placed 
before the Indian citizens the idea of a United India, where 
differences of race and religion were overshadowed by the hum an 
ideal of love and service. She created a m iniature India and a 
model for the real India to follow. She showed the way to com
mon messes and casteless restaurants. She showed also how
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Hindus and Muslims could fraternise, without ever being 
untrue to the faith he was born into. At Dr. Besant’s touch, 
differences vanished and a Jinnah and Savarkar found them
selves happy in her presence and in each other's company.

The Young Men’s Indian Association and the great hall 
named after the illustrious patriot Gokhale go together. She 
foresaw the times ahead, when there would be difficulties for 
free expression of opinion for want of a hall whose authorities 
were prepared to resist official pressure and let it be used freely 
even if it was severely to criticise the policy and methods of 
the Government. The public life of South India soon began 
to centre round the Gokhale Hall and continues to be so to this 
present day. The Hall ever reminds us of the master voice of 
its founder, and no one associated with it can ever forget the 
inspiration of tha t voice. India owes eternal gratitude to Dr.
Besant for her invaluable services rendered in providing a plat
form for free speech and elevating thought.

Dr. Besant lived a full life: Politics and Religion, Education 
and Culture, Philosophy and Sociology, found in her the greatest 
exponent of the time. She had a vision for everything and every
one. Her noble nature never counted the cost of championing 
unpopular causes (for the time being) when she felt tha t they 
deserved the support of all right-thinking people. She became 
easily the leader of all causes with which she identified herself, 
not by the diligence of her canvassing but by the dynamic 
expression of her courageous will and her tireless unselfish work 
on their behalf.

Dr. Besant is an immortal example both to young men and 
young women. She herself never grew old. Her indomitable 
will remained with her to the last, both during the period of 
her unparalleled popularity and during the period of her un
paralleled unpopularity and isolation. Thank God, people are 
now realising how wise was her policy. As a matter of fact
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her unparalleled popularity and during the period of her 
equally unpopular isolation. Thank God, people are now realis
ing how wise was her policy. As a m atter of fact they are now 
following her methods and policy, though, perhaps, without 
being aware tha t they are doing so.

Dr. Besant made men and created leaders and she con
tinues to live today in the hearts and minds of those she inspired 
and those she prepared for India’s Freedom’s Fight.

I t is now more than three decades since the Y.M.I.A. was 
founded by Dr. Besant and it has been my great privilege to 
be associated with its work and management under her wise 
guidance. Thousands of young men have enjoyed the inestim
able hospitality of the institution and moulded their lives 
according to her ideals. The urge for Freedom and Brotherhood 
was created by her over th irty  years ago, and even today it  is 
as potent as: it was at any time since the year of Grace 1914, 
when the Y.M.I.A. came into existence.i

Not only the boys but the girls need strength to bear the 
burdens and responsibilities, and the courage to face those of 
the future. . .

ANNIE BESANT
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ANNIE BESANT AND THE SCOUT 
MOVEMENT

BV F. GORDON PEARCE

So far as I  know, Mrs. Besant’s interest in  the Scout move
m ent was first aroused as a  part of the fight for the rights of 
Indians, though I am certain that, the basic idea of ‘Scouting 
for Boys’ (and girls) was one which appealed to her also as an  
educationist. Her direct and active participation in the deve
lopment of the Scout movement throughout India came about 
in the following way. In 1916 I arranged for a promising student 
of mine, G. P. Aryaratna, to join the Madanapalle TheosopMcal 
College, for higher studies. I  was a t . th a t time Colonial Com
missioner of the Baden-Powell Boy Scouts Association in  Ceylon, 
and A ryaratna was not only one of my best pupils in M ahinda 
College, Galle (one of the Buddhist Theosophical colleges started  
by Colonel Olcott, to which Mrs. Besant had sent me as Vice- 
Principal in 1913), but he was also one of the keenest and ablest 
members of my Scout troop, the first Galle Troop. I t  was hardly 
a m atter of more than  a few months before A ryaratna had 
organized scouting in Madanapalle, and the F irst Madanapalle 
Troop began th a t long career of usefulness to the college and 
to the whole neighbourhood for which it justly became famous?
(as my friends C. S. Trilokekar and J. H. Cousins—Principals 
of the College a t various times—can testify). As soon as the 
Madanapalle Scouts were on a sound footing, A ryaratna applied 
to the London Headquarters of the Baden-Powell Scouts Asso
ciation for the affiliation of the Troop. No difficulty was antici
pated, for we had obtained recognition of the Ceylon Scout 
troops (comprising almost entirely Ceylonese boys) without 
question, and practically all the Ceylon Scout officers were 
Ceylonese. To our amazement, Baden-Powell declined to affiliate 
the Madanapalle troop on the grounds th a t the num ber of 
British officers in  the Scout Movement in India was insufficient
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to justify the extension of scouting among Indians during the 
war. The moment Mrs. Besant heard of this she was up in arms.
She regarded it (very rightly, I think) as yet another insult 
flung at India by people whose racial superiority complex made 
them imagine that a movement for training young people in 
health, enterprise, good citizenship and service could not be 
properly organized by Indians without foreign supervision.
With the help of Tarim P Sinha and K. Sanjiva Kamath, Mrs.
Resant founded the Indian Boy Scouts Association in 1917.

This was the time when Mrs. Besant’s campaign for Home 
Rule for India was working up to its climax. In addition to 
addressing meetings all over the country in support of the Indian 
Home Rule League, Mrs. Besant was editing the daily newspaper 
New India and the weekly Commonweal: she was President of 
the worid-wide Theosophical Society, and of innumerable other 
societies and organizations for philanthropic work of one kind 
or another. Yet she found time not only to start the Indian 
Boy Scouts Association but to take a very active part in its 
subsequent development. In December 1917, when I made my 
annual pilgrimage to Adyar for the T. S. Convention, I found ’ 
the newly organized Scout Movement receiving Mrs. Besant’s 
very ardent encouragement. She had begun to feel, however, 
that it needed the whole-time attention of an experienced Scout 
organizer, and, knowing tha t she could count upon me at any 
time to undertake whatever work she felt was most useful, she 
asked me to arrange to leave my work in Ceylon temporarily, 
in order to be Chief Commissioner of the Indian Boy Scouts 
Association. I did so, and thus had the privilege of working in 
closest contact with Mrs. Besant in this particular field through
out the years 1918, 1919, 1920 and part of 1921.

This article is not a history of the Indian Boy Scouts Asso
ciation but a brief account of the work of Mrs. Besant in and 
through tha t organization, so I shall not say more here about 
the growth of Scouting in India except in so far as it was one
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of Mrs. Besant’s multifarious activities. Perhaps I  may best 
convey an  impression of her extraordinary power of leadership, 
and her inspiration of those whom she used as instrum ents, 
by a few personal anecdotes.

I  p u t first among Mrs. Besant’s outstanding qualities as a 
leader the complete confidence she made one feel in her support.
When she trusted you, she trusted you completely, and you 
knew she would never let you down even if it  m eant the sacrifice 
of her own reputation or her personal monetary loss. She 
suffered, on this account, from people who betrayed her trust, 
but it never changed her attitude. If one of her workers let her 
down, she did not rail a t or reproach him (or her). Her rebukes 
were stem  and straight, bu t never humiliating. And, after the 
incident was over, she would either drop th a t person altogether 
(so far as the work was concerned) or show an  even greater 
tru st th an  before. When the latter was the ease, she thus literally 
shamed the person, who had failed her on one occasion, into 
u more careful and more devoted service subsequently. I  have 
known occasions when, through some error of judgement or 
perhaps through sheer carelessness, one or other of her workers 
involved her in considerable loss of money. She would carefully 
look into the details, and if she were convinced th a t the mistake 
was not due to dishonesty or deceit, she would order the money 
to be paid from her own resources: a personal interview would 
take plaee: the m atter would then never be referred to again, 
nor would her attitude to the person concerned be less cordial 
or less trustful even in the slightest degree. No wonder those 
who were thus trusted  felt, in  most cases, th a t hardly any effort 
on their part was too great in order to justify such trust. I think 
this is one of the secrets of the extraordinarily devoted co
operation and service which Mrs. Besant’s leadership evoked 
from so many people of so many various types and nationalities.
Even those who differed from her knew th a t they could trust 
her. Some even counted on th a t trust to try  to deceive her.
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Another feature of Mrs. Besant’s leadership was her amazing 
atten tion  to details w ithout m aking those responsible lose their 
sense of responsibility. This is a most unusual quality of leader
ship. G reat personages who enjoy going into details usually do 
it  in an interfering way which destroys the feeling of responsi
bility in  those whose duty i t  is to a ttend  to details. Mrs. Besant 
never did that. She m anaged to convey her suggestions in such 
a friendly and unobtrusive way th a t the person responsible 
sometimes even came to believe th a t the ideas were not hers bu t 
his! Only those who analysed th ings very closely found out the 
tru th , and acknowledged it.

Mrs. Besant was usually very quick in coming to a decision, 
whether it  concerned a  big th ing  or a  little one. I well remember 
taking to her, w ith some trepidation, a daring proposal to s ta rt 
the All-India Scout monthly, The Indian Scout, very soon after 
we had  begun to organize the movement on a large scale. We 
had prepared a dummy of the proposed first issue, and  it was 
suggested th a t the subscription should be only five rupees a  
year. Mrs. Besant (sitting cross-legged a t her Indian desk on 
the ehowki in  the little room on the first floor of the T. S. Head
quarters a t Adyar) took the papers from me w ithout a word, 
when I  had  briefly explained to her our idea. She closely perused 
every page, and after about five m inutes she looked up a t me 
with th a t  unforgettable smile and with those keen steady eyes 
shining beneath the crown of snow-white hair: “I like your pro
posal” she said, w ith th a t little m asterful jerk of the head so 
characteristic of her: “Go rig h t ahead with it. But, instead of 
m aking the annual subscription five rupees, make it  one rupee.
I t  may no t be a paying proposition: th a t does not m atter: you 
will get s, lot of people interested in  Scouting, and th a t is w hat 
we are after”. And so it  turned  out. The Indian Scout had 
three thousand subscribers w ithin a  few m onths, which was 
pretty  good for a new magazine in English in those days.
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There was literally almost no trouble th a t Mrs. Besant was 
not willing to take to encourage Scouting. Naturally we spared 
her as far as possible, for she had dozens of im portant engage
m ents daily. She started work (I believe) a t 4 a.m. and the light 
could invariably be seen in her room until well after midnight.
Yet she never declined to attend Scout rallies, displays, camp
fires and initiations of new Scout officers, when asked to do so.
One could be absolutely certain th a t she would tu rn  up on the 
very tick of the time fixed. She invariably wore the bottle-green 
tu rban  of the Indian Scouts for such functions, w ith a  purple 
Scout-scarf round her neck, and the Chief-Scout badge pinned 
to her cream or buff-coloured saree. Stepping briskly out of her 
open Rolls-Royce car, she would stand to the full height of her 
short sturdy little figure, and give a  sm art Scout salute with 
the utmost precision and correctness^ She would go through 
the whole of the proceedings (whatever they happened to be) 
with great care and thoroughness, and, if it were a part of the 
programme (and sometimes even if it  were no t), she would 
conclude by giving those assembled one of the marvellous talks 
th a t she alone could give,—spoken without a single note in her 
hand, without a moment’s hesitation for a word, without excess 
or over-emphasis, perfectly suited to the particular occasion, 
be it  a light-hearted camp-fire jollification, or the solemnity of 
a  Scout-officers’ initiation. Fortunate are those who can remem
ber having heard Mrs. Besant address a great Scout rally of 
thousands of boys and girls on the Madras maidan, or a packed 
meeting in the Gokhale Hall when the movement was a t its 
height. Equally fortunate are those who can remember her 
talks to groups of boys or officers under training, sitting round 
the camp-fire on the Adyar beach under the casuarina trees or 
in the shade of the great Adyar banian-tree.

W hat shall I  say about the end of the Indian Boy Scouts 
Association when it was amalgamated with the Baden-Powell Boy 
Scouts Association in 1921? I t is not for me to criticise Mrs.
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Besant, for I know she acted as she did only because she firmly 
believed it to be best for India and for the world tha t the Scout 
Movement should be united if possible. Yet Scouting received 
its deathblow in India on that day. Perhaps it died in the form 
of Scouting, to be born again in the age of the New India under 
a new form and name. Time alone will show. But even though 
Indian scouting received its mortal wound then, it must never 
be forgotten that it was through the courage, initiative and 
patient toil of Mrs. Besant that the movement was born and 
lived so wonderfully for those four brief years. The record of 
its work is not to be found in dusty archives (if they have survived 
at all except in the pages of The Indian Scout). It lives in the 
hearts of the thousands of capable and serviceable young people 
(now no longer young, but most of them as energetic in India’s 
service as ever) who received Mrs. Besant’s inspiration to serve 
their Motherland, through that Indian Boy Scouts Association 
which was one of her many splendid creations.

We want an education that shall he absolutely devoid of 
. anything 'that creates fear, because half the faults, as they call 

them, of children are the result of fear.
A N N IE BESA N T
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THE IMPERSONALITY OF ANNIE BESANT
B Y  JAMSHED NUSSEEW ANJEE

One of the greatest contributions of Dr. Besant to the world 
was her “impersonality’’. Her actions, attitude, aims, emotions, 
all of these were impersonal and they were possible to her through 
the great cultivation of her own self. She looked upon herself 
as a debtor to every created being she came across and acted 
as if she had to pay up such debts to all and as early as 
possible. On stepping into a place, a city or an office, she a t once 
felt deeply her obligations and prepared to fulfil them imme
diately. Such was her compassion and tenderness. When she 
visited the city of Amritsar and went to Jalianwala Bagh, she 
removed her shoes and stockings as if she were entering a sacred 
Temple. Bare-footed she walked on the metalled stones, and 
standing their in all seriousness she was soon in a flood of tears!
She felt she had to discharge the heavy debt incurred by one 
of her own countrymen—one by which many innocent lives were 
lost. She said at times that India was exploited and that 
her country would one day have great debts to settle. She felt 
it keenly and tried in her own masterly way, in her extreme 
compassion and tenderness, to become liable for such heavy debts 
and to pay them. Through all her toil and sufferings, and even 
in her death, she never for a moment felt or thought she was 
doing something for India or in anyway benefitting the country 
with any favour. Her attitude was entirely impersonal, of an 
English woman shouldering the heavy liability of her nation 
to another nation, and toiling hard to pay to a creditor as an 
honest debtor. Very few realise tha t India as a nation has a 
great debt to pay to her. As one reads her autobiography and 
one ponders on her life, one sees how she grew in her imperson
ality. Her intense love for her children and service to them 
during their severe illness; her association with Charles Brad- 
laugh to fight for the rights of freedom of speech; her
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giving up of all previous ideals and work to join the Theosophical 
movement; her devotion to Madame Blavatsky; her strenuous 
work of studying* the ancient scriptures of India, translating  
them, and carrying the great and sacred teachings of Religion 
to every corner of the world, were all due to her extraordinary 
w arm th and love for hum anity  which suffered in  ignorance and 
poverty.

She had  travelled in all parts of the world; had m et thousands 
of persons—men and women in all positions of life; she attem pted 
to give her help and her understanding to all; be they indivi
duals striving for some achievement or groups aiming a t some 
good, She had wisdom and devotion which she gave through 
her lectures and books. She had power of organisation and she 
utilised every grain of i t  in  the service of hum anity. W hat she 
earned she gave freely, spending very little on herself. She 
wanted every good work to succeed. When she spoke or wrote 
for anything* it was because she desired the work to succeed; and 
so also, when she spoke against anyone or anything, her object 
was to save th a t work. Behind every m an and every group, she 
saw principles of life, and to her every one and everything, every 
action and association, was included in  her Master.

At no time did she th ink  of a person as bad or good; virtuous 
or vicious. T hat was not her concern. She only thought of a 
m an in  term s of the work he was doing for hum anity. The 
individual was not her concern. W hat m attered to her was the 
M aster’s work in  which everything and everyone was ensouled.

She would never go anywhere or enter any room or place 
unless there was some work for hum anity  to be done there.
Every m inute was to her a  valuable treasure to be used for some 
purpose of service to hum anity. I t  was impossible to see her a t 
any tim e sitting quietly w ithout doing anything. E ither she 
would be speaking or w riting or m editating. Even in a  fast 
running  m ail tra in  she would be found sitting cross-legged and
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writing away for hours. Her hand was steady, her brain worked 
clearly, and she would always be getting ready for some work.

She would never allow anyone else to work for her. She 
had no typist or shorthand writer. She did the work with her 
own hands and with her own mind. She had a wonderful memory 
except for faces, because she remained unattached to persons.
Her friendship, her love, her tenderness, were univei sal.

That was one reason why she could not make any difference 
in her outlook between man and man or between nation and 
nation. She could speak freely in any country, about every 
Religion, Faith or Prophet and with equal devotion and wisdom.
She could draw her audience and workers from all parts of the
world.

She had an extraordinary tenderness for the weak; for those 
who suffered or were exploited; for those who were oppressed or 
depressed, and in that tenderness she became impersonal—a. 
quality and a qualification which brought to her th a t extra
ordinary reward of being chosen as an Instrument of the Great 
Masters of Wisdom!
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BY A. BANGASWAMY IYER

I t is not easy to evaluate and appreciate the many-sided 
activities of Dr, Besant, especially in her self-chosen arena for 
the uplift of India, unless one is able to grasp the main inspir
ation of her life as a whole, as an integrated scheme in which 
one part cannot be separated from another, though in outer 
forms they may widely differ. She is amongst the great men 
and women of the world past and present, a type of the practical 
idealist, or as she would call herself, ‘a practical mystic’, one 
who seeks to harmonise the beneficent activities of this world 
with the supreme spiritual verities.

Before she joined the Theosophical Society she had no 
definite knowledge of the Divine Plan for the evolution of this 
world and of all its denizens, sub-human, human and super
human. Yet her strong intuition led her to take part in the 
defence of Indian interests long before she dedicated her mighty 
energies to the uplift of India. In 1879 she lectured on India 
and Afghanistan, championing the rights of subject peoples.
She worked with Charles Bradlaugh and Dadabhai Naoroji for 
India. Her passion for hum an freedom and sympathy for the 
low and the down-trodden would have made her a dangerous 
force in the stormy field of practical politics had not her enthu
siasm. been controlled, guided and directed by her idealistic 
sense of responsibility for not endangering the greater interests 
of the nation and the world in the promotion of peace and order.
In  order to assail and vanquish the materialism ram pant in 
the nineteenth century, and whose defeat is not yet complete, 
she had to master the objective Sciences and all those features 
of the dominant western civilization based upon tha t m ateria
listic conception of life, when the time approached when this 
practical idealist had to join the Theosophical Society and plunge 
into the main work of her life. While she was feeling the crumbl-
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ing basis on which her belief in atheism and secularism was 
based, and was filled with an intense but nearly hopeless longing 
to solve the riddle of life and mind, she came in contact with 
Madame H. P. Blavatsky and became a Theosophist. In her 
words she came through storm to peace, “not to the peace of 
an untroubled sea of outer life which no strong soul can ciaie, 
but to an inner peace that outer troubles may not avail to ruffle, 
a peace which belongs to the Eternal not to the transitory, to 
the depths, not to the shallows of life.”

Now she became aware of a Divine Plan for the evolution 
of the world and man, in an ascent, stage after stage in life 
after life, until man attains perfection and become consciously 
divine, and all the incidents and experience of life serve as the 
means to help him to make the ascent. She now came to know 
that the Plan was not confined to those incidents and experiences 
which are narrowly characterised as religious, philosophical or 
spiritual, but embraces all features of life which, rightly under
stood and utilised, serve to enrich one's inner qualities and to 
make the ascent more speedy. After the fulfilment of her woi Icily 
obligations in her native land, she came to India in 1893 to take 
up her appointed work of helping to restore to her newly-adopted 
Motherland her rightful place amongst the nations of the world.

In the beginning of her life in India, Dr. Besant declined 
to enter the political field. She recognised that the awakening 
of India’s national life should be based on religion and spiri
tuality. She worked incessantly to present the truths of Hindu 
Religion in modern garb in order to carry conviction to minds of 
present-day people trained to examine all problems from the 
intellectual point of view. In order to train the younger generation 
to feel proud of the glorious heritage of their ancestors, and to 
inspire them with a lofty sense of patriotism and love for their 
Motherland and to serve and sacrifice for the residing of her 
greatness and glory, she became the founder and pioneer of 
Indian National Education. As India was peopled by the
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followers of all the great religions of the world, she preached 
the Brotherhood of Religions and the common source from which 
they have originated and the common basis underlying them 
all. She aimed at making the younger generation not only proud 
of their country and its past achievements, but also to lead well- 
disciplined lives, to build a strong and noble character, and to 
devote their talents to the service of their country. She found 
tha t there were fissiparous tendencies endangering the rise of 
a united nation, and, like a far-sighted statesman, she recognised 
the necessity for bridging the widening gulf between the Hindu 
and the Mussalman which was accentuated by the communal 
electorates created during Lord Minto’s Viceroyalty; and she 
emphasised the recognition of the Brotherhood of Religions as 
a great solvent for the discord and differences in Indian social 
and political life. Pandit Madan Mohan Malavya was insistent 
upon securing a Charter for a Hindu University, though he did 
not have a constituent College which would be a preliminary 
requisite for the founding of a University. Dr. Besant, who was 
adamantine where principles were involved, readily yielded to 
the founding of a Hindu University, as the British Government 
were not likely to agree to the chartering of two Universities and, 
as she considered tha t one denominational Hindu University was 
better than none, and she gave her Central Hindu College as 
the Constituent College of the University. The foundation of a 
Hindu University a t Benares gave an impetus to the foundation 
of a Muslim University at Aligarh. As Dr. Besant feared, these 
two denominational Universities could not but breed separative 
tendencies. In this, as in many of her actions, Dr. Besant shewed 
her statesmanship, and played the part of a practical idealist 
though her views did no' often prevail against the lack of poli
tical insight and the obscurantism of some of the other National 
workers. After placing her religious and educational work on 
a sound basis, Dr. Besant turned her attention to the reform of 
social abuses, especially infant marriage, the extortion of bride-
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moneys, and created a group of ‘Stalwarts’ who pledged them 
selves to practical support for such social reforms. She also 
supported the cause of Swadeshi industries by preferring always 
articles of indigenous manufacture for her personal use, and 
preached widely what she practised.

When all these foundations for a sound future were well 
and truly laid, she gave in 1913 a series of soul-stirring lectures 
on the problems which vitally affected the progress of the Indian 
nation, under the title, “Wake up India.” She brought about 
reconciliation between the moderates and extremists in the Indian 
National Congress whose differences had well nigh paralysed 
the cause of Indian progress for some years, and took her place 
as one of the leaders of the Indian National Congress in the 
Madras Congress of 1914.

The first World war began in 1914, and Dr. Eesant, though 
proclaiming th a t the allied nations would achieve success even 
though external indications at tha t time were to the contrary, 
stressed tha t the price of that victory should be the achievement 
of India’s freedom if the results were to be permanent and avoid 
future wars, and stressed the right of India to work for her 
freedom even though England was in difficulties. In  December 
1915, when the session of the Indian National Congress was held 
in Bombay, she called a meeting of the Congress leaders and 
announced her determination to unfurl the flag of ‘Indian Home 
Rule’. The leaders were startled, fearing that the association 
of th a t ominous name in connection with the fight for Irish 
Freedom would bring a similar trend of events in the smooth 
and placid waters in the Indian political stream, and eyed her 
advent as tha t of a stormy petrel portending unwelcome dis
turbances within the near political horizon. They said they would 
take the movement for Indian freedom into their own hands and 
guide it in their own ways. She gave them till the 1st of October 
following for their due action, after which date if they did not 
act, she would sta rt her Home Rule movement.
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October .1, 1016, came, but no action on the part of the 
Congress leaders was visible. On tha t day she founded the Home 
Rule League for India. Indian political activities entered a new 
phase of vibrant life under her leadership. At the Lucknow Con
gress of 1916 the Hindu and Muslim leaders were led to unite, 
and the Lucknow pact, though disfigured by communal electo
rates and weightages for minorities, was entered into for the 
attainment of India’s freedom; as Dr. Besant foresaw, without 
unity freedom could not be attained. Dr. Besant’s political 
activities during her Home Rule campaign brought repeated for
feitures of security by her paper “New India” accompanied by 
battles in the law courts waged by her in defence of her cause 
which was widely popularised thereby, Her internment with
G. S. Arundale and B. P. Wadia raised tremendous enthusiasm 
throughout the country for the cause of Home Rule, a t the 
height of which she was made President of the Congress session 
in 1917 in Calcutta.

Mrs. Besant’s method to attain freedom for India was by 
way of intense and well-organised constitutional agitation, 
educating the masses politically, and seeking their enthusiastic 
support for the cause, and presenting in the name of the united 
Indian Nation a Swaraj constitution suited to Indian genius 
and Indian conditions which the sanction of the Indian people 
behind it would compel the British Parliament to pass. At this 
stage Mr. Gandhi entered the political field, assuring that Swaraj 
would be won with his weapon of ‘Satyagraha’, or ‘Civil dis
obedience’ of laws in order to hamper and bring to a deadlock 
the functioning of Government activities. Dr. Besant was strong 
against civil disobedience as she felt it would lead to disturbances 
and bloodshed, as the masses would get out of hand; and she 
strongly advocated the British connection and India’s place as 
an equal member in the British Commonwealth, leading ultim
ately to a common Government Federation for the whole world.
Mr Gandhi’s method was more spectacular and caught the
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popular fancy, and Mrs. Besant’s practical idealism was set
aside.

As Mrs. Besant knew th a t the British Parliament would not 
heed any constitution for India unless it  was backed by the 
whole nation, even if it were defective, she adopted the procedure 
followed by some of the Dominions for a Constitution to be 
framed by Indians. She called two National Conferences in New 
Delhi in 1923 and 1924 under the presidency of Sir Tej Bahadur 
Sapru, consisting of representatives of all im portant political 
elements in the national life. As a result, a National Convention 
was held in 1925 for framing the Commonwealth of India Bill, 
which aimed a t eliminating communal differences and placing 
India on a level of equality with other Dominions constituting 
the Indo-British Commonwealth of Nations, as she appropriately 
styled what then went by the name of the British Empire. The 
Bill was introduced into Parliament during the short Macdonald 
ministry, and passed the First Reading therein in 1926. Some 
of the leaders of the Congress repudiated the Bill as not accept
able to them, and thereby allowed it to lapse.

Dr. Besant worked incessantly for her cherished object of 
winning Home Rule until she became disabled by illness, and 
passed away in September 1933. Dr. Besant’s warning th a t m  
consequence of the loosening of regard for law and order, the 
masses were likely to get out of hand with rioting as a con
sequence, has been fulfilled.

Dr. Besant’s political aim as a practical idealist was to see 
a united Indian Nation attaining freedom, functioning on a level 
of equality with all the other nations of the earth, and contri
buting its share to the progress of the world.

We witness in  the establishment of the United Nations 
Organisation in the place of the weak and compromising League 
of Nations, in the close economic collaboration between Britain 
and the United States, the recognition of the necessity for the
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rehabilitation of Europe and its unity, and the conversion df 
the British Empire and its Dominions overseas into a  great 
Commonwealth of Nations in which India will have a place of 
equality with other component parts, the abolition of war as 
a method for adjusting national differences which the inven
tion of the atomic bomb makes any aggressive nation hesitate to 
resort to, and other similar events, movements towards the 
fulfilment of the Great Plan which Dr. Besant as a practical 
idealist was constantly preaching. To understand her and 
her message was not given to many amongst the politicians 
of the land, who, though volubly praising the ideals of their 
ancient culture and civilizations, were steeped in Western 
culture and materialistic outlook on life, and wanted European 
institutions to be copied in their entirety in India, and could 
not comprehend the scheme of Dr. Besant to shape modern 
Democracy in accordance with ancient Indian ideals. Hence 
arose the divergence between her and the Congress leaders 
during the last 12 or 13 years of her life. They could not 
appreciate a t their true value the unique example and self- 
sacrifice of this servant of Humanity who, past the usual prime 
of life, adopted India as her Motherland, and spent in her 
service all her great gifts of eloquence, indomitable energy and 
will, her powers of organisation and high statesmanship.

India has attained Freedom, but not as rapidly as Dr.
Besant hoped, and not without being stained by excess and 
imperfection, as against the ideal which she, as a practical 
idealist, placed before herself for realization.
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A YOUNG INDIAN’S SALUTE
BY KRISHNALAL SRIBHARANt

Annie Besant was outstanding among India’s nation v 
builders. She made India proud of her rich heritage; she also 
gave India a vision of her glorious future. And against India’s 
present degradation, she fought as valiantly as any man or 
woman of her time.

That is enough to make India grateful. But in the case of 
Annie Besant, we of India should be doubly grateful. For here 
was an English woman who made India her own, and she 
worked for India’s freedom to the extent of arousing the wrath 
of her own people.

Some unenlightened Englishmen of her time thought that 
although she was British, she was anti-British and worked for 
an anti-British cause. But she followed the tru th  as she saw 
it, and in doing so she proved tha t before being a British subject 
she was a citizen of the world. And the spectacle of an English 
woman battling in behalf of “Indian Home Rule” showed to the 
world that the Indian movement was pro-freedom and not anti- 
British.

When I became old enough to be conscious of political 
currents in India, the Besant era had already passed although 
she was alive. Young India was tempted to assert that she 
was a “moderate.” But as one acquires the historic sense one 
learns to fit a personage in the context of his or her time. And 
in her time Annie Besant was like a lioness who played with 
fire and suffered the consequences. Many a man regarded her 
as “too radical.”

A movement to be a movement always marches on, but its 
progress is measured by the milestones left behind. The memory 
of Annie Besant stands like a milestone in the history of India’s 
freedom movement which is about to see its fulfilment.
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ANNIE BESANT, APOSTLE OF FREEDOM
BY EMMELINE PtJ THICK - LA WREN CE

Annie Besant, whom I was privileged to know personally, 
is one of the outstanding pioneers of the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. There are three big Movements which I 
have had a t heart, of which she was a leader. I  remember her 
in  the early days of the Trade Union Movement, and in  p arti
cular I remember her grand championship of the m atch girls 
when they went on strike.

I  value the memory of her comradeship in the struggle in 
our own country to secure equal citizen rights, for women. I 
remember th a t in 1910, she marched in our great procession 
from the London Embankment to the Royal Albert Hall, and 
spoke from the platform with her own matchless oratory.

Above all, she stands highest in  my estimation because she 
was one of the great influences th a t changed .public opinion 
and won British support for the conception of a free and inde
pendent India.

I propose to prove in the following pages (“India: Bond or 
Free?”) - . • that India is slowly wasting away, and will in 
evitably perish, unless she regains her right to rule herself.

ANNIE BESANT
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An organisation is good, provided it is not oppressive, sad  
provided that the organisation, of the whole recognises the  
variety of the parts and lets each man go to the organ that 
suite him  best . . .  so shall the nation grow into ordered free
dom; so shall it progress into general prosperity; and all the 
time that this is going on, you will have the greater and greater 
development of the divine spirit within which will transform the 
necessity of an outer law of compulsion into the inner law of 
freedom which comes from the Ruler Immortal within the heart.

ANNIE BESANT
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ANNIE BESANT IN HER WHEEL OF LIFE
BY HELEN VEALE

Among the many angles from which this great woman may 
be considered, it is fitting th a t the astrological one should not 
be omitted. Truly a  horoscope is a portrait; like the physical 
appearance it is to some extent a prison, lim iting the ego whom 
it serves, but also revealing somewhat of th a t ego’s strength 
and beauty, and bearing on its countenance the lines and scars 
of past cares and ordeals. But the horoscope has an  advantage 
over the portrait in th a t it pictures a whole life instead of some 
momentary stage in it; indeed it portrays a soul, for the lines 
and scars are rem nants of past lives in it. The wheel is dynamic, 
and the astrologer sees it revolving, successive hidden forces 
rising to the surface of consciousness, to face karmic ordeals 
and influences which all mysteriously have their place too in 
the field of action, for subject and object are here unified. The 
gxeat wheel of the Sun, in relationship with M other-Earth and 
all the planets of our solar system, makes a unity; and every 
moment of time sets spinning tiny hum an wheels, each stamped 
with the seal of its begetting—a unity within complexity—a life 
cycle for its hum an logos.

Annie Besant’s ascendant is the sign of Aries, the Bam, 
leader of all the twelve signs and of the fiery triplicity in parti
cular. This marks her as the Pioneer, the leader of desperate 
adventures, ever young of heart, looking to the m ountain-top 
of achievement, w ith faith th a t no tem porary failure can daunt.
The decanate of the ascendant gives the sub-influence of Leo, 
the royal sign which joins heart to head, dowering richly with 
the generous power of love, and commanding willing allegiance.

The ascendant having yielded its secrets, we look next to 
see w hat aspects are thrown on it by the planets, and a t once 
we are appalled a t the squares and oppositions; truly here is
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the Warrior soul, fearlessly battling against tremendous odds, 
her head “bloody, but unbowed!” Close to the ascendant rises 
Uranus the Awakener, who awakens by shocks, by shattering 
the heart’s idols; and ranged directly in opposition are the Sun,
Venus and Mercury, while, the Moon and Jupiter in conjunction 
are directly square both to the ascendant and the opposing 
group. Three out of the four cardinal houses are crowded with 
planets, grouped too in three cardinal signs, adding to their 
power for good or ill. How significant this of the life tha t was 
before the little Annie Wood, in th a t year of her birth in Eng
land! Compact mainly of the elements of Air and Water, so 
thrillingly sensitive to inner harmony and to the chords of 
affection, she was to be cast out by husband, deprived of her 
children, made repeatedly an object of public derision and 
hatred, deserted even by those to whom she gave friendship, 
when her adventurous steps would tread paths unaccustomed, 
led by a light to which they were blind. Truly this great soul 
was to be stretched on the cross of suffering—or, we should rather 
say, of service and sacrifice—and she was to make of it her 
throne of triumph! No personal triumph, be it understood, for 
what great one ever cares for that?  But which of the causes 
she fought for has not to-day triumphed over ignorance and 
prejudice, and largely owing to her work and leadership? To 
her own great heart she took the suffering, and transmuted it 
there to compassionate understanding and strength. Passion
ately sensitive to injustice and perversion of tru th , wherever 
she saw these she would lead a  crusade, hurling herself into 
conflict with established usage, vested interests and blind com
placency, with complete confidence in final vindication, saying 
to all in effect: “Stand thou on th a t side, for on this am I,” 
though she m ight seem to be standing alone.

One of the interesting things to be noted in a horoscope is 
the order of uhfoldment of a life’s potentialities, seen by the 
progression of signs to the ascending horizon, as the wheel turns.
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Each single day after birth, or each one degree's difference at 
the point of mid-heaven, is taken to measure appr >ximateiy a 
year of life, so the astrological student sees Aries succeeded by 
Taurus, sign of the Builder and Craftsman, delighting in beauty 
and art. Then comes for a far longer period of ascension the 
sign of Gemini, of the eager and truth-seeking mind, ruled by 
Mercury with sub-influences of Venus and Saturn. That sign 
on the progressed ascendant covered all the years in which 
Annie Besant turned from the religion to which she had been 
trained in loving obedience, because she could not honestly 
believe its traditional dogmas, and would not pretend. Going 
out into the wilderness, a t the cost of family happiness and 
social position with all th a t it involved, she joined the Free
thinkers, a little band of courageous and self-sacrificing people 
in London. In their company, and soon a leader among them, 
she spent some of the most fruitful years of her life, labouring 
without stint at social and political reforms, serving on educa
tional boards, as well as lecturing for Free Thought and other 
causes. But the wheel went on turning, bringing Cancer, the 
mystical, watery sign under which H. P. Blavatsky and the 
Theosophicai Society both were born, to the cusp of the 
ascendant. Now at last she entered into her full soul-heritage 
and memory of past lives. Reading by what seemed a chance 
“The Secret Doctrine,” which W. T. Stead had passed to her for 
review, she found in it the key to her own intuitions, and going 
to H. P. Blavatsky forthwith, bound herself to the service of 
Theosophy, with its motto, “There is no religion higher than  
Truth.” Her freethinking companions were outraged, declaring 
this change to be merely impulsive, not actuated by reason, but 
they were disappointed in their expectation thac her allegiance 
would waver. She had served T ruth too faithfully all her life 
to be now deceived; and having reached the full light, she 
dwelt in it, to the immense enhancement of her usefulness to 
the world and its suffering millions. The later phases of her
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life-work are too well known to need description and analysis.
I t is enough to say th a t on a still larger stage, of world-wide 
extent indeed, she now pursued the same path of beneficent 
activity and exposition of wisdom. India in particular owes to 
her the world’s acceptance of its claim to freedom.

But the life was from the first bound to end in shadow, for 
two planets of ill-omen are in the twelfth house, Saturn and 
Neptune, in the disintegrating sign of Pisces. Facing with her 
usual courage this liability, she would not in any way relax from 
her toil for India and the Society over which she presided. When 
the ends for which she had fought were practically secure though 
still delayed in fulfilment, the inevitable break-down of the 
physical vehicle was allowed its way, and the last two years of 
sickroom seclusion closed in to finish a karmic debt. Some astro
logers had expected her death far earlier in life, but for her the 
ordinary rules by which longevity is determined seem not to 
apply. Those under whom she served could give her additional 
strength, and prolong her natural term of life so long as the 
work was served thereby. But when deteriorating world con
ditions and communal dissensions made it  clear tha t the goal of 
India’s freedom could not be hastened to fulfilment, she sub
mitted in will to this indignity of obscuration, never showing 
impatience or want of inner serenity through long months and 
years of weakness, till she shed the body and took again to 
fuller life in September 1933.

So is her life writ in the stars!
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CONTEMPORARY CHARACTER SKETCH
BY C , W. LEADBEAX’ER

I  have known Mrs. Besant for many years. I first saw her 
in her freethinking days, when she was lecturing a t the Hall 
of Science in the City Hoad, London. I was then a clergyman 
of the Church of England, so it can hardly be supposed th a t 
I commenced our acquaintance with a prejudice in her favour.
I was nevertheless deeply impressed by her power and her fear
lessness, and I was compelled to admit th a t her facts were 
accurate, even if I. sometimes thought th a t the deductions which 
she drew from them  were somewhat harshly stated. I did not 
venture to speak to her a t th a t time, although I went to hear 
her on several occasions.

I t  would be impertinence on my part to offer any testimonial 
to the character of one so great as she; yet perhaps I may be 
permitted to lay my humble tribute a t her feet by making the 
simple statem ent th a t none could have a comrade more loyal 
than she, more affectionate, more considerate or more under
standing. She was always noble and always gentle, though 
utterly fearless in the pursuit of what she saw to be her duty.
Only those who know her well fully realize how remarkable are her 
characteristics, the splendid sweep of her intuition, her instan t 
and thorough grasp of new truths, her wonderful power of tu rn 
ing instantly from one thing to another, yet giving full attention 
to each; the marvel of her intellect and the depth of her sym
pathy, her phenomenal industry and her astonishing capacity 
for hard  work. I have never seen anyone to equal her in th a t 
last respect, except perhaps Madame Blavatsky.

W hat she has done for the Theosophical Society is well 
known; the long list of her books and pamphlets speaks lor 
itself and shows the indefatigable energy which she has dis
played in the cause. She has been for many years the guide and
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helper in the inner life. For some years she devoted most of 
her time to hard and thankless work for the good of India— 
the Motherland of her Master, the country which she so deeply 
loves. For a long time the Government of India looked upon 
her with suspicion and regarded her as a mere agitator.

She is indeed a leader to follow to the uttermost, a teacher 
to whom we owe more than  words can tell, an example of life 
and work for which we can never be sufficiently grateful. “By 
their fruits ye shall know them.” I know Mrs. Besant vividly 
and well. I know the years of selfless devotion th a t she has 
given to her work; I know the vast number of books and pamph
lets she has written; I know her splendid talents, her magnificent 
powers, which m ight have raised her to a high position in the 
outer world, which m ight have earned her great power and 
wealth if she had chosen to use them along th a t line. But she 
gave them to the service of humanity in unpopular ways; for 
always she championed the cause of the weak; always she tried 
to direct people to the higher, the nobler, the inner side of Life; 
always she strove to lift m en’s hearts to the Self of all. That is 
not a popular thing to do, for men do not like to be directed 
to a  higher goal, for th a t disturbs the ordinary course of life.
That has been her work
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CONSECRATED LEADERSHIP
B y B. SANJIVA RAO

One of India’s elder statesmen once said to Mrs. Besant: 
“There is an incalculable element in your life which makes it 
difficult for us sometimes to understand you, follow you”. She 
said simply: “Yes, it is my Master”.

Since 1889, when she came under the influence of Madame 
Blavatsky, her Master, or Guru, was to her the one supreme, 
dominating factor in her life. The closing words of her auto
biography indicate th a t she had attained a state of interior 
peace which neither the anxieties nor responsibilities of years 
of stormy public life could even for a moment disturb. With 
the close of that earlier chapter of her life we are no longer 
watching the developments of a personal life, but the process 
of the working out of a plan, the carrying out of the behests 
of a will of which she was the consecrated agent. Behind all 
that she planned and did was the august figure of her Master, 
who stood behind her and guided her work in the outer world.

Without some knowledge of this background of her inner 
spiritual life it is impossible to understand the profound signi
ficance of the vast amount of work which she was able to 
accomplish in the outer world. For over half a century she 
exercised an extraordinary influence over the life and thought 
of the world. The late Rev, R. J. Campbell of the City Temple 
considered her as a great spiritual teacher whose influence 
extended over nearly half the globe.

Mrs. Besant was an extraordinary combination of the 
Bhakta and the Karma Yogin. Her almost perfectly disciplined 
body, her marvellous gift of speech, her wonderful capacity of 
organising men and things, her splendid intellect, were held in 
trust by her to be used for the carrying out of her Master’s will. 
Failure and success had no meaning for her. She often said:
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“Failure is the privilege of the Disciple loved of the Master."
There was but one Will which directed all things, irresistible in 
Its working, infinite in Its wisdom, invariable in Its purpose, 
ceaselessly at work to accomplish the appointed end. To con
secrate all the energies of the body, life and mind to tha t 
Supreme Power, to surrender the entire being to Its influence 

'< and direction, is the very essence of both Bhakti and Karma 
' - Yoga. V

To Mrs. Besant every person who came to see her was one 
sent to her by the Master to be helped. However late the hour, 
no visitor was ever refused admission. She never relaxed. Her 
time was not her own, it belonged to the Master. Such conse
cration created an extraordinary atmosphere round her.
Whether it was a small committee room or a big audience in a 
large hall, her entrance created a subtle change in the minds 
of people. Men and women felt a certain sacrificial quality 
about all tha t she did and said. They felt they were in the 
presence of some one who lived and moved on a transcendent 
plane of being. She worked like the great Forces of Nature, 
unhasting, unresting, inevitably and perfectly; whether it was 
the writing of a letter or the delivering of one of her great 
speeches, it was done with meticulous care, but with the ease 
of perfection. Her working room was like a shrine radiating a 
subtle current of invisible power which stilled everything. But 
it was a vibrant silence, powerful, dynamic, yet the very essence 
of th a t Peace which passeth all understanding. This is the 
significant quality characteristic of those whose vehicles have 
been surrendered, to the Supreme.

It is impossible, therefore, to judge of Mrs. Besant’s life 
and work in terms of failure and success. The criterion of per
fection was not the immediate result on the physical plane, the 
approval or disapproval of the world, but the purity with which 

' the creative impulse of the Divine Will manifested itself through
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her vehicles. It is from this point of view alone tha t her life 
and work can be examined,

It was mentioned earlier tha t there was a sacrificial quality 
about her life. She believed in some form of the doctrine of 
vicarious atonement. Her body belonged to a race which had 
exploited the resources of this ancient land of India, and had 
been guilty of a singularly offensive racial arrogance. Great 
wrongs had been done; an ancient race with a priceless legacy 
of wisdom had been humiliated and insulted. She felt tha t it 
was the karma of the white body tha t she wore to atone for the 
past by a life completely dedicated to the uplift and service 
of India. She met distrust with trust, cold suspicion with a 
warm feeling of generous love. She won the confidence of the 
Hindu in the very heart of Hindu orthodoxy. She studied the 
philosophy and the wisdom of the people with reverence. She 
had an infinite faith in India’s future. She revived the memories 
of a glorious past, a past of which we were ignorant. She 
encouraged the pandit and the scholar. She won over scholars 
like the late Pandit Adityaram Bhattacharya to the service of 
the youth of India, inspired brilliant thinkers like Dr. Bhagavan 
Das to interpret the ancient, eternal wisdom of the Manu, the 
Father of our race. Dr. Richardson and Dr. Arundale and many 
less known but no less devoted workers came to India to work 
for the land of her Master. She founded the Central Hindu 
College in order to revive the ancient Hindu ideal of education,
She lectured incessantly, travelling by train  and bullock cart, 
before vast audiences on the Gita, on the Upanishads, on the 
hidden wisdom of the Puranas, the Bhagavata; she taught the 
meaning of the splendid ritual, the stately symbols found in the 
ancient temples. She educated the scoffing youth of India to 
reverence the Rishis, the Devas and the ancestors. She stemmed 
the tide of materialistic thought, the social and intellectual con
quest of the Hindu race. She placed before the youth of India 
a clear knowledge of the magnificent legacy of the past and of
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the duty  of sharing India’s past spiritual wisdom w ith the 
younger nations of th e  West. Ind ia’s role was no less th a n  th a t 
of being th e  Christ am ong the nation^. B ut to make th a t wisdom 
available, India had to be re-educated. Her social system should 
once more conform to the rule of the Manu* the eternal order, 
imposed by the Supreme Will upon m an’s life and his relations 
to others and to the world around him. But spiritual and social 
reform m u st be followed by political and economic reform, She 
began her great political work after nearly 25 years of an  in 
cessant appeal to th e  youth of India to set its  house in order.
But Ind ia’s freedom was a logical and a m oral necessity. Ind ia’s 
destiny was linked with th a t of Britain. Ind ia’s freedom was 
necessary for the world’s redemption from th a t sta te  of con
tinuous war to which the m aterialistic civilization was doomed.
She pressed steadily for the recognition of India’s s ta tu s  with 
vigour and  persistence without being provocative. She taugh t 
India to use a new language and the Indian youth to be fearless, 
to realise its own self-respect and  dignity. She never forgave 
social arrogance am ongst her European disciples. After 40 years 
oi continuous work in  destroying the sense of inferiority inevit
able under the dom ination of foreign rule, she was amused 
when the  insolence of a resurgent nationalism  turned against 
herself. At a m eeting held in  Allahabad a large crowd of 
students jeered, mocked and insulted her for fully an  hour; 
we felt sick with sham e and indignation. She came ou t of th a t 
meeting serene and trium phant. She said: “All these 40 years, 
my white body has been an asset. I t is no longer so, and the 
youth of India has become norm al in its  behaviour My work 
has been crowned with success”. But i t  was not merely the 
youth of India th a t distrusted her. Even her political colleagues 
did not fully tru st her; they suspected her of being a  British 
Imperialist. To them  she said: “You are righ t to d istrust- we 
have done you sufficient injury to m erit distrust. But, friends 
1 ml! tru s t yon and  work with you; make use of me.”
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I cannot conclude th is brief tribute w ithout referring to 
her g reat qualities of leadership. Mrs. Besanfe was a great 
creator of men, to use a phrase, which has become classic, of 
Mr. C. Jinarajadasa, the present distinguished President of The 
Tiieosophical Society, She trusted  her followers even more than  
they trusted  her. I asked her once w hether th is childlike 
trust was not liable to be abused: she said to me: “I t  is better 
to be deceived over and over again. B ut you should never 
distrust. To disbelieve in the God in another is the only 
atheism She saw w ith infinite clarity the possibilities hidden 
in the hearts  of those who came into contact with her. Every 
time we came into her presence we became aware of th e  Divine 
within us. This is true  creative power, the infinite tru s t in the 
God within. I t releases the  hidden Power which is la ten t in 
man and makes it manifest. There are hundreds of m en and 
women in India who have had this awakening of the Divine 
in the presence of Mrs. Besant.

In the midst of the stress and strife of party  politics, there 
is a danger of forgetting w hat India owes to th is great servant 
of India and of Hum anity; so m uch of w hat she taugh t and did 
has become woven into the very texture of our lives th a t we 
have become unconscious of w hat she accomplished.

But taere is a record where every deed however trivial 
every word however carelessly spoken, is engraved on N ature's 
memory. In  those secret and indelible archives of N ature Mrs.
Besant will be known as a  pure and magnificent channel for 
the power of the Supreme; one of those Master Builders chosen 
by the M otherland to lead Her peoples to their appointed
destiny, to the fu ture fraught with immense possibilities both 
for India and  the World
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REBEL AND REFORMER
Hi* SIDNEY A. COOK

Rebel, Reformer—what names they called her! But by the 
informed, all names applied to her honour. For none questioned 
her sincerity or the greatness of her purpose in any field m 
which she found cause to labour.

Rebel she was against any and every form of oppression and 
exploitation of mankind, against any and every prejudice and 
cruelty that limited human happiness and progress. Reformer 
she was wherever she encountered conditions among the less 
fortunate of mankind tha t other men had created and th a t 
they therefore could improve. She was never willing tha t the 
oppressors and exploiters should continue with ugly and harm 
ful practices merely because these were well established as the 
current mode. She willingly made enemies by attacking en
trenched selfishness and hypocrisy, and won her spurs as a 
fighter for mass human welfare in the trade union and socialist
and political arenas.

As George Bernard Shaw well said of her, she played always 
the heroic role for she was “essentially heroic in her power, 
courage and oratorical genius.” These qualities and. powers 
she applied unreservedly to the release of men s aspirations and 
the realization of their hopes for justice a t the hands of other 
men. But her reforming zeal came not from her possession of 
these powers. They were the expression of a deeper quality.
George Lansbury, her guest for a while, caught a vision of the 
tru th  underlying all her work and that of those she inspired as 
her associates. “They did in very deed care for their fellowmen 
and women,”

She won her way through the emotional mists of orthodox 
religious “faith” to the intellectual freedom of agnosticism and
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free thought where the unthinking sentimentalism tha t domi
nated the religion of the time could he calm!?/ surveyed and 
appraised. But she demanded more. I t was not enough to 
survey and to discover the error, to see the unreason and the 
failure. To Annie Besant, a light was still needed to fill the 
places of darkness whence her brilliant mind had evicted erroi 
and wrong thinking. I t was not enough to expose untruth.
What was the tru th  with which to replace it? This was her 
constant need and unceasing search. To uncover abysmal 
superstition and intellectually to prove its baneful nature did 
not satisfy her searching soul. Illumination was her need. The 
spotlight of her keen intellect had disclosed the depths of the 
ignorance, but she sought the floodlight of wisdom to make even 
the darkness intelligible.

And again she won onward Theosophy provided the basic 
concept and proved itself in th a t it not only illumined the 
darkness left by the uprooting of erroneous religious ideas 
implanted through centuries of superstitious faith, but its rays 
reached into every field where she had laboured. I t was more 
than religion or trade unionism, more than  socialism or humani- 
tarianism even. I t  was the light tha t brought understanding 
of all the evils and problems these movements sought to banish 
and resolve. It showed the basic cause of m an’s coming to his 
present state of immersion in innumerable distresses, set forth 
his intrinsic nature and worth and pointed the way to fulfil
ment of his dreams and his longtime effort to make good prevail.
I t  showed the responsibility of power in any form, gave meaning 
to sorrow and purpose to struggle; it proved attainm ent 
inevitable. ' 1 1

Small wonder, then, th a t she gave more years of her life to 
The Theosophical Society than  she had given to all the move- 

- ments th a t had earlier claimed her attention. Fob here she 
had found clarification and direction for her work for. humanity.
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Here she saw its needs whole, above all distinction of race, creed, 
sex, caste or colour, and could serve them whole, And with it 
all came the opportunity to show to tens of thousands of indi
viduals the way of life that alone creates the peaceful heart 
while the mind and hand are active in human service.

For this supreme gift and for courageous and pioneering 
leadership when the world’s social conscience needed awaken
ing, Annie Besant will always be blessed.
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THE FOLLOWER OF TRUTH
BY 3STHA SNODGRASS COOK

Annie Besant once said th a t her epitaph might be, “She 
tried to follow Truth.”

Contained within this simple statement, those who would, 
pay her homage may find a twofold key to th a t greatness which 
stamped itself upon the world and ranked Annie Besant among 
mankind's greatest servers. Truth was her goal, but a tru th  so 
luminous, so eternal, th a t she could say not th a t she had 
achieved but only tha t she had “tried” in her faithful striving.
In  these words, she reveals both the genuineness of her own 
humility and the glory of an all-inclusive concept of tru th  
capable of leading forward forever so brilliant an intellect and 
so courageous a pioneer.

Utterly loyal and uncompromising in her search, she passed 
with much suffering from deep devotion to Christianity to 
agnosticism when the dogmas of the Church could no longer 
be accepted. But neither could agnosticism hold her. When 
“The Secret Doctrine”, by H. P. Blavatsky, came into her hands 
she knew tha t in the Ancient Wisdom she had found the gate- 
way leading to her ultimate goal, and on this pathway she 
travelled with peace in her heart and undaunted courage even 
when the storms of life raged about her.

T ruth  to Annie Besant was not mere validity of fact, not 
coldly scientific law divorced from its effect upon humanity; 
but, rather, timeless and all-inclusive principles of life adequate 
to serve her fellowmen in all walks of life as well as through 
the ages.

Compassion filled her heart from the early days of her 
young womanhood, and flamed into social service as she took up
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the banner of the match girls in London and in later days 
swayed immense audiences in the Queen’s Hall in London by the 
power of her oratory as she applied these principles in the fields 
of political science, economics and sociology. Truth, as Annie 
Besant measured it, must serve mankind without preference 
for any group or race or colour or caste or creed. And so, with 
wisdom and strength and selfless love, her will to know merged 
into her will to serve mankind, blundering in ignorance, suffer
ing the reaping of its own seeds of unbrotherliness. Heroic 
warrior, she sought truth in action and set forth the laws serving 
such action, th a t she might lay foundations on which mankind 
could build for enduring happiness. That there are such laws.
Dr. Besant proclaimed with convincing power, and that they 
may be known and applied in the daily life of man and nations 
is the Truth which will make men free.

A world figure was Annie Besant, and her thinking was in 
terms of universal. But perhaps one gauge of greatness is the 
degree in which high standards are lived in the details of every
day, in the relationship of person to person; and herein we find 
a wonder of magnanimity, of love and tolerance inspiring in
deed. Truth was to be sought in the heart and life of the 
humblest person, and she sought to learn whatever aspects of 
tru th  might be discovered in the view-point of those who 
opposed her. In  the stirring days of her political activity in 
India, it was the enemy newspaper which she read. She knew 
and recognized the principle as stated by Herbert Spencer th a t

“In proportion as we love tru th  we shall be anxious to 
know what it  is that leads our opponents to think as they 
do. We shall begin to suspect th a t the pertinacity of belief 
exhibited by them arises from the perception of something 
th a t we have not perceived; and we shall aim to supplement 
th a t portion of the tru th  discovered by us with the portion 
discovered by them.”
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This dram a of one incarnation on the stage of life is a poig
nan t story which led through pain and heartbreak, through 
difficulty and disappointment, but won peace and power to love 
and to know Truth. Dr. Besant achieved the life trium phant, 
and has left the priceless heritage to all her fellows th a t similar 
striving will bring to everyone the joy and beauty of eternal 
Truth.

If you would know with a sureness of conviction which can 
never be shaken, then the Divine Spirit must toe sought not out
side you tout within you . . . plunge fearlessly into the depths of 
your own being; seek in the cavity of your own heart the hidden 
mystery . . . and there, there only, you will find Him.

ANNIE BESANT
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MRS. BESANT AS TEACHER
BY E. L. GABDNEB AND ADELAIDE GARDNER

In  the world today there are still m any people alive who 
owe to Annie Besant their first or clearest vision of the goal of 
hum an  existence and who would wish to acknowledge their debt 
to her for th a t  vision—and for being shown some elements of 
the technique of self-direction in the spiritual life.

In  this incarnation the technique had been communicated 
to her in exceptional circumstances and i t  had been intim ately 
assimilated. W ith a very special ability Mrs. Besant translated 
it  into the western idiom for the purpose of sharing it  w ith will
ing students. Although not primarily a teacher, for m any years 
she devoted herself to th is aspect of TheosopJnicai work—teach
ing. Her clear statem ent of m an’s power to stim ulate his la ten t 
spiritual capacities, of the normal processes taking place during 
their growth, of the pitfalls and dangers and the best way to 
avoid or to overcome them, gave to the world again an  unbiassed, 
explicit and wholly stim ulating glimpse of the purpose of hum an 
existence.

During th is period several books were published by her p re 
senting the age-old tru th s in  arresting modern forms—“Esoteric 
Christianity, A Study in Consciousness”, and the series of lectures 
in book form entitled “Thought Power”, “In the O uter Court”,
“The Path  of Discipleship” and “The Way of In itiation”.

The path of spiritual growth is as old as hum anity itself 
and had been heavily overgrown by religious prejudice and 
exclusive claims. Mrs. Besant took the vast mass of m aterial 
found in many faiths which deals with spiritual exercises, self- 
discipline and the expansion of consciousness through direct 
effort and detachm ent from personal interests, assimilated it 
exhaustively and made public a technically clear outline of its 
essentials.
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I t  will need time to estim ate justly the effect of such a 
clarification upon the spiritual life of the West as well as of 
the East. In India there were many who were losing fa ith  in  
the old traditions, because their tru th  was overlaid with 
superstitious encumbrance, who seized eagerly upon the essen
tials when these were again presented to them. In the West 
the present tide of interest in the study of yoga was certainly 
fed and has been fostered by the m aterial Mrs. Besant so 
lavishly gave to the public. I t  may well be th a t in  the end she 
will be known as one of those rare figures th a t stand  out as 
donors of a specially valuable and clearly expressed spiritual 
message to which for generations m en and women will re tu rn  
when in  need of stim ulus to spiritual adventure or renewed 
spiritual vision.

Dr. Besant’s statem ents regarding the method of living the 
spiritual life successfully or, as she would have pu t it, ‘of m aking 
progress on the path  of spiritual perfection’, were naturally  
characterised by her own personal qualities. She possessed, for 
instance a strict sense of moral law and of tiie inevitability of 
effect following cause in relation to hum an behaviour. Again, 
and again Mrs. Besant proclaimed th a t one has genuinely and  
earnestly to desire to tread the path  of spirituality; it is useless 
to observe the motions of the discipline unless the heart is set 
on a true spiritual objective; formal rituals with lip service 
achieve nothing. The intensity of the desire determines the 
speed with which difficulties are overcome—there is no escape 
from th a t  law. To seek the good th ings of the world, if th a t  is 
what the natu re  craves, and so learn  quickly the lessons th a t 
such a craving brings in its tra in , is genuinely better th an  to 
pretend to be interested in spirituality  and thus get nowhere in  
either world!

Effects resulting from the control of thought, of adopting 
and following th is or th a t type of action, even the effect on a
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would-be disciple of devotion to his particular guru, all was 
seen and shown as the inevitable play of moral and cosmic law, 
the Good Law that turns the Wheel of Life, The student and 
devotee sets certain causes in action, certainly and inevitably 
appropriate results must follow. In the strictly logical present
ation of the laws of the spiritual life lay one of the reasons 
for Mrs. Besant’s power to bring conviction to her listeners.
She was as coherent and reasoned as any qualified professor of 
a great science based on known and reliable laws of nature.

Another leading factor in Mrs. Besant’s capacity to bring 
conviction to others was that she spoke so forcefully and surely 
from personal experience. If traditional teachings were quoted, 
it would be to illumine a point on which one felt she had herself 
arrived after mature study. She took nothing for granted nor 
expected anyone else to do so. Experiment and try-outs for 
oneself were repeatedly encouraged though warnings were given 
of dangers tha t might await the careless. To those who would 
listen Mrs. Besant gave of her own personal testimony—-and 
always with the humility that springs from a real and inborn 
knowledge of spiritual truths.

The direct simplicity of her approach was doubtless due 
to her first ray nature which, however wide the field she encom
passed in her view, led her to seek out at once all tha t which 
was important and brush aside personal vagaries and side issues 
as irrelevant. In dealing with the many systems of yoga, so 
overwritten by centuries of commentators, Mrs. Besant always 
kept strictly to the heart of the subject, clarified the issues and 
brought to bear upon it both her sense of humour and her innate 
common sense. On the basis of Sankaracharya’s “Crest Jewel of 
Wisdom” she gave the West that beautiful exposition “The Self 
and its Sheaths”. And from her own intimate experience of the 
eastern tradition of preparation for discipleship sprang the 
series on “The Path of Discipleship.” There is one chapter to be
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found in “In the Outer Court” entitled Spiritual Alchemy which 
will remain forever a classic treatise on the possibility and 
method of a conscious alteration of personal characteristics.

The technique of spiritual training that Mrs. Besant pre
sented was the traditional path of the religions of the world— 
of all the religions—but stripped of sectarian accretions and 
clearly restated in the ethical and psychological terms of her 
day. If this were all, she would rank with Sir Edwin Arnold 
who gave to his contemporaries very similar views in “The Light 
of Asia.” But Mrs. Besant did far more, for she was able to 
communicate her own genuine and consistent sense of the 
importance of these matters in relation both to human progress 
in general and to personal happiness. Her driving earnestness, 
her insistence on the significance of spiritual experience for the 
human soul, brought conviction and so stimulated effort in those 
who heard her

Technically her refreshingly clear presentation of the 
methods, dangers and adventures to be met with on the path 
of holiness opened the way to many who would not have dared 
to venture upon such unknown ground without a “map” or chart 
of the country to be travelled. Personally her integrity and 
convinced sincerity, her blazing enthusiasm for human better
ment at all levels, lit the consciousness of those who were drawn 
to hear her so that they too became strong to adventure on the 
path, thus reopened before their eyes.

Mrs. Besant knew the way because she herself had travelled 
it. It was part of her greatness th a t she was able to share not 
only her vision of the far goal but likewise her knowledge of 
the path.
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BY JAMES H. COUSINS

Dr. Besant's entrance to Freemasonry through the Co- 
Masonic Order th a t adm itted women on the level w ith men, and 
her fidelity to its responsibilities for over th irty  years, were 
natu ra l to her tem peram ent and character. The passing phases 
of her long and unusually active career sometimes brought her 
into wordy conflict w ith others th a t  gave her the semblance 
of a fighter; but she was essentially a builder. She was not, 
perhaps, a  creator in  the  sense of rearing a structure bearing 
aggressive signs of the builder’s personality. But she was a 
supreme artificer, a  person of p o w e r-in  the original meaning 
of “craftsm anship”—who worked incessantly, calmly bu t in ten t
ly, to rear an edifice of life as near as possible to her vision of 
the ideal ground-plan and elevation granted to her by Master 
Builders to whom she bowed in characteristic masonic obedience.

To those who remember Dr. Besant’s varied enthusiasms, 
a masonic in terpretation  of her life may perhaps not appear 
to cover the whole ground, particularly so in view of her world
wide advocacy of Theosophy for almost half a century, and her 
election as President of The Theosophical Society for a fourth 
period of seven years in 1928. I believe, however, from long 
association with her in both activities, th a t The Theosophical 
Society and the Co-Masonic Order were as closely related in 
her mind as are the two aspects of doctrine and observance 
in  a religion; the one explained the universe and hum anity, 
the other expressed the explanation in  dynamic symbolism. I t  
could hardly be otherwise, indeed, since the basic principles of 
both are the same, and were reflected in Dr. Besant’s character
istic qualities and public activities which sometimes puzzled 
those not having access to the plans and specifications of her 
ideal House of Life. A brief comparison will make this clear,
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and give a basis for the better understanding of the three major 
“pieces of architecture” th a t she gave to India in religious purifi
cation, educational expansion, and legislative reform.

The Three Objects of The Theosophical Society are (1)
Universal Brotherhood, (2) Understanding through comparative 
study of all forms of hum an expression and achievement, (3) 
Extension of higher human capacity.

I am giving away no Masonic secrets, but only restating 
what has been freely published, in saying th a t the three main 
attitudes of masonry are (1) meeting on the level, (2) acting 
on the plumb, (3) parting on the square.

I t  does not require any subtle thinking to see tha t the 
principle of Brotherhood and meeting on the level are only 
differently phrased recognitions of the essential unity of hum an
ity; th a t the higher capacities of hum anity are those tha t make 
for plumbness or uprightness; tha t understanding is only 
another way of making an. intellectual square deal, of rectitude 
in hum an relationships.

If we translate the three masonic attitudes of level, plumb 
and square into the more general terms, democracy, aspiration, 
and rectitude, I think it will be agreed by those who had close 
association with Dr. Besant tha t we have in them the three 
fundamental attitudes of her own life out of which arose con
sistently the edifices tha t she sought to rear from the disorderly 
materials in the builder’s yard of daily affairs.

From early womanhood Dr. Besant worked for the constitu
tional attainm ent of equality in basic hum an rights and oppor
tunities. But also, as a good mason before she knew anything 
intimately of Freemasonry, in order to safeguard rights and 
opportunities from possible abuse, she worked for equality of 
duties and responsibilities, recognizing a hierarchical order of 
administration based on universal eligibility for office without
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restriction save th a t of fitness. Her long life was marked by a 
constant striving upwards both in  the comprehension of tru th  
and in its expression in conduct. This is, I  believe, the clue to 
the occasional moving of her centre of interest and action which 
gave to the critical the  impression of instability. But it was only 
the movement, so to speak, from one masonic office to another, 
now on the floor, within the entrance of the Lodge, or outside 
the entrance if occasion required, now in  the South or the West, 
but always upwards, and always towards the exalted East, the 
place of light. Her personal rectitude and sense of moral 
obligation were proverbial among her colleagues.

When we tu rn  to Dr. Annie Besant’s work in nation- 
building in  India, it is not, I think, merely fanciful to see in  the 
succession of its phases a response to fundam ental masonic 
principles. Her first work after her arrival in India in the 
early ’nineties was the setting plumb of the religious life of 
India which had fallen from its ancient ideals. To her, as to 
Masonry, aspiration towards the highest was an  essential 
prelim inary of apprenticeship to be developed under her 
constant guidance from the preliminary stage to graduation.
She made possible the creation of the Benares Hindu University 
for the levelling up of the education of the Hindu people. She 
brought into being the National University which, between 1917 
and 1923, gave a  dem onstration of how Indian education and 
the Indian people could, if educational authorities so willed it, 
be pu t on the level w ith education in other countries.

In  1913 she began her political campaign which had  as its 
ideal the securing of a square deal for India in the m anagem ent 
of its domestic affairs and in its relationships with the British 
Commonwealth. For this she had, in her educational work, 
made provision for the creation of an  educated electorate.

Looking a t this threefold work, according to level, plumb 
and square, in w hat we may call its static ra ther th an  its
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chronological aspect, we observe again that Dr. Annie Besant 
worked as a true Mason; she built from the foundation upwards, 
though always with the whole plan up to roof and finial in her 
mind’s eye. In her efforts to purify the indigenous religions of 
India she counselled each to get down to origins and funda
mentals; for she had gathered from long and wide study of 
religious history that in these would be found an almost com
plete unanimity of view regarding essentials and an identity of 
aim in personal realization of individual association with the 
Supreme Life of the universe, and organized work for making 
earth a reflection of heaven. For herself, the forms of religious 
observance mattered but little. Her mind was as a Masonic Lodge 
in which followers of all faiths met on the level. All she pressed 
for was tha t every follower of a religion should know what he 
and she followed.

The four corners of her educational ground-plan were— 
spiritual culture through the student’s own faith; physical 
culture through indigenous systems; national culture through 
the student’s mother-tongue; international culture through 
English—always from bases towards culminations.

But perhaps the most striking example of the natural 
Masonic bent of Dr. Annie Besant’s mind is the Commonwealth 
of India Bill which, after two or more years of incessant labour 
with the collaboration of a group of political experts, she 
succeeded in getting through a second Reading in the House 
of Commons in 1921. Some years previously, in Liverpool, I 
heard her expound her idea of a future Constitution for India 
which would rise from the foundations of village representation 
in expanding stages towards a central co-ordinating legislature, 
i  had no knowledge then of the Masonic import of what 
appealed to me on its plain merits as a drastic but wise idea.
The Commonwealth of India Bill was based on the foundations 
of India’s vast village life and traditional experience of govern
ment in the old village panchayats, and offered the stable basis
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of a future Constitution giving scope for a true Masonic con
structive interaction between all phases of the national life such 
as would delight Annie Besant the nation-builder.

The true builder is always a follower of architectural tru th , 
a disciple of the Architect of the Universe; otherwise the building 
would begin as a ruin, with none of the picturesqueness of a 
ruin a t the legitimate end of the building’s career. The true 
builder is therefore a congenital optimist, with the future 
animating the materials and operations of the present. There 
is an  optimism th a t goes no deeper than  sound digestion; but 
there is also an optimism th a t has digested the toughest sub
stances of life, and out of these substances has worked into the 
very essence of itself a power of calm reaction to the impacts 
of life. This is because the true builder, the true follower of 
Truth, sees achievement as one of the sources of pessimism; for 
the water of life lives not in stagnation, but in its flow. Hence 
the word "failure” has no place in the vocabulary of the optimist.
One can only fail by striving after success, in its term inal sense.
But success in its true derivation (to go up; Latin sub-cedere) 
is the invisible comrade of the true builder, who only regards 
progression in the real sense of success—ascension. The true 
optimist has no need to strive for success; she is success. When 
the exigencies of external circumstances caused the closing of 
the National (India) University, it was not Annie Besant, its 
initiator and inspirer and supporter, who laid the flowers of 
failure over its ashes; rather did she nail the hatchm ent of 
success above its temporarily shu t door, for she knew th a t the 
abandonment of a scheme of true and needed education th a t 
had given to India a group of emancipated souls (and had 
incidentally given herself the dignity of poverty) was but the 
quenching of a candle whose flame and light had passed on—and 
only the future matters.
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The valuations of the true optimist, whose optimism is the 
outcome of the true spirit of following, are based on reality.
She or he does not quail a t a difficulty as a brand new creation, 
such as the finalists who are attached to results and forms might 
regard it; she regards it as a happy disclosure of a fact which 
was there, and all the more menacing because unforeseen and 
therefore incalculable. In the unbalanced accountancy of life 
the wise auditor does not regard a discovered error as a failure, 
but as a step towards the tru th  of affairs.

To the builder of Truth, the true optimist, the end of effort 
is not the accumulation of garlands of finality, but the scattering 
of impulses and thoughts . . . .  whose powers shall sleep no 
more”. When Macaulay’s New Zealander stands on London 
Bridge surveying the ruins of the once mighty metropolis, he 
will weep, because his vision will be backwards to false finalities; 
but when his sight clears, he will discover a figure with dreamful 
eyes sitting smiling in the midst of the ruins, with a case of 
sharpened pencils by its side, and on its knees a writing-pad 
0D w*2*Cj'1 ^  planning “a city that hath foundations”; and 
whatsoever name tne figure then hears, it will be a reincarnation 
of one who, in a former era of world-desolation, tramped the 
earth, crossed the seas, winged the sky under the pseudonym 
of Annie Besant, preaching the Coming Day of Divine Mani
festation and Human Regeneration, and who in the wreckage 
of universes will find only m atter and occasion for prophesying 
and planning “a new heaven and a new earth”.
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BY P. LESLIE PIELOlf

Annie Wood (afterw ards Besant) was the daughter of 
W illiam Page Wood and Emily, daughter of Jam es Morris, who 
both had  Irish antecedents In  her autobiography Mrs. Besant 
wrote: “I t  has often been somewhat of a grievance to me th a t 
I  was born in London ‘w ithin the sound of Bow Bells’, when 
th ree-quarters of m y blood and all my h ea rt are Irish . My dear 
m other was of pu rest Irish  descent, and  m y fa th e r was Irish  
on his m other’s side.” “B ut I feel playfully inclined to grudge 
the English blood they (her noted English ancestors) pu t in to  
my fa th e r’s veins, w ith his Irish  m other, h is  Galway birth , and 
his T rin ity  College, Dublin, education. For the Irish  tongue 
is m usical to m y ear, and the Irish n a tu re  dear to my heart.” 
“Blessings on th e  quick tongues and warm  hearts, on the people 
so easy to lead, so hard  to drive. And blessings on the ancient 

A land once inhabited  by m ighty  men of wisdom, th a t  in la te r 
tim es became th e  Island of Saints, and  shall once again be 
the Island  of Sages, when th e  Wheel tu rn s  round,”

“My m aternal g randfather was a  typical Irishm an, m uch 
adm ired by me an d  somewhat feared also, in the childish days.
He belonged to a  decayed Irish  family, the  M aurices (M orris), 
and in  a  gay youth , with a  beautiful wife as ligh t-hearted  as 
himself , he had m errily ru n  through w hat rem ained to  him  in  
the way of fortune. In  his old age, w ith ab undan t snow-white 
hair, he still showed the ho t Irish  blood on the  sligh test provo
cation, storm ily angry for a  m om ent and  easily appeased. My 
m other was the second daughter in a large family, in  a  family 
th a t grew  more num erous as pounds grew fewer, and  she was 
adopted by a m aiden aunt, a quain t memory of whom came 
th rough  my m other’s childhood in to  mine, and  had its  moulding 
effect on both our characters. This m aiden au n t was, as are
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most Irish folk of decayed families, very proud of her family 
free with its roots in the inevitable ‘kings’.

“Thus those shadowy forms influenced her (the mother of 
A. B.) in childhood, and exercised over her a power tha t made 
her shrink from aught th a t was unworthy, petty or mean. To 
her the slightest breath of dishonour was to be avoided a t any 
cost of pain, and she wrought into me, her only daughter, th a t 
same proud and passionate horror a t any ta in t of shame or 
merited disgrace. I have often thought th a t the training in 
this reticence and pride of honour was a strange preparation 
for my stormy, public, and much attacked and slandered life; 
and certain it is tha t this inwrought shrinking from all criticism 
th a t touched personal purity and personal honour added a 
keenness of suffering to the fronting of public odium th a t none 
can appreciate who has not been trained in some similar school 
of dignified self-respect. And yet perhaps there was another 
result from it tha t in value outweighed the added pain; it was 
the stubbornly resistant feeling tha t rose and inwardly asserted 
its own purity in face of foulest lie, and, turning scornful face 
against the foe, too proud either to justify itself or to defend, 
said to itself in its own heart, when condemnation was loudest:
‘I  am not what you think me, and your verdict does not change 
my own self. You cannot make me vile whatever you think of 
me, and I will never, in my own eyes, be th a t which you deem 
me to be now. And the very pride became a shield against 
degradation, for, however lost my public reputation, I could never 
bear to become sullied in my own sigh t—and th a t is a thing not 
without its use to a woman cut off, as I was a t one time, from 
home, and friends, and Society.”

To some of her intim ate friends Annie Besant was known 
as the “Warrior”. Though th a t was a quality of her indomitable 
ego, surely she found a suitable physical heredity in the same 
source as tha t which provided, in modern times, so many great
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leaders of the British peoples—Wellington, Wolseley, Roberts, 
Beresford, Beatty, and many another during the same period
and later.

As her work was cosmopolitan she was not often in this 
“outpost of Europe”, as Ireland has been called, even though 
she had so strong a sympathetic attraction for the country.

The Dublin Lodge of the Theosophical Society was in exist
ence before she joined the Society, but afterwards she was 
amongst the principal visiting lecturers, with Col. Olcott, W. Q. 
Judge, G. R. S. Mead, Herbert Burrows and others.

In “The Theosophist” of April 1903, Annie Besant wrote: 
“And Ireland, the India of Europe, what of her? She is the 
western land which is the other pole of the spiritual magnet, 
and if The Theosophical Society would arouse to its duty there, 
the circuit would be completed, and the work would go forward. 
Unhappily, but little has been done, and while Theosophists are 
to be found there, they are little in touch with the pulsing life 
which is making itself felt throughout the world. We need 
there not only clear brains but also warm hearts with intuition 
to recognise the call of the Masters and readiness to follow their 
indications for the world-work. Ireland is needed; of all western 
countries she is the best fitted to give a body to the great Teacher 
“Who is for to come”. Her type of body is more easily to be 
moulded into the type of the sixth sub-race than  is the Teutonic 
—less flexible, less malleable, less plastic. That sub-race will 
begin in many nations, but India and Ireland will furnish the 
chief number in  its early days.”

Mrs. Besant came to Dublin in October 1909, and, as the 
outcome of public lectures, the “Dublin” Lodge tha t had twice 
seceded, reincarnated for the third time, and the “Irish” Lodge 
was formed in addition. The President appointed Mr. James
H. Cousins as Presidential Agent for Ireland, and the work pro
ceeded with the formation of other Irish lodges.
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In 1913 Mr and Mrs. Cousins left Ireland for India, and 
1 was appointed Presidential Agent. In 1919 the necessary 
number of lodges had been formed for a National Section and 
it was decided to apply to the President for a charter. This 
was granted and, in May 1919, the President, in referring to it 
said: “The birth of an Irish Section is of great significance to 
the Theosophieal movement, especially in the West. Ireland is 
to the West tha t which India is to the East in particular and 
to the world in general—the great home of spirituality. When 
the rest of Europe was plunged in darkness consequent upon 
the destruction of the Graeco-Roman civilization, Ireland 
remained the home of learning and sent her missionaries 
throughout the Continent. As regards Western Europe, Ireland 
is the one home in which the denizens of worlds other than ours 
are made welcome, are recognised and appreciated, treated as 
comrades on life’s evolutionary pathway. Celtic Ireland supplies 
the imagination which Teuton England so conspicuously lacks.
Sorely tried in the fiery furnace of great tribulations, Ireland 
will emerge to become once again the purified, heart of Europe; 
and the promise of this mighty future lies in the renaissance of 
our Theosophieal movement from a period of stillness, for with
out the Theosophieal spirit no nation can live as the world now 
moves. The misunderstandings between Britain and Ireland 
should now begin to find solution in the united efforts of the 
English, Scottish and Irish Theosophieal Societies, to build 
firmly the foundations of a brotherhood to transcend and trans
mute all those separative influences which derive their strength 
from mistrust, ignorance and doubt.”

This was the last special message Annie Besant gave; but 
she visited Ireland a few more times before going to her well- 
earned rest.
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It in every country the people were vocal, the real people, 
wot the surging:, clamorous irresponsible crowds, so often duped 
by the irresponsible agitator, which arise In a moment and 
vanish in a moment, then the whole world would become a real 
democracy. . . It is the individual who helps to constitute the 
vast numbers which count and which matter. . . It is for him  
to speak freely and without fear. And a right nation is a nation 
so governed that he can speak freely and without fear, voice 
his needs, declare his dissatisfactions, demand that there shall 
be change.

ANNIE BESANT
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THE FORERUNNER
BY MARGARET E, COUSINS

The gratitude of Womanhood to Annie Besant, among the 
best known and most loved women in the world, is too deep for 
adequate expression.

She is not only the champion of Womanhood; she is the 
demonstrator to the world of what Womanhood generally will 
be in the service of the Nations in the future.

She is the forerunner of the new age of which already the 
prominent feature is the emergence of Woman to power in all 
aspects of public service.

Do n o t  th in k  w e a r e  h e r e  tonigrht to  su p p o rt a  w o m en ’s  
m o v em en t. I t  is  n o t  a  w o m e n ’s m o v e m e n t:  i t  is  a  h u m a n  

m o v e m e n t. Men a n d  w o m en  c a n n o t b e sep a ra ted  in t o  tw o d is
tin c t  h a lv es. There is  b u t o n e  h u m a n ity .

ANNIE BESANT in  th e  R o y a l A lb ert H all, L on d on , 1911.
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DR. BESANT AS LITTERATEUR
K. S. R AM AS W AMI SASTRI

Politics may come and politics may go, but literature goes 
on lor ever. Dr. Besant’s service to India in the realm of politics 
was unique and supreme. Her service in the cause of Hinduism 
was equally valuable. Her service in the cause of the essential 
unity of religions, which she expressed as Theosophy, was 
equally unique. But I wish to concentrate here on her wonderful 
achievement as a  litterateur, as a past master in the art of arts, 
th a t is, the literary art. People may differ in their views about 
her political and social philosophy; but there is no difference of 
opinion in regard to her mastery over the literary art.

When in December 1896 I heard her speeches at Adyar for 
the first time, I  was swept off my feet like many of my comrades 
and many of our elders. Her resonant and silvery voice, flexible 
and powerful and full of potent rhythms and charming cadences 
and modulations, cast a spell over the audience. Every subject 
was carefully thought out beforehand, and yet the speech had 
a natural and artless flow. The highest a rt is to conceal art; 
and when art becomes so habitual and ingrained as to be second 
nature, there comes before our inner vision a natural creation 
throbbing with beauty and splendour. Mrs. Besant gave us 
an introductory peep into the evolution of the discourse, and 
then the speech went on with a clear beginning and an orderly 
progression of thought towards a perfect conclusion. Five 
minutes before her self-imposed time-limit (usually forty-five 
minutes) the subject was summarised and wound up, and the 
scintillating peroration, full of beauty of thought and corrus- 
cating phrase, would move on to a magnificent close.

It is a pity tha t her greatest speeches, delivered in the early 
gramophone and radio era, were not recorded, and cannot be 
heard by succeeding generations, in her own sweet yet stately
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and sonorous voice and in  her own wonderfully modulated tones 
which by themselves formed a charming work of art, apart from 
the thought-content and the flash of phrase.

I cannot describe the art of Mrs. Besant the litterateur 
better than she herself has done in her address on the Spirit 
of Man and “The Spiritual Life” in describing the a rt of the 
sculptor as being, not the hewing of a block of marble into a 
statue, but the setting free of a statue hidden within the block.
“Be then,” she said, “artists in life; be sculptors labouring in 
the workshop of the world; and so when you come to pass away, 
you will know yourself as the Spirit Eternal, and not as the 
bodies tha t you leave behind; and you will pass into a wider 
life, a more splendid destiny, a grander future; for you will be 
free, the liberated spirit, God made manifest, the end and goal 
of m an.” Dr. Besant may not have written any special species 
of the literary art, such as lyric or epic, didactic poetry, dram a 
or fiction, or been a past master of belles lettres in any restricted 
sense of the word. But there can be, even in respect of science 
or ethics, philosophy or religion, a  charming, memorable and 
artistic presentation by a  consummate literary artist, or an ugly, 
dawdling, sprawling, diffuse, inartistic presentation.

Before I show the greatness of Dr. Besant in these fields,
I wish to describe briefly a realm of belles lettres—autobiography 
—in which she is a past master, and wherein she has produced 
a great work of art. The very commencement of her Autobio
graphy is an arresting piece of writing: “On October 1, 1847,
I am credibly informed, my baby eyes opened on the light (?) 
of a London afternoon . . .  . We are born into earthly life under 
certain conditions, just as we were physically affected by them 
prenatally, and these will have their bearing on our subsequent 
physical evolution.” Here is a gem describing her mother: “It 
is well to be able to look back to a mother who served as ideal 
of all tha t was noblest and dearest during childhood and girl-
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hood, whose lace made the beauty of home, and whose love was 
both sun and shield. I have never met a woman more selflessly 
devoted to those she loved, more passionately contemptuous, 
more keenly sensitive on every question of honour, more iron in 
will, more sweel in tenderness.” We then get a glimpse of the 
inner blossoming of mysticism in her, despite the atmosphere of 
scientific scepticism in which she lived for a time. She says:
“The dreamy tendency in the child, that on its worldly side" is 
fancy, imagination, on its religious side is the germ of mystic
ism . . . .  I discovered the sensuous enjoyment that lay in intro
ducing colour and fragrance and pomp into religious services, 
so that the gratification of the aesthetic emotions became 
dignified with the garb of piety.” Along with the blending of 
aestheticism with mysticism was another trait, altruism: “Look
ing back today over my life, I see that its keynote—through all 
the blunders, and the blind mistakes and clumsy follies—has 
been this longing for sacrifice to something felt as greater than 
the self.” Then follows a wonderful passage which I regard as 
one of the great masterpieces of English prose: “I t has been so 
strong and so persistent that I  recognise it now as a tendency 
brought over from a previous life and dominating the present 
one; and this is shown by the fact that to follow it is not the 
act of a deliberate and conscious will, forcing itself into sub
mission and giving up with pain something the heart desires, 
but the following it is a joyous springing forward along the 
easiest path, the ‘sacrifice’ being the supremely attractive thing, 
not to make which would be to deny the deepest longings of 
the soul, and to feel oneself polluted and dishonoured.”

I could go on quoting passages expressing the various phases 
of her developing life from childhood to motherhood, but must 
refrain. But I must point out that in this volume of self-reve
lation we learn tha t in the early stages of her life, Mrs. Besant 
cared little for politics, though she passionately desired the 
welfare of the people. “Politics as such,” she says, “I cared not
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lor a t ail, for the necessary compromises of political life were 
intolerable to me; but wherever they touched on the life of the 
people, they became to me of burning in t e res t . . .  I  was a Home 
Euler, too, of course, and a  passionate opponent of all injustice 
to nations weaker than  ourselves, so th a t I found myself always 
in  opposition to the Government of the. day.” Herein we see the 
vital germ of her passionate support of the political emancipation 
of India.

There are two other great works of literary a rt by Dr. Besant 
to which I wish to refer. One is her translation of the “Bhaga- 
vad Gita.” It throbs with the beauty and sublimity th a t char
acterise th a t supreme world-gospel, and m ust be read and read 
to realise how only a  great m aster of words as well as ideas could 
have w ritten it. Her preface to it  is a minor work of a r t  by 
itself. She says in it; “Among the priceless teachings th a t may 
be found in the great Hindu poem of the ‘M ahabharata’ there
is none so rare and precious as this, ‘The Lord’s Song’ ............
I t  is m eant to lift the aspirant from the lower depths of renun
ciation . . . . t o  the loftier heights where desires are dead, and 
where the yogi dwells in calm and ceaseless contemplation, 
while his body and mind are actively employed in discharging 
the duties tha t fall to his lot in life. T hat the spiritual m an 
need not be a recluse, th a t union with the Divine Life may be 
achieved and m aintained in the midst of worldly affairs, th a t 
the obstacles to th a t union lie not outside us but within us— 
such is the central lesson of the “Bhagavad G ita’.”

The second book consists of her lectures on Giordano Bruno.
The second portion of the work, The Story of Giordano Bruno, 
is a perfect artistic gem. I  shall quote here only its fascinating 
introduction; “A boy was lying on a vine-clad hill, looking 
dreamily over the blue M editerranean Sea. As he lay there he 
could see the beautiful Bay of Naples curving inwards to the 
fair city; and behind him rose, stern and forbidding, the moun-
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tain Vesuvius, sending its dark smoke up into the stainless 
purity of the sky. One of the loveliest scenes in Italy, or tha t 
perhaps even the world could offer, was spread before his eyes; 
but the boy, readily sensitive as he generally was to all beauty 
of form and colour, today seemed indifferent to it all, and the 
large eyes, ‘full of speculation,’ were blind to the landscape he 
knew and loved so well. For the lad was on the verge of a  grave 
decision; should he or should he not bid farewell to the bright
ness of his youth, and shut himself within the grey walls of a 
Dominican monastery, to devote himself there to study and to 
the search after tru th ?” Dr. Besant’s delineation of the flight 
of Bruno the young rebel from Italy into and beyond Switzerland, 
and then into France and England and Germany, is fascinating.
Bruno goes back to Italy. Dr. Besant describes thus his passion
ate apostrophe to nature in all her loveliness in Italy: “How 
beautiful is life without the Gods! Mighty universal Mother! 
calm, serene, changing amid changelessness; marvellous in 
beauty; glorious in majesty; would they have me blaspheme thee 
th a t I  m ight worship their puny fancies? O eternal Beauty!”
But the scene changed. Bruno came into the grip of the Inqui
sition, and for six years was kept in a dungeon, away from 
everything th a t made life worth living, as well as suffering the 
tortures “th a t the Christian gave to the m an who dared to 
th ink,” Then comes the last scene of all. “They have clad him, 
in  the sulphur-coloured garb of heresy, with pictured devils and 
flames and crosses, but the dress cannot mar his dignity as he 
walks calmly on, his eyes bright, his forehead serene, his step 
firm and steady; a priest pushes forward and presses on him 
a  crucifix, bu t Bruno turns away his head and will not touch 
it; they bind him to the stake, and no word opens his lips; the 
flames rise around him, but no cry escapes from them; to the 
end he is,serene as though he felt no agony, and the last 
glimpse the crowd catches of his face ere the flames sear it 
shows it calmly proud as ever; and now the smoke and the fire
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surround him, and Giordano Bruno is gone for evermore. Gone?
Ah! not so! Bruno lives while men can honour courage, and 
can reverence the memory of a noble heart. He died, but from 
the stake rings out the message he left, which may fitly form 
his epitaph: ‘To know how to die in one century is to live for 
all centuries to come’.”

Viewing from another angle of artistic vision Mrs. Besant’s 
achievement as a literary artist, I regard her wonderful pictures 
of the great world-faiths—Hinduism, Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, 
Christianity, Islam—as a colossal picture on a vast world-canvas.
I shall put together here for clarity of comprehension a few 
sentences from her great addresses on this subject.

“The Sat-Chit-Ananda of the philosopher, of the spiri
tual mystic, is expressed in the concrete form of the 
Trimurthi, Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva.” ^Hinduism).

“The Fire is not dead; it is only smouldering on its 
ancient altars; white hot are the ashes, ready to reburst 
into flames.” (Zoroastrianism.)

“A life beautiful in its purity, radiant with love, with 
compassion, with all the tenderest qualities of the human 
heart.” (Christianity.)

“Do you not feel his (Muhammad’s) fascination,—the 
power in him that made men suffer tortures and face death 
for his sake; that has made the love for him last through 
the centuries?” , (Islam.)

“Keep your own faith, but honour the faiths of your 
brothers; religious unity is no more to be found in the form 
of a single religion, but in the realisation that all faiths are 
one, that all faiths have the same origin and lead to the 
same end.” (Theosophy.)
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I shall finally refer to Mrs. Besant’s “History of the Great 
French Revolution.” We see in it  her shaping genius and her 
mastery of form, Mr. C. Jinarajadasa, now President of The 
Theosophical Society, says in his foreword to the new edition 
of the book: “Her colleague, Charles Bradlaugh, had a fine 
library, one especially remarkable for the large number of works 
on the French Revolution. Among these were many compila
tions which recorded what the newspapers of Paris said day by 
day during the Revolution itself. Here was a plethora of material, 
and Annie Besant read and digested it all.” She wrote the work 
from the standpoint of the people. Her far-seeing mind has given 
us an artistic presentation which shows the deepest springs of 
the Revolution. She says: “Luther rang the first stroke of the 
bell which tolled in France for the execution of the oldest 
monarchy. But, for France itself, we will take Louis XIV as 
the most prominent founder of the French Revolution, the 
builder who laid the corner-stone of a temple to Freedom, while 
he dreamed he was the architect of a Bastille, the monarch who 
undermined the throne, the despot who paved the way for the 
feet of Liberty.”

Dr. Besant’s clear vision of the Indian ideals of art is best 
seen in the last of her Kamala Lectures in Calcutta University 
in 1924-1925. In them we see the seed-bed of the beautiful rose- 
garden, Kalakshetra, now so carefully tended by the Queen of 
Art, Srimati Rukmini Devi, who is not only a supreme exponent 
of the supremest of Indian arts, the Bharata Natya, but also a 
symbol and a  shrine of the Indian ideals of art.

To what I have said above I could add many passages from 
her writings showing how every idea and activity of Dr. Besant’s 
fused the true, the good and the beautiful into one, but the 
above will serve. I t was her self-dedication and devotion to tru th  
tha t led her on throughout her life like a  Pillar of Fire. She
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shrank from untruths and unrealities, from shows and make- 
believes, and followed

“knowledge like a sinking star 
Beyond the utmost bound of human thought.’'

She says in her autobiography: “But here, as at other times,
I  dare not purchase peace with a lie. An imperious necessity 
forces me to speak the truth as I see it, whether the speech 
please or displease, whether it bring praise or blame. That one 
loyalty to Truth I must keep stainless, whatever friendship fail 
me or human ties be broken. She may lead me into the wilder
ness, yet I must follow her; she may strip me of all love, yet I 
must pursue her; though she slay me, yet will I trust her; 
and I ask no other epitaph on my tomb but ‘She tried to follow 
Truth’.”

I cannot close this appreciation of Dr. Annie Besant as an 
artist in literature better than by quoting from her Autobio
graphy another passage which is beautiful in itself and also 
revelatory of her unique merit and message for our age: “What 
religion has to face in the controversies of today is not the un
belief of the sty but the unbelief of the educated conscience and 
of the soaring intellect; and unless it can arm itself with a loftier 
ethic and a grander philosophy than its opponent, it will lose its 
hold over the purest and the strongest of the younger generation.”
Yes, Dr. Besant is the friend of the educated conscience and of 
the soaring intellect of our era, and has vitally helped Religion 
to have its hold over the purest and the strongest of the younger 
generation.
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DR. BESANT: PRACTICAL AND MYSTICAL
PSYCHOLOGIST

BY E, MARION LAVENDER

“With telescope and with microscope, with scalpel and with 
battery, Western Science interrogates nature, adding fact to fact, 
storing experience after experience, but coming ever to gulfs 
unfathomable by its plummets, to heights unscalable by its 
ladders. Wide and masterful in its answers to the “How?” the 
“Why?” ever eludes it, and causes remain enwrapped in gloom.
Eastern Science uses as its scientific instrument the penetrating 
faculties of the mind alone, and regarding the material plane, 
as maya—illusion—seeks in the mental and spiritual planes of 
being the causes of the material effects . . . .  It is of curious 
interest to note how some of the latest theories seem to catch 
glimpses of the Occult Doctrine, as though Science were stand
ing at the very threshold of knowledge which shall make all 
her past seem small.”

So wrote Mrs. Besant in reviewing “The Secret Doctrine” 
by Madame Blavatsky in “The National Reformer” in 1889. These 
sentences show the reason tha t lies behind the great work she 
did in the realm of psychology. I t  also gives one of the keynotes 
of that review tha t made it come as a shock to many of her 
co-workers. For she, agnostic of agnostics, had become gnostic.
At once she had become a declared and valiant exponent of the 
truth of the mighty powers of hidden consciousness over the 
material facts of the universe, having glimpsed the tru th  of the 
vast scheme of the universe, with life indwelling in all things.
Her prompt change of mind and heart startled them, but not 
herself. “The Secret Doctrine” was a crystallisation of previous 
changes. For years there had grown in her, she relates, the 
feeling th a t “something more th an  I had was needed for the 
cure of social ills. . . . Where was the material for the nobler 
social order, . . . .  for the building of the Temple of Man?”
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This epoch-making review was the turning point in the 
search tha t continued throughout her life, an inspiring story 
of the unfolding of powers. For three years previously she had 
studied the more abstruse problems of western psychology, then 
advancing rapidly. Hypnotism, multiple personality, intense 
mental activity when the physical brain was comatose, dreams, 
illusions, insanity, showed depths and difficulties as problems of 
consciousness for which her philosophy had no explanation. On 
reading Mr. A. P. Sinnet’s "Occult World” she found “not the 
supernatural but a nature under law, wider than I had dared 
to conceive.” Next came a study of spiritualism, proving its 
phenomena privately, but, with her quick logical mind, forced 
to refuse its explanations. From such a stand and background 
sprang th a t apparently unprecedented leap into Theosophy, 
with philosophy explaining psychology and the universe of 
matter. The strong combination in her of a materialistic hinter
land and a philosophic foreground produced a true picture that 
became realistic mysticism. Many thought her a strange and 
puzzling compound of knowledge and faith. But to the free- 
minded, Theosophist or not, she showed the way in many realm s. 
to what was in her case actual knowledge.

Dr. Besant was a modern of moderns in psychology. She 
■wrote: ' Theosophy in modem psychology is truly as a lamp in 
a dark place.” Madame Blavatsky gave to her the detrimental 
report of the Society for Psychical Research upon her own powers 
as a test of the sincerity of her change. But her keen intellect 
saw through its falsities, to condemn it as others have also done.
At that time the sum of her knowledge was sufficient for that.
For already she had proved that the toll paid on the path of 
knowledge is “willingness to renounce everything for the sake 
of spiritual truth, and willingness to give all the truth tha t is 
won to the service of man, keeping back no shred for the service 
of self.” The truths Mrs. Besant found she shared generously, 
in psychology as in other subjects.

p- _r A iA
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OR. BESANT: PRACTICAL AND MYSTICAL PSYCHOLOGIST

Only a brief account of the high lights she offered to clear 
the darknesses of science is attempted here. They shone out in 
her customary floodlit clarity. How early, too, were they given!
Appearing in the vanguard of psychological works in 1895, the 
main part of Mrs. Besant’s work in this subject was completed 
within twelve years, given out in books and lectures, these too 
reprinted verbatim as books--such was her power. In 1895, in 
two chapters of “In the Outer Court,” (“Building of Character,” 
and “Spiritual Alchemy,”) there are given both broad principles 
and clear details of importance. First, matters of the past are 
still with us and are our available material; second, the lower 
can be transmuted, not merely purified from the dull dross, but 
changed in its very essence to become a precious gleaming metal.
Analytical psychologists who do not know this latter chapter 
have missed teaching of wondrous help, possibly ever vital to 
the topic. With her method and understanding, mental and 
emotional quirks are sanely viewed, and fear of the unknown 
and the hidden self disappears. The teachings are such as beget 
self-confidence and ability; not confidence in the analyser and 
transference of the burden to him or her, that big difficulty in 
analysis. This book also shows a comprehensive grasp of the 
rationale of mysticism, repeated later in other fashion again and 
again. The reader may not, for instance, know what is “the dark 
night of the soul,” but feels that it is possible to understand it, 
explained and painted as Mrs. Besant does it.

In  “Thought Power, its Control and Culture” (1901) Mrs.
Besant presented a keen-edged tool, but one easily wielded even 
by the inexpert to build the personal self “nearer to the heart’s 
desire.” It antedates the later western schools of thought and 
memory-training with the chapters on “Thought Transference” 
and “Concentration.” Its mighty goal is other than theirs.

Further problems of consciousness received what Mrs.
Besant termed popular treatment in the six lectures given in
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1904, and published th a t year as the book, “Theosophy and 
Modern Psychology.” The difficult paths of the sub- and super
consciousness, of clairvoyance and clairaudience, were followed 
with sure tread, while with the philosophic thread of the 
mechanism of consciousness she led her students through by
paths of the maze as well as along those tha t led to the open 
gate of understanding. The by-paths symbolise problems of 
fixed ideas, of premonitions, of the saint, the martyr, madness, 
genius. No sense of insecurity, of fear of the depths or heights 
of consciousness, remained either for her or for her readers.
The understanding with which she began, the interrelation 
between soul and body, their correspondent evolution, with one 
as cause and the other as result, and with the past as true build
ing-ground for the future, when so acknowledged and in its 
place, this grew ever more clear.

The full philosophy of this scheme of psychology was 
unfolded in what may be termed Mrs. Besant’s masterpiece in 
this field, “A Study in Consciousness,” published in the same 
year. For myself, after study of analytical types of psychology,
I have returned again and again to this book to find a sure and 
reasonable answer to problems otherwise insuperable. It is a 
book for students which carries them into deeper understanding 
of the same subject, followed in the earlier popular series of 
lectures. The second part, “Will, Desire and Emotion,” is also 
a forerunner of, and a guide for, other students who reached 
towards this stage only in this and the last decade.

Three years later Mrs. Besant carried the subjects of 
psychology into another field, yoga, with the lectures, and later 
the book, “An Introduction to Yoga.” That is, Yoga, the law of 
psychology, “the systematised knowledge of the unfolding of 
consciousness applied to the individualised self.” In this teaching 
there is a more difficult goal, beyond the practice of the average.
Yet for her the vision is one, the earlier stages but part of the
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whole. The goal of her psychological alchemy she had sketched 
earlier in words from the Christian scriptures: “We all, with 
open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are
changed into the same image from glory to glory.” Changed_
by the process of evolution th a t leads us to self-direction, into 
the “same image.”

Let the final words of this last book give further details of 
tha t grand seonian change and of its goal: “We talk brother
hood; but how many of us really practise it? Greater than  bro
therhood is identity, and the realisation of Self as one. The Sixth 
Root Race will carry brotherhood to the highest point. The 
Seventh Root Race will know identity, will realise the unity of 
the human race. To catch a glimpse of the beauty of th a t high 
conception, in which we are all one life, even to do th a t lifts the 
whole nature towards divinity, and those who can even see tha t 
unity is fair, they are nearer to the realisation of the Beauty 
th a t is God.” Verily, changed into tha t “same image.”

However far you so, and however minutely you examine 
Nature, you still find that God cannot manifest himself out
wardly in form except by beauty.

ANNIE BESANT.
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THE ARTISTIC SIDE OF ANNIE BESANT
BY Rt’KMINI DEVI

When 1 first saw Mrs. Besant I  was twelve years old, and 
my first impression was that a great Rishi like Vasishta or 
Agasfchya, of whom I had heard so much from my father, had 
come. I was sitting in a pony cart with my sister as I saw this 
Rishi in a car; and for the whole day we were discussing the 
grand majestic appearance of this person. Later my father gave 
us the name and description of this individual. The greatest 
artist is one who is an embodiment of beauty; and to me Annie 
Besant became this embodiment. My own artistic nature was 
deeply satisfied just to watch her. On another day, I saw her 
standing on the platform of the headquarters hall of the Theoso- 
phical Society giving a lecture. I did not understand a word.
Generally I preferred to watch the elephants on the walls rather 
than hear people speak. But some unknown beauty in her voice 
turned my eyes from the elephants, and I gazed upon her 
so intently that through this gazing I saw visions of the future.
I was so lost that I was almost dragged away from the place, 
for the lecture had been long over, and they were removing the 
carpets from the floor.

At the age of sixteen, when I came to her to receive her 
approval and her blessing on my marriage, I understood a little 
English. I gave up school, and the first advice she gave me was 
to become an expert housekeeper and a cook. I  took this up 
seriously. Every Sunday I invited her to a meal which I prepared 
myself, and for which I beautified my home with flowers and 
kolam. She was very pleased, and was eager to see what changes 
I would make each time she came. She wanted to see all the 
beautiful wedding presents, and told me to keep true to the 
most beautiful and simple traditions of Indian life. She said 
"I do not like Westernised Indian Women.” She told me to
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wear only beautiful colours, never white without any border, 
nor black and brown. If I work for Art today, it is due to the 
understanding education that she gave. I was much with her, 
and used to watch the great joy she experienced whenever she 
saw anything beautiful, a coolie woman with a bright coloured 
sari, a little brass cooking vessel, or a piece of embroidery, tier 
great pleasures infected me with the desire to watch everyday 
things and I remember one occasion when we three, she. Dr.
Arundale and I, were walking together, and we all stopped, and 
for at least half an hour studied the men who were dragging 
water for the coconut trees. I saw then the graceful dark forms 
of the Indian working man.

Mrs. Besant did not generally like ball-room dancing or jazz.
In those days no one thought of an Indian woman dancing, I 
had just seen Anna Pavlova, and I was full of inspiration. It 
was in 1925 and we were all travelling together. I remarked that 
I would like to dance. Everyone around me was shocked and said 
“What an idea’"! She smiled and said, “I think it will be a 
beautiful thing to see Rukmini dancing.” In 1928, before I even 
studied dancing, I was asked to produce a variety entertainment 
(which description I intensely dislike) for the 1st of October, her 
birthday. She brought many of her friends, and Sir C. P. Hama- 
swami Aiyar was sitting next to her. I produced Tennyson's 
Queen Guinivere as well as a little Temple scene of Kwan-Yin, 
the Chinese World-mother.

She was so pleased tha t she requested me to produce 
it in town and to give the money I earned equally to 
a maternity hospital for the poor and for the Society for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. She asked me if I would 
object to her taking part also! She offered to recite the poem 
while the action of the sketch was going on. This was done 
for three successive nights, and each night she recited as she 
alone could with her magnificent voice and gestures. Immediately

< V \
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afterwards she sat in the wing, and watched with intent pleasure 
the Chinese sketch. She was so inspired by this that she called 
me into her room and made me wear a beautiful Chinese necklace 
of hers which I wore invariably for the part of Kwan-Yin which 
I took. When the three days were over she said to Dr. Arundale 
and me “I have not recited this poem since I was 19, and I had 
no time to look into Tennyson's book," We both remarked that 
we noticed nothing but the beauty of her rendering. She smiled 
and said, “Well I just improvised some verses at the moment.”
We were greatly surprised, and we tried to find out if there was 
one among the many scholars who were present who noticed 
this change. Dr. Arundale himself, who had specially studied 
Tennyson, noticed no change. Such was her mastery over 
language, prose and poetry. My art movement began on her 
birthday. On my programme was printed the names of actors 
and Mrs. Annie Besant’s recitation. My first earning went to the 
animals and the poor whom she loved and whom I love.

Mrs. Besant will always remain my inspiration in Art. Great 
sculptors, poets and painters have been inspired by someone 
who is an embodiment of Art. For me, my inspirer has been, 
and continues to be my mother Annie Besant; while others were 
sceptical and were shocked at the idea of my dancing, she was 
pleased, and saw a future for me through it.. In 1931, very near 
the end of her days, I gave a programme of dancing. She could 
not come, and many who came spoke in horror. She sent for 
me and said that it was such a disappointment for her not to 
have been able to come down, and would I dance for her in her 
room! I did; and this inspired me never to think anything of 
public opinion. She used to say that the revival of Indian Art 
is one of the great things of the future, and that she felt sorry 
she could neither sing nor paint! But she used to play the piano 
and C. W. Leadbeater, who had heard her, said to me, “If she 
was not a great statesman and orator, she could still be one of
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the greatest singers, actresses or pianists in the world”, for, he 
said, “her knowledge of music is great, her voice is beautiful, and 
her touch on the piano was equal to any of the greatest pianists 
of the day.”

The most important attribute of an artist is Intuition. This 
she had in everything in life. What surprised many of us was 
her taste in Indian music. Though she did not know it technic- 
ally she was able to contact the spirit of It. I t is impossible to 
enumerate the number of ways in wliich she encouraged Art 
and artists. In 1916, when the two sisters Eleanor and Kathleen 
Elder were filling Adyar with Greek dance, I remember the 
occasion when she sent for them, and they returned with their 
arms filled with silver gifts. She was so grateful to them for 
bringing beauty into the lives of so many.

In 1921, when Mrs. Besant founded the 1921 Club at the 
Gokhale Hall, she opened an Art Section and regularly attended 
its meetings. She was always the gracious hostess to many world 
famous artists like Rabindranath Tagore, who nearly always 
stayed in Adyar, and to Sarojini Naidu, Harindranath Chatto- 
padhyaya, Leopold Stokowski and others. Her Kamala lectures 
in 1924 at the Calcutta University contained a great masterpiece 
of exposition of Indian Art and History. She was greatly 
interested in the birth of the Bengal school of painting, and 
encouraged exhibitions of Indian paintings everywhere, and 
gave support to all who worked for this cause. Her tribute in 
this cause went chiefly to J. H. Cousins. In this way was Dr.
Besant a mother of many Art movements in India, and the 
birth of Kalakshetra itself owes its origin to her.

To Annie Besant Art and Religion were one. To a great 
yogi who has the vision of the highest, beauty and wisdom are 
one. What she said herself is th e  essence of Art.
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To a humble follower and child of hers, she herself is the 
yogi or sage who combined both, and through whom Beauty 
itself becomes Religion, and Religion Beauty.

Homan wealth and hum an power, hum an fame and human 
fflory, these are only the things of a moment, unworthy of the 
eternal Spirit; but Art, which is the  pursuit of Beauty, Religion, 
which is the seeking after God. these are indeed the 
trne ends of life; to them points our evolution; towards them 
our growth is (tending.

ANNIE BESANT
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ANNIE BESANT, THE BRIDGE-BUILDER
B Y  ANNA K AM ENSK Y

To be great is to transcend ail which is small, personal, 
national, racial, sectarian, and to open the spiritual eye so as to 
see a problem from its very centre, in an objective and imper
sonal way. I t  means the art of building bridges. Dr. Annie 
Besant was a perfect expert in this great art. I t  was the secret 
of her great influence and of the success of her world-activity.

In the field of Religion, she taught us to see the universal 
root of ail religions; to find their esoteric source, and to realise 
th a t they are only a partial reflection in time and space of the 
one and universal Religion of Love and Wisdom. Therefore all 
religions are sisters; each one brings a celestial message of our 
divine heritage.

In  the realm of Social Activity, she gave “Dharm a” as the 
main note of the future civilisation, where duties shall come 
first, and rights afterwards, the recognition of a duty to a larger 
Self, the organised Nation, the State, and duty to the whole 
humanity. A friendly collaboration of all classes, nations and 
races was necessary for a World-Government.

In the field of Education Dr. Besant advocated the culture 
and refinement of thought, emotion and will for the building 
of strong and noble character. lo  do the work of Reconstruction, 
men and women must be inspired by the highest ideals. The 
intellect can create a brilliant technical civilisation, but there 
cannot be a real hum an culture without the wisdom of the heart 
The brain must become the servant of the Spirit.

In Politics she taught us to stand for great principles, such 
as freedom and brotherhood, and to rise above all narrow 
nationalism and sectarianism, for there is no other way to world- 
peace.
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In the kingdom of Art, she showed its link with the Divine 
and spoke of the artist as of a messenger, She tried to awaken 
the artist in us and to teach us the greatest of all arts, the art 
of building bridges, the fine a rt of life.

In the field of Science, she showed the parallelism of Laws 
on all planes of being, the reflection of the Macrocosm in the 
microcosm, and the necessity for Science to recognise the 
universe as an expression of the thought and will of the Creator.

As a great Spiritual Teacher she taught us to ally the spirit 
of the thinker with the devotion and courage of the knight; to 
be a Brahmin and a Kshattriya; to lead a deep inner life, and 
to be active in the outer world. The bridge which she built so 
royally was the bridge between East and West. She showed us 
how precious for the world would be a collaboration of the East 
with the West, and how enriched and helped the West would 
be by the spirituality of the East. She advised India to keep the 
link unbroken and to prepare herself for her mission, for she 
believed in the universal mission of India.

The New Era she said, will be coloured by a new conscious
ness born of the great ideals of the East and spirit of active 
service of the West. But there must be harmony between the 
inner and the outer individual and this required a big effort of 
heart and will. We must make order in our life, discipline our 
thoughts and emotions, transm ute our desires into high aspira
tions. This is why she gave so much of her time and attention 
to psychology, ethics and spiritual alchemy. She not only made 
an appeal to a nobler life, but she tried to show us how to lead 
it and how to hasten the process of conscious evolution, so as to 
achieve our ascension to the summits of our being and to make 
our soul a true vassal of the Spirit.

Such books as “The Outer Court”, “The Path of Disciple- 
ship”, “Introduction to Yoga”, will remain for ever as guides 
and inspiration for those who seek the Truth.

' G% \
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As to the Bhagavad-Gita, which was especially dear to her, 
she did not look a t it as on a beautiful Eastern Scripture, but 
saw in  it an appeal to the hum an soul, independently of race, 
nationality and religion.

All the souls in  search of Truth and Wisdom she saw as 
parts of a  radiant golden chain of Love, and she spoke of the 
responsibility of each link to be pure, strong and active, not 
merely for the privilege and joy of being so, but for the sake of 
the world. For with every failure of a link, the whole chain 
suffered, and with every effort to rise, the whole chain was 
helped a little higher.

Dr. Besant taught us to build bridges not only between 
hum an beings, but also with animals, plants and stars; bridges 
with our younger and elder Brethren, with all beings of the 
universe.

To many of us she has been herself a living and wonderful 
bridge. The example of her heroic life, the wisdom shining 
from her magnetic personality, the fiery eloquence of her 
speech, so full of power and of harmony, her greatness and her 
sweet simplicity, all this stirred in  our hearts a flame of devo
tion and of enthusiasm, which led us joyfully to the consecration 
of our life to the service of the world.
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WOMAN AS MOTHER
BY ANNIE BBS ANT

An unfamiliar article of 1923 showing: the author’s detailed 
interest in the welfare of women and children. She was herself 
then inspiring' and helping the Women's Home of Service and 
Baby Welcome, run near Adyar by the Women's Indian Associa
tion. Other similar institutions arose; and official Child Wel
fare and Maternity Centres were established in many parts of 
India. Her desire for the social and political emancipation of 
women and their effective entry into the life of the country has 
since then been to a considerable extent fulfilled, and is hoped 
to be completely so in the era of freedom now at hand.

Many are the parts played by the feminine half of human 
kind in the evolution of Humanity; we see her as slave, drudge, 
millhand, employed in manual labour with the men of her 
class, but worse paid and as a factory owner said before a 
Royal Commission in England on Factory Labour—“more 
docile”, We see her as queen, amazon, warrior-leader of 
masculine armies, poet, novelist, singer, actor, and in later days 
entering the learned professions side by side with men; we see 
her as lover, wife and friend, faithful unto death. But her 
supieme office, that which builds alike Nations and Homes, 
without whom Humanity cannot exist, is Woman the Mother’
I t remains for ever true, as Manu said, tha t “God created 
Women to be Mothers, and to be Fathers, Men.” For Motherhood 
her physical body is built; the ineradicable difference, as 
Humanity is now shaped, is tha t Woman is the nourisher and 
Man the actor. In  her predominates, physically, the glandular 
system, in him the muscular; the glandular is the physical 
organ of emotions, the muscular is the physical organ of activi
ties. It is Woman as Mother whom Nations have deified; she is 
spoken of by Manu as “the Devi” (The Angel), “the Light of 
the Home”; in eastern countries the oldest mother takes highest 
rank in the household, she rules the men of the household and 
men of even mature age will obey her; her authority is final

' GofeN.
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This is at once the strength and the weakness of all social 
movements in India. The seclusion of Indian women, over a 
large part of India for some centuries, has narrowed their views 
and their sympathies, and the prevalence of the English Edu
cation of boys while, until lately, girls were outside it, has 
deprived their opinion of weight in public matters, while in 
social customs, affecting home life, they have remained supreme.
Religions by heredity and training her religion is more devo
tional than intellectual in most cases, more ceremonial than 
philosophical; she is a passionate devotee, but, in modern times, 
rarely a sage. For centuries she has not taken active part in 
public life, save when born in royal families, as she was wont 
to do in earlier days. But she is intensely practical, and what 
she learns she puts into practice. Very swiftly is she awakening 
now, and reclaiming her ancient Power, and movements for 
Social Reform such as the abolition of child marriage, the 
education of girls, the checking of infant mortality—-these will 
never sweep the country until Indian women take hold of them.

The need is great and pressing, for the strength of the 
Nation, the robustness of men, the prevention of the nervous 
diseases to which educated men are peculiarly liable, with the 
premature old age which has replaced the long lives so frequent 
a century ago. These evils are largely the result of premature 
motherhood, of ill-nourished childhood, of unhealthy conditions 
surrounding expectant mothers, the passing away of customs 
essentially hygienic, carried on under religious sanctions, un
replaced by similar care, based on scientific authority. When 
women work in the factory, when they are crowded into large 
towns and dwell in congested chawls, they are flung into condi
tions unknown to the traditional village life, are left without 
help ,in adapting themselves to the new ways, and the infants 
die like flies, death-doomed ere yet they are born.

Let us glance at a few facts; in 1918, in British India, there 
were 8,430,560 births—a birth-rate of 35 per 1,000. In that same
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year the actual number of infant deaths was 2,252,034—a death 
rate of 267 per 1,000, In the Central Provinces and Bihar the 
birthrate was highest, 43 per 1,000; the death rate among in
fants was also highest; the ghastly number of 399 per 1,000 was 
reached, Under these circumstances one wonders how many 
more die without record, and we know not how many of those 
who survive grow up feeble, ailing, and gradually wither away.
One cause for this is child motherhood. In Calcutta alone the 
recent Bengal census records 18,256 child-wives, of whom 14,749 
are between 10 and 12 years of age. There are 2,696 child- 
widows under 15. Mal-nutrition before and after birth is another 
and even greater cause among the poor; in our free schools for 
Panchama children in Madras, a medical examination showed 
that 78 per cent of the little pupils were suffering from mal
nutrition. This is, in fact, the danger which threatens the life 
of the Nation, for it means low vitality and feeble grip of life.
If epidemics sweep away millions, it is because such tens, of 
millions are perpetually under-fed; starving fathers generate, 
and starving mothers give birth to infants that are starved 
before they are born.

But this problem of India’s poverty cannot be dealt with 
here. Let us rather consider what we can do to ameliorate the 
evils which at present we cannot cure.

The question of Public Health, including Child Welfare, 
however, is one to which England has only awakened quite 
recently as being a National responsibility, for the Ministry of 
Health was only established in 1919, to co-ordinate the various 
Government Departments concerning the Health of the Nation.
A Ministry of Health is sorely needed here in every Province, 
and it should specially concern itself with Child Welfare. The 
clash of the two civilisations, eastern and western, is here one 
of the greatest obstacles, and the Government of Madras did well 
in appointing a Committee to investigate and report on* the
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indigenous systems of medicine, the  report having ju st been 
issued, For th e  huge needs of India can only be m et by utilising 
to th e  full her own resources, the Health Ministry being placed 
under Indian control, one of the wisest things done by the Lady 
Chelmsford All-India League for M aternity and Child-Welfare, 
being the classes held in Delhi for the improvement arid train ing  
of the Indian midwives or dais.

An agency th a t should be devoloped here for the care of 
expectant mothers among the poor, is an  adaptation of M aternity 
and Child Welfare work, carried on in  some of the large provin
cial towns by their enlightened Municipalities, such as th a t  off 
Bradford in Yorkshire. The care of m other and child is bestowed 
upon them during the ante-natal as well as the post natal period, 
and the m other is attended to and helped in her own home, or 
in the M aternity Hospital, as the case may be. Some lectures 
illustrated with lantern-slides prepared by himself were delivered 
In Madras by Mr. C. Jinarajadasa and aroused m uch apparent 
interest among the  City Fathers, b u t nothing has come from 

> them. The appeal m ust none the less be repeated to the educated 
Ind ian  Public, until it  is induced to  take up the problem 
‘seriously, in order to solve it.

An educational campaign among the educated is needed to 
spread through them among the masses knowledge of m other- 
craft, of the care needed before and after birth, of the healthy 
feeding of young children, the basis of strong and healthy m en 
and women. Nothing in la ter life can make up for the m al
nu trition  of the infant and young child, and no subsequent care 
can remedy the injury wrought by ignorance or carelessness on 
the child-body. Physical care is the supreme need of the young 
child, good food, good air, sufficient sleep, happiness and guarded 
freedom. If too many of our college youths are weedy and 
anaemic and are tired out nervously when they have “finished 
their education’V are weary and languid instead of being full
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of energy and joyous springing life, the cause may be sought in 
over-young parents, ill-chosen and often over-stimulating food 
and too little sleep in childhood and adolescence.

For the children of manual workers and of small traders, 
clerks, and all with limited means, we need pre-natal and post
natal clinics, Mothers’ and Babies’ Convalescent Homes, Day 
nurseries for infants and young children whose mothers are 
employed in factories—a National fault in any case—play
schools for the little ones of four or five to seven years old, 
medical inspection of all schools, and careful recording in every 
school of the health and growth of students. For women manual 
workers we need legislation, giving maternity benefits--wages 
during at least six weeks before and two months after child-birth 
with the very lightest work amidst pleasant surroundings.
Freedom from anxiety, from roughness of language and manner, 
from any unkindness and harshness, is the right of the expectant 
mother; these things affect the unborn child and handicap the 
harmonious development of the plastic form.

In the United States of America, under the Department of 
Labour, there is a Children’s Bureau, which has it in charge to * 
investigate and report to the Department “upon all matters 
pertaining to the welfare of children and child life among all 
classes of our people”. I t is specially to investigate the questions 
of infant mortality, birthrate, orphanage, juvenile courts, deser
tion, dangerous occupations, accidents and diseases of children, 
employment, legislation affecting children.” I t issues a “Care of 
Children Series,” and in the first of these, “addressed to the aver
age mother of this country,” presents facts she ought to know 
from the beginning of pregnancy to birth registration. I t  is stated 
in a letter published at the beginning tha t about 42 per cent of 
the infants who die under 1 year of age, did not live through one 
month after birth, and about seven-tenths of tha t number died 
as a result of ante-natal conditions or of injury and accident a t
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birtil Another of these pamphlets deals with “Child Care” 
during the Pre-School Age, i,e. from 2 to 6 years of age, the two 
preceding ones being called respectively, Pre-natal'. Care and 
Infant Care, A little series of this kind in the vernaculars might 
prove very useful in India.

Another U.S. organisation is a “Federation for Child Study” 
intended “for the purpose of helping parents to make their 
parenthood more intelligent, more efficient, and of the highest 
use to their children”. One of the results of the study was to 
discover that a large part; of our child population suffers 
regularly from, raal-nutrition. We have seen that a large part 
ot the juvenile delinquency arises from the neglected leisure of 
the children”. A Play School was established for neglected 
children with the happiest results. This again is an idea which 
might be utilised in India.

Bombay started an Infant Welfare Society in 1919, and has 
eight centres running in 1923. 689 children received milk or 
were fed at the centres during last month. The attendances 
during the month were no less than 12,562, and the health 
visitors paid 2,789 visits to mothers in their homes.

The Lady Chelmsford’s league has issued a useful little book 
on Maternity and In fan t Welfare, wherein much practical advice 
is given on the ways in which, the Health Visitors may help the 
women they visit. Here in Madras, Lady Willingdon is carrying 
on an active crusade on behalf of the welfare of the little ones 
with the marvellous energy and unwearying kindness which are 
her distinguishing characteristics. In Delhi, there is an  admir
able “Baby's Welcome”, where two self-sacrificing women devote 
themselves to the care of the infants and the helping of the 
mothers. All these are signs of the awakening social conscience, 
and when the Women of India really take hold of this matter,’ 
they will work a revolution, and become the saviours of the 
children of the poor.
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DR. BESANT AS MOTHER
BY HER SON BIGBY

In connection with this Centenary volume I have been asked 
to contribute a note on such phases of my Mother’s life as I  
hold in special memory. To me, whose remembrances of her 
cover close on three quarters of the hundred years, there can be 
but one aspect on which to write: it is summed up in the word 
Mother. Others can speak of her as President, as Occultist, as 
great Orator, as leader in many fields. I confine myself to the 
more domestic and personal side of her eventful life.

Looking back over more than seventy years, I have a dim 
recollection of her at Sibsey Vicarage. She was then immersed 
in the theological misgivings tha t had followed upon the High 
Church Anglican views in which she had been brought up. She 
had then already written, at the age of nineteen, her first 
pamphlet entitled “Notes on Fasting, by a Layman”. This was 
published in 1870 and was followed by a supplementary 
manuscript, extant but unpublished, on “Fasting Communion”.

As her views gradually and painfully changed, a series of 
pamphlets based on Theistic lines ultimately resulted in her 
leaving Sibsey and starting life afresh by taking a small house 
at Norwood, with her mother and my little sister. Liffe was very 
difficult for her in those struggling days. Her earning powers 
were small and, characteristically, she sacrificed herself to main
tain her small household. My earliest letter from her dates from 
this period. Her plans were then unsettled and she spoke of 
emigrating, but fortunately this intention was never carried out.
At that time she was of slight build and somewhat delicate.
Though long busy with her pen she had not yet begun to speak 
in public. But she must have already had it in mind, for she 
consulted her doctor on the subject. His verdict was decisive 
—it will kill or cure you Her first lecture was given shortly 
afterwards.
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A little later, after her mother’s death, she moved to Morti
mer Road, Kilburn. There 1 recaJl vividly her tiny study, lined 
with books from floor to ceiling. She was musical and in her 
scanty leisure she would often sing to us children. Later on, 
she told me that had she not taken up lecturing, she could have 
become a first class singer, as her vocal chords were so perfect.
By this time, however, her public career had become fully started 
and she had already delivered a notable course of lectures on 
the French Revolution. She so steeped herself in this work 
tha t she saw all the characters as living persons passing before 
her. The volume has recently been republished at Adyar.

Passing over the next few years of strenuous activity in many 
fields, we come to her Theosophical period at Avenue Road.
Early in 1890 she was living there alone, but preparations were 
already being made for the Community settlement. I t was a 
large house, now pulled down, with an extensive garden. At 
tha t time she had a sunny study on the ground floor leading, at 
the back, to the dining room. These rooms were later occupied 
by Madame Blavatsky, and my mother moved to a bed-sitting 
room upstairs. A copy of the regulations governing the Com
munity is now deposited at the London Headquarters of the 
Theosophical Society.

Amongst her many activities the Girls’ Club at Bow and the 
Match-makers’ Union then played a leading part. Every Mon
day evening found her there, signing the contribution cards, 
carrying out her duties as Secretary, and towards midnight 
walking back over Primrose Hill to Avenue Road. Then began 
tha t life of many wanderings tha t was to continue throughout 
the next forty years. After a visit to America in 1891 as H.P.B.ls 
representative, she made her memorable first visit to India in 
1833. A most interesting account of the impression she made 
there is given in Colonel Olcotts’ “Old Diary Leaves (Fifth 
Series)”. Many such visits followed, interspersed by lecturing
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tours to the United States, and in 1908 to Australia, where my 
sister had the privilege of attending her throughout.

When the Avenue Road Community had broken up my 
mother had no longer any London home. Her old friends Mrs 
and Miss Bright then came to the rescue and with them she 
lived most happily for many years, whenever her world-wide 
activities included sojourns in this country. They were ideal 
hosts. They left her entirely free and I owe them a debt of 
gratitude for giving me the freedom of their house. This en
abled me to call on mother daily, on my way to work whenever 
she was in London, and, needless to say, I took full advantage of 
the privilege so generously granted.

In 1930, she returned to England for the last time, accom
panied by our President. My daughter and I met her at Boul
ogne. She had had a tiring journey from Italy and looked 
very very aged. She gave a few lectures that year, but Queen’s 
Hall was no longer possible. I like to recall tha t one of her last 
acts in this country was to attend my daughter’s wedding. 
Many of us saw her oil a t Paddington Station on that final 

I journey to her beloved India; and though she expressed her in
tention of coming back to us in the following summer, we ail 
felt sure that this was not to be.

May I in conclusion add tha t it has ever been a source, of 
wonder to me what karmic link could have brought her and me 
into such intimate relationship. I t  must have been a very 
powerful one. In many small ways it  enabled me to be of some 
service to her in her outer life for over forty years and I can only 
trust that, as she once wrote to me, the link between us will 
last 'Till death and-after”.

Soon after the Autobiography had been published, Mr. 
Gladstone, who was then 84 years of age and who had just 
retired from the Premiership, wrote a somewhat severe criticism
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of the book and, with the self-confidence of youth, I ventured to 
write to him challenging his views and urging that if he could 
meet Mother he would revise his judgment. He wrote a charm
ing letter in reply, which I give below.

Hawarden Castle,
Chester,
October 4, 1894.

Dear Sir,
I thank you sincerely for the singular gentleness with which 

you treat me in your very kind and also very touching letter.
It scarcely admits of argument from my side—for who 

would argue with a profoundly affectionate son to prove to him 
(and I cannot prove, for I have only such conjectural knowledge 
as the book supplies) that his mother was not exempt from the 
general law of human kind, and consequently had imperfections?

At an earlier period I should have been happy to make Mrs 
Besant’s acquaintance: but my age and the condition of more 
senses than one are now great impediments to the extension of 
my circle.

One word of explanation on my article, only to say that 
what it imputes to the book is what I  have known in actual life 
as attaching to estimable excellent, perhaps even illustrious 
characters.

I remain dear Sir,
With sincere appreciation.

Your very faithful
* W. E. Gladstone.

Digby Besant Esq.
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MRS. BBS ANT IN THE HOME

BY ESTHER BRIGHT

To have known Annie Besant in  the  intim acy of the home 
has been a  g reat joy and  happiness. When she left Avenue 
Road, my m other and I  begged her to come to  us and look on our 
home as her own, and th is  she did for m any years on her visits 
to England. She did feel absolutely “a t home” w ith us, inviting 
whom she liked, going and coming on her m any journeys, and 
being sure when she crossed our threshold of peace, understand
ing and love. We never troubled h er with questions, bu t ju s t 
backed her up in  every way we could.

X remember I  felt, whenever I  opened our front door5 th a t 
a treasure awaited, me. She had a  real affection for my m other, 
and tru sted  in  her judgem ent, They were both good fighters!

We used to ride in  the  park  every m orning before breakfast, 
and th is helped her physically. She loved a  good horse, bu t 
i t  had to be full of sp irit and  life!

Annie Besant was a  most dear companion as well as a  
wonderful teacher Thousands know w hat she was on the 
platform , full of courage, spreading tru th  and beauty in glowing 
words which w ent s tra ig h t to the hearts of her hearers. B u t 
she was always nervous before a  g reat lecture in  the Queen’s 
Hall, and she often pretended to rebuke me for m y  “h e a rt
lessness” when I assured her smilingly th a t her nervousness was 
a  good sign, for it m eant she was going to deliver a grand 
lecture.

Yes, thousands knew her greatness as leader and orator; 
bu t no t m any knew her in  the  privacy of the home—a simple, 
most lovable woman, full of thoughtfu l care for all, w ith a  de
lightful sense of hum our, enjoying the little happenings of life.
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She never dropped a friend, even when she was sometimes a t
tacked by those whom she had trusted.

I travelled with Mrs. Besant in many European countries, and 
rejoiced to see the love and reverence given to her by all who 
came in contact with her. She touched the souls of the people, 
and they gave of their best to her. My many memories of her 
are so beautiful; she is as real to me today as ever, and I look 
forward to the future when I  may serve her ancl work with her.

Im portant as economics may be and are, behind economics 
lie men and women, and unless those men and women are 
trained into a  noble humanity, economic schemes will fail as 
hopelessly as any political schemes can possibly do.

ANNIE BESANT.

i
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ONE OF THE WORLD’S GREAT SOULS
BY D, GRAHAM ROLE

Dr. Annie Besant was one of my best friends and an inspira
tion to me for over a quarter of a century. Her untiring energy 
and her readiness to meet and tackle any problem or situation, 
however difficult or impossible it might seem, made one realise 
how much could be achieved if one only pu t one’s back into it 
and refused to believe th a t there was such a word as ‘impossible’.

I  had the great privilege of working closely with her both in 
India and in England. When she started the “Home Rule for 
India” movement in India in the year 1914,1 was one of the very 
first to join, as I realised with George Lansbury th a t God 
had not yet made the nation th a t was fit to rule another. At 
th a t time nothing seemed so impossible as a United India th a t 
would be self-governing, and it  is due to her more than  to any 
other individual th a t India is now free and independent,

Dr. Besant had a lively sense of humour and a large fund of 
stories. On my remarking to her once th a t th a t side of her was 
unknown to many of her followers she said th a t without a strong 
sense of humour she could not carry on with her work.

If it  will not be misunderstood I would say Dr. Besant had a 
m an’s brain. She was able to and did tackle the most intricate 
legal problems in a way th a t astounded and brought warm ap
preciation from leaders of the English bar. In some of these 
m atters I was closely associated with her day after day for 
many months and could only marvel a t her grasp of the  pro
blems and handling of the most difficult, points. At little more 
than half her age I  could only wonder and admire the energy 
which enabled her to go on when I was pretty well exhausted.

Dr. Besant had the ability to get the best out of people and 
to encourage them to undertake work th a t they themselves
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never believed they were capable of carrying out, I  myself had 
experience of th is with her. She trained people—not by telling 
them  what to do and exactly how to do it, but by giving them 
a job of work to  do and letting them grow by finding out for 
themselves the best way to do it.

Dr. Besant never asked anyone to take any statem ent on her 
authority. If you realised it was true accept it  and act on it; 
if not, lay it aside and later on you m ight come to  realise the 
tru th  of it. Trove all things: hold last th a t which is good” 
was the kind of advice she gave.

I can only be grateful th a t I  had the immense privilege of 
being so closely associated with her. Week after week for years 
I had a letter from her and the tie between us was very real.
She indeed was one of the world’s Great Souls

If the sein e of honour, of duty to a class, can toe expanded 
to include the nation, we shall have at work in  our midst the 
most binding form of obligation.

ANNIE BESANT.
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DR. BESANT, THE STATESMAN
B Y  N. S B I BAM

The late Lord Haldane once paid a tribute to Dr, Began t as 1 
a great statesman of her time. Lord Haldane was himself a 
man of that class and a deep philosophical thinker, besides being 
for many years the Lord Chancellor of England and an import
ant Cabinet Minister on whom his colleagues relied for wise and 
weighty advice. The constructive qualities of Dr. Besant’s 
mind have nowhere been more strikingly displayed than in 
the Commonwealth of India Bill, of which she was the principal 
architect, and in the whole effort that culminated in that Bill.
In 1023. now nearly a quarter of a century ago, almost imme
diately after the coming into force of the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Reforms and the collapse of Mr. Gandhi’s first Non-Co-operation 
movement, she started the idea of Self-determination for India, 
and with much hard work created an all-parties’ organization, 
first called the National Conference and later the National Con
vention, to implement that idea. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, hap
pily still with us, was the Chairman of that body, and she her
self as the General Secretary carried on her shoulders the 
Herculean task of trying to turn the minds of the people Into a 
constructive effort to settle the political problem once for all by 
a measure of India’s own devising, placing India’s relations with 
Britain on a footing of complete freedom for India and equal 
partnership in the affairs of the Commonwealth. Unfortunately, 
her efforts did not succeed, due partly to a certain lack of con
fidence in themselves on the part of India’s elder politicians, 
who looked to Britain for the bestowal of her freedom, and partly 
to the demoralization and apathy of a public which had been 
carried to a pitch of excitement by the non-co-operation wine 
and dropped to find its level when the crash came of their high- 
flown hopes and expectations. It is only in 1946, twenty-one 
years after the introduction of the Commonwealth of India Bill
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in Parliament, th a t there came into being a Constituent Assem
bly in  Delhi, composed of India’s leaders, to undertake the task 
of determining the future Constitution of India.

Dr. Besant believed firmly in a system of Self-Government for 
India based on village autonomy. It was the ancient village 
system, destroyed by the East India Company—the “village re
publics” of India-~to which she attributed the wealth for which 
India was famous among the Nations of the past, and she 
planned in the Commonwealth of India Bill to make tha t system 
once again the basis of India’s political system.

With the village as the foundation of Government the 
structure of the Bill rises stage by stage, as a natural pyramid 
to the All-India or Central Government, the intervening stages 
being the Taluk, the District and the Province. Each of these 
five spheres of Administration is made autonomous within its 
limits, and the responsibility for the proper discharge of the 
duties assigned to each is vested in a body elected by a qualified 
electorate. The executive authority in each is made responsible 
not to a  superior bureaucracy but to the local representative 
Council. This principle is the same throughout, though the 
designation of the Council is different in the different spheres: 
for the Village the Village Panehayat; in the Taluk the Taluk 
Sabha; in the District the District Samiti; for the Province the 
Provincial Legislature; and for the Centre the All-India Parlia
ment.

The principle that governs the distribution of functions 
among these five spheres is the maximum of decentralization 
compatible with political unity and efficient Government.

In  an extensive country like India with variegated condi
tions, democracy in a centralised form would inevitably mean 
Government in ignorance of local needs and conditions, and 
proportionately long-drawn in the processes of its functioning.
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The fingers of the Central Government m ust necessarily be 
uncertain in its grasp of affairs pertaining to remote and tiny 
areas, removed from it by four or five bureaucratic joints. The 
saying “Delhi is far-off” holds good even to-day for administra
tive purposes, in spite of the wireless and aeroplane. Dr, 
Besant’s idea was that with local initiative and local resources 
it must be possible for local needs to be promptly and adequately 
met.

The powers of the Village Panchayat are given below in 
order to show how substantial they are, covering the day to day 
needs of the people.

“Powers of the Village Panchayat:
“(a) Education and Recreation.—Primary Schools, Village 

Workshops, Libraries, Parks, Gymnasia, Recreation 
Grounds, etc,

“(b) Protection.—Control over erection of buildings, Sani
tation and Conservancy, Prevention of Public Nuis
ances, Sanitation at Fairs and Festivals, Medical Help 
and Village Dispensary, Control over offensive and 
dangerous trades, Village Cattle Pounds, Registration 
of Births and Deaths, Civil and Criminal Jurisdiction 
in simple cases exercised by an appointed Bench, 
Village Police, Local Militia, if necessary,

“ (c) Economic and Industrial  Administration.—Co-operative 
Stores and Banks, Wells, Tanks and Canals, Cottage 
Industries, Village Irrigation, Village Fairs, Cattle 
Stands, Village Forests and Grazing Grounds, Roads 
and Bridges, certain powers of local taxation and 
other works of public utility, handed over by the 
Taluk Sabha.”

The powers of the Taluk Sabha and the District Samiti are 
on similar lines and aim at a development of the village acfci-
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vities Thus, while the Village looks after the Primary School, 
the Taluk is assigned Lower Secondary Schools, and the Dis
trict has charge of higher Secondary and College education, 
including Technical Institutes. Under the head “Education” 
the three heads (a), (b) and (c) make a natural classification 
and are to be found in the arrangement of the functions of the 
Taluk Sabha and District Samiti also. What is said with re
gard to education is an illustration of the grading which is 
observable throughout the Bill both in the assignment of func
tions and in the qualifications required of the elected and the 
electors in each of the five spheres.

For the election of the Village Fanehayat each year all the 
village adults (men and women) are given the vote. For elec
tions to the Taluk Sabha once in two years, certain elementary 
qualifications are required, namely, service as a member of a 
Village Panchayat, or bare literacy, or the earning of a small 
monthly income, or possession or occupation of a little land, 
implying capacity to earn, cultivate or manage. For elections to 
the District Samiti, once in three years, somewhat higher quali
fications are prescribed: Service as a member of a Taluk Sabha, 
or primary education, or ownership or occupation of land for 
which more tax has to be paid, or higher monthly income. For 
elections to the Provincial Legislature, once in four years, still 
higher qualifications; for the All-India Legislature, elected once in 
five years, higher still. The highest qualification of all is exacted 
for the Senate or Upper House of the All-India Parliament. The 
property and income qualifications were prescribed only out of the 
practical necessity of laying down some concrete and readily 
ascertainable means of presuming capacity and character, 
not as carrying an inherent right of the propertied man to legis
late for his fellow-men.

In every one of these five grades, except the Village, mem
bership of the representative body is based on a somewhat higher
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qualification than the right to vote, and is restricted to those 
who either have the necessary academic education or have had 
schooling in the service of others. For instance, membership of 
the District Samiti is only for those who have had education up 
to the lower secondary grade or are ex-members of Taluk Sabhas, 
although the qualification to be a voter for the Samiti is only 
primary education or the other qualifications indicated above.
The qualification for membership of the Senate (the upper 
House of the All-India Parliament), being the highest of all, is 
given thus: “A person to be included in the electoral panel of 
the Senate shall be a person eligible to become a member of the 
Legislative Assembly (the Lower House), must have rendered 
conspicuous public service and have completed the age of thirty 
years.” The minimum age for membership of all the lesser 
bodies is twenty-five years.

What is stated above gives an idea of the extreme orderli
ness and attempt at scientific grading which characterizes the 
provisions of the Bill.

Dr. Besant had no faith in the democracy of multi-headed 
ignorance. She taught that character, knowledge and service 
alone gave the right to authority. Adult suffrage, except in the 
village, where every villager knows the local problems and needs, 
was in her view, a “rule of thumb’’ method which will not solve 
delicate and complex problems. Democracy is still in the stage 
of crude experimentation, being largely a battle-ground for 
contending interests and passions, and she hoped that India, 
with all the maturity of her experience, would lead the way by 
devising a system which retains all that is best in the demo
cratic principle and yet conduces to rule by men and women 
who possess genuine knowledge and disinterested wisdom.

It is needless to say that from the angle of the Common
wealth Bill there is no place for communal electorates, though 
there is a temporary reservation of seats for Musalmans, and
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none for artificial weightage; there is no countenance of the 
idea that religion or community should be a reason for granting 
or denying special privilege.

In the Fundamental Eights, which are also a feature of the 
Bill, all are “equal before the Law,” without distinction of class 
or sex, and there are the usual Freedoms of conscience, religion, 
expression of opinion, of person and property. In addition to 
these, there is “a right to free elementary education.”

The Bill did not attempt to include in its Constitution the 
Indian States, because the time was not then ripe for such a 
move, although Dr. Besant favoured the proposal of Federation 
when it took shape later and came up for discussion at the 
Round Table Conferences of 1931 and 1932. The Preamble to 
the Bill shows tha t the exclusion of the States was of a temporary 
nature.

In dignified language the Preamble thus sets forth the 
aims and principles of the measure:

“Whereas it is the desire of the Indian People to exercise 
anew the ancient and recognised right of Self-Govern
ment, enjoyed by their ancestors from time immemorial, 
and to recognise H IM . the King-Emperor as their 
Sovereign and the Protector of their Commonwealth, 
and to provide for the exercise of th a t right from the vil
lage upwards in each successive area of wider extent, to 
be earned by character or public service;

? “And whereas it is necessary for the dignity, peace and
contentment of the People of India and also for the wel- 

* fare and continued amity of the British and Indian 
Nations, tha t India should be placed on an equality with 
the Self-Governing Dominions, sharing their responsi
bilities and their privileges, as a Free State in the Federa-
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tion of Free States owning allegiance to H.LM. the King- 
Emperor;

“And whereas it is convenient to continue the five aieas 
of the Village (Gram or Mauza), the Taluka (Tehsil or 
Sub-District comprising a group of villages), the District 
(Zilla), the Province (Rashtra)., and India (Hindustan), 
excluding for the time being the Indian States, as units 
of Government;

“And whereas it is necessary for the preservation of the 
liberty of the subject and the efficient discharge of the 
functions of Government, that its three great spheres 
of activity, Legislative, Executive, and Judicial, in so far 

v as may be consistent with public weal, shall be inde
pendent of one another.

u

Be it therefore enacted, e tc /’

Note the words “the ancient and recognised right of Self- 
Government,” “the preservation of the liberty of the subject,” 
and “the continued amity of the British and Indian Nations.”
Dr. Besant knew India’s past and had magnificent visions of a 
future excelling the splendours even of that past. She believed 
that not only must India as a Nation be free (in her days there 
was no mention of two or more nations), but each individual 
must enjoy all lawful freedom. Dr. Besant proclaimed with her 
inner knowledge and faith that Britain, which .more than any 
other Nation, has exemplified in her institutions, literature and 
history the spirit of such freedom, was brought here by India’s 
Rishis in order to prepare India to rise to her future possibilities.
She therefore worked for the continued amity and co-operation 
of Britain and India as free and equal partners in a world-wide 
Commonwealth of Nations, neither wholly western nor wholly 
eastern, but united by a common bond of ideals and principles.
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Now th a t India is free a t last, she has cause for profound 
gratitude to this ancient daughter of hers and messenger of her 
Rishis, who came from abroad in western guise in order to 
awaken her to the greatness of her past and her possible future, 
while yet few among her sons were able to exercise th a t vision.
The splendid hopes and ideals which she proclaimed so eloquen
tly through forty years of unremitting labour for this land, 
which she loved to call her Motherland, are with u® still, and 
they remain as an abiding inspiration to be realized and fulfilled 
by India’s sons and daughters in the use they shall make of their 
freedom,

liberty is a, great celestial Goddess, strong, beneficent, and  
austere, and she can never descend tiipon a nation by the 
shouting; of crowds, nor by arguments of unbridled passion, 
nor by the hatred of class against class,

ANNIE BE’SANT.
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THE CHAMPION OF THE OPPRESSED
BY KAMALADEVI

Some personalities are of an epoch and some of all time.
To the latter category belongs Mrs. Annie Besant, one of the most 
unique and greatest personalities the last century produced: 
endowed with a rare mystical sense which made her keenly sen
sitive and alert to all humane psychosis, a giant intellect th a t 
ever battled to comprehend each problem to its very depths, and 
a deep love for humanity which counted no cost too great to 
serve its welfare. I t  is best to describe her nature in her own 
words: “Under the soft, loving, pliable girl there lay hidden, as 
much unknown to herself as to her surroundings, a woman of 
strong dominant will, strength th a t panted for expression and 
rebelled against restraint, fiery and passionate emotions th a t 
were seething under compress”. This more or less gives the key 
to her character.

The quality which pervaded her life seems to have been 
humanism, a deep urge to relieve humanity of suffering, to 
soothe, to comfort. As she confesses: “I read tales of the early 
Christian martyrs, and passionately regretted I was born so late 
when no suffering for religion was practicable”. I t seems there
fore inevitable th a t all her life she should espouse the cause of 
the poor, the lowly, the down-trodden. She cared nothing at 
first for politics and its compromises; but whenever politics 
touched on the life of the people they became of burning in ter
est to her. She was a Home Ruler, and a passionate opponent 
of all injustice to weaker nations, so th a t she always found her
self in opposition to the Government of the day. “Against war, 
against capital punishment, against flogging, demanding 
national education instead of big guns, public libraries instead 
of warships—no wonder I was denounced as an agitator, a 
firebrand, and th a t all orthodox society turned up a t me its 
most respectable nose.”

is
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One of the earliest of such causes tha t she espoused was 
th a t of population control. In a pamphlet known later as the 
“Knowlton Pam phlet” on the Law of Population, she ran up 
against the law. But with her indomitable courage she faced 
it, and made history by winning all along the line.

I t  was however a heavy price th a t she had to pay for her 
honesty of purpose and her single-mindedness in pursuing what 
she thought was right. When she ceased to be moved by the 
conventional religion, she ceased m aintaining those religious 
observance she had been brought up to. The Knowlton pamph
let was the last straw and she was deprived of the custody of her 
children. I t  was one of the biggest blows in her life, but she 
bravely consoles herself, ever transm uting the pain in her 
heart into a  passion for hum anity’s service: “determined that, 
robbed of my own, I would be a mother to all helpless children I 
could aid, and cure the pain a t my own heart by soothing the 
pain of others;” and even though she came out of the legal court
room with dying colours, th a t it was an  agonising experience is 
revealed in her own words; “What tha t trial and its results cost 
me in pain, no one but myself will ever know; on the other 
hand, there was the passionate gratitude evidenced by letters 
from thousands of poor married women—many from the wives 
of country clergymen and curates—thanking and blessing me 
for showing them how to escape from the inevitable hell in 
which they lived. The ‘upper classes’ of Society know nothing 
about the way in which the poor live; how their overcrowding 
destroys all sense of personal dignity, of modesty, of putward 
decency, till human life is degraded below the level of the 
swine. To such and among such I went and I could not grudge 
the price th a t these seemed to me as the ransom for their re
demption. To me it m eant the losing of all th a t made life dear, 
but for them it seemed to be the gaining of all tha t gave hope 
of a better future. So how could I hesitate whose heart had been 
fired by devotion to an ideal hum anity?”
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She extended her crusading campaign to the cause of the 
Irish peasants who were being evicted. She plunged into the 
match-workers’ strike and said “white slavery in London must 
end, for, while the match company reaped huge profits, the 
girls were being paid 4 sh. a week.” Then there followed others, 
the aockers, box-makers and the like. Mrs. Besant’s pen and 
tongue alike worked like piercing lightning, in the cause of the 
oppressed and the exploited.

Then on to India which she adopted as her home and where 
she laid down her life fighting the same great battle to make 
life brighter and finer for those in the basements and the slums. 
Characteristic of her life was the incident when the Governor of 
Madras said to her, “Mrs. Besant, you must stop your political 
work in its present form,” and she as placidly as ever replied:
“Your Excellency, I must go on and as I think best,” whereupon 
she was interned, an action which was described as a lion being 
tickled by a mouse.

Today India has almost attained the goal for which Mrs.
Besant strove so nobly and selflessly. Yet her ideal is but a 
dream, and on the occasion of her Centenary, we cannot do . 
better than reiterate her birthday message given just 30 years 
®go: “If liberation meant for me the desertion of the suffering, 
the miserable and the ignorant, I would say, no liberation while 
those are bound, but the effort to break their bonds, or to share 
them while the bonds remain unbroken . . . .  I have no desire 
to leave a world of bondage until I  have seen my race go on in 
front of me . . .

m
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DR. BBS ANT’S RESPECT FOR LAW
B y N. CH ANDRASEKHA RA ITER

In the good old days, when political idealism in India was 
looked on with disfavour, and when even a mention of the idea 
of political self-determination spelt disaster for those who en
tertained any such , notion, Dr. Besant inaugurated the Home 
Rule movement and spread it  over the land, even a t the sacrifice 
of her own personal liberty. While it is true th a t she recognised 
no limitations whatever to the highest political destiny for any 
country, she was a t the same time an unflinching supporter of 
law and order, and condemned violence and excesses in no un
certain terms. Anything th a t brought about chaos and a vio
lent disruption of the structure of society or government, met
with her stern disapproval.i

This feature of her work deserves particular mention a t 
the present juncture. In her perpetual struggle for freedom 
of conscience, individual as well as national, and in the fight 
She waged unflinchingly for Indian liberty, it should be re
membered th a t she never countenanced the breaking of any 
laws or the upsetting of any constitution. Throughout her 
life she worked within the law for the abrogation of obnoxious 
measures. In other words, she was w hat may be described as 
a constitutional agitator and not a rebel. Though she hit hard, 
she never h it below the belt. She knew the. proprieties of 
political warfare perfectly well, and never deviated from the 
ordinary decencies of the fight.

Built up as she was in this mould, what has now come to be 
known as Satyagraha, or passive resistance, made no appeal 
to her, and when th is was preached successfully to the masses, 
she had to step aside from the arena of combat.

There may be room for honest difference of opinion on the 
adequacy or sufficiency of the steps taken or the methods pursu-
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ed by her in the struggle for freedom, but there can be no doubt 
that she fought resolutely, bravely, incessantly, with steadfast
ness of purpose and singleness of aim. She fought keen and 
clean; she nurtured no hatreds; there were no reservations in 
her loyalties to friends and causes; and her extraordinary 
generosity of outlook endeared her even to her opponents.

Within a hundred years of her birth, we have reached the 
threshold of our freedom. This was her cherished ambition, and 
every ounce of physical and intellectual energy she had was 
spent by her to achieve this end. With joy and enthusiasm, the 
advent of Indian Independence day—15th August 1947—was cele
brated all over the land, though it was not the independence of 
a united India but of a dissected India owing to fundamental 
and unbridgeable disagreement among ourselves. When the 
time comes for writing the history of India in the twentieth 
century, Dr. Besant’s name will find an honoured place among 
those who worked selflessly for Indian national regeneration 
and progress, She was one of the chief architects in the build
ing of modem India in many material phases of her march to
wards freedom. Her memory deserves to be cherished with love 
and gratitude by generations of Indians and Britishers.
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-‘ALL THINGS TO ALL MEN”
Contemporary Finiai

BY GECKOE S. ABUNI»AUE

I .................
I t is not easy to write about Mrs. Besant. She is so much 

“all things to all men” that any particular word-picture is a 
picture of her in one of her aspects only. Thousands of people 
throughout the world owe to her motherly guidance and protec
tion their peace of mind, the inspiration of their lives, the 
happiness of useful and congenial work. Each one of these 
thousands has seen in Mrs. Besant his own ideal. As she is to 
him, so he would wish to be to others; and each has seen in her 
the vision of his own perfection. . . .

. I am wondering how I like best to picture her in my 
mind. . . .  I See her enduring bravely and cheerfully hostility, 
criticism, disapproval; and, as I have seen, she returns love for 
hostility, tolerance for criticism, goodwill for disapproval

People often say that Mrs. Besant has so lofty a nature that 
she cannot feel all the opposition which from time to time 
arises. I t is quite true that none of these outer discords dis
organise the inner harmony, but I believe th a t Mrs. Besant feels 
the discord all the more from its entire absence from her own 
nature. . . .  It is her duty to feel, and to experience the 
penalty greatness has to pay for living amid ignorance. But for 
all the sorrows and the heartaches we may cause her, she returns 
to us compassion.

We who live around her begin to understand th a t in our 
hurry to point out defects in others we forget tha t perchance 
we are but looking through our own; for she, so much more 
perfect, sees in others so much more good. . . . Where she 
is, there the path is seen as one; where we are, the paths are
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seen as many; and it is ever difficult for us to realise th a t the 
paths all others are treading are the paths which lead them to 
the goal.

See how she meets men of every faith . . . * W atch the 
Christian receive from her a knowledge and love of the Christ 
and of his faith far deeper than  ever he had deemed possible 
in this age of criticism. She the Hindu . . become through
her secure and firm in  an understanding of Hinduism which 
he had hardly thought possible , . so with the Parsee, the 
Mussalman, the Buddhist.

Is she not, indeed “all things to all men”? Herself dwelling 
in the life within all form, she changes but the outer garment, 
never the life within—for that is changeless . . . . She identi
ties herself with none, and yet with all. I remember on one 
occasion her writing to me, when the choice was between sup
porting me because of my known devotion to her, or condemning 
my action for the sake of the greatest work: “Remember, my 
dear, th a t the work is more to me than you are.” Not th a t the 
person did not matter, but that the form m ust not obscure the 
light she had to shed upon the paths of countless thousands 
throughout the world.

II
If I look back on her work in the Central Hindu College,

I see her as one who gave fire to the students as a whole, and 
no less to each individual pupil, however young, however 
ordinarily unreceptive to external influences.

I  th ink  tha t one of Mrs, Besant’s most glorious services to 
education in India lay in the great foundations she then laid 
of a deep and reverent insight into the essential value of reli
gion, and into the essential brotherhood of all religions. She 
would tell the students, with eyes afire, of the deep worth of 
true and unselfish patriotism. She would reveal to them  how
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passionately she herself, foreign-born though she was, but 
mainly Irish, as she would say with a provoking twinkle in her 
eyes, loved this adopted Motherland of hers (India). She 
would declare in the most inspiring accents th a t no sacrifice 
could ever be too great in the service of India, and her young- 
audience would be breathless in eager yearning. She would 
speak to them of reverence as of no less splendour than com
passion, and she would speak as none but she could speak of 
the wondrous reverences whereby India’s past became great, 
and by the example of which India shall become great again as 
her sons and daughters strive to reach the stature of their Aryan 
nobility. She would speak to the parents and teachers of the 
reverence-worthiness of their children, and she would speak to 
the children of all tha t they owed to parents and teachers.

Mrs. Besant wanted the students of the Central Hindu Col
lege and Collegiate School to be good students. She wanted 
them to be good a t sports of all kinds. But above all she wanted 
them to be gentlemen in the finest sense of the t e r m. . . .  I 
do not think she had a greater pleasure during her association 
with the Central Hindu College than when a Director General 
of Education in India wrote th a t the students of the College and 
School had good manners and were gentlemen. . . . And 
she was ever emphatic that graciousness, courtesy, reverence, 
friendliness, compassion, service, and where expedient sacrifice, 
understanding, dignity, grace—these were the vital subjects of 
education, and m ust always come first, m ust always have pre
eminence over all other elements of education.

I l l
One of the most beautiful documents of Annie Besant’s life, 

one of those by which I believe she would like to be remembered, 
is the great Presidential Address to the thirty-second Indian 
National Congress in Calcutta in 1917. I t was written, of 
course, after she had been released from internm ent, and was
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the subject of much research and moat careful consideration,
I remember how she would shut herself up in her rooms day 
after day with books, newspapers and pamphlets borrowed from 
every library in Madras, public and private, intent upon giving 
of her very best both out of respect to the great body which 
had elected her, and as a clarion cal! to the remembrance of 
the past and to action for the future.

I am very much tempted to quote copious extracts from this 
wonderful address. I must content myself, however, with two 
short extracts, one from the beginning, the other from the end.

In  the very opening itself she says, referring to her intern
ment;

While I was humiliated, you crowned me with honour; 
while I was slandered, you believed in my integrity and good 
faith; while I was crushed under the heel of bureaucratic 
power, you acclaimed me as your leader; while I was silenced 
and unable to defend myself, you defended me and won for 
me release. I was proud to serve in lowliest fashion, but 
you lifted me up and placed me before the world as your 
chosen representative. I have no words with which to thank 
you, no eloquence with which to repay my debt. My deeds 
must speak for me, for words are top poor. I turn  your gift 
into service to the Motherland; I consecrate my life anew to 
her in worship by action. All that I  have and am I lay on 
the Altar of the Mother, and together we shall cry, more by 
service than by words: Vande Mataram (worship the 
Motherland).

And then the peroration, the concluding paragraph of the 
Address:

After a history of millennia, stretching far back out of 
the ken of mortal eyes; having lived with, but not died with, 
the mighty civilisations of the past; having seen them rise
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and flourish and decay, until only their sepulchres remained, 
deep buried in earth ’s crust; having wrought, and 
triumphed, and suffered, and having survived all changes 
unbroken; India, who had been verily the Crucified among 
Nations, now stands on this her Resurrection morning, the 
Immortal, the Glorious, the Ever-young; and India shall 
soon be seen, proud and self-reliant, strong and free, the 
radiant splendour of Asia, as the Light and the Blessing of 
the World.

IV
One of the reasons which enabled Dr. Besanfc to travel so 

constantly without feeling the ill effects of the many incon
veniences to which travellers m ust inevitably be subject was the 
light-hearted way in which she travelled. She was the most 
delightful companion in trains, in steam-ships and in aeroplanes 
—this last mode of travelling being her particular delight, 
partly because she could do more work in a shorter time when 
she made an aeroplane tour, and partly because she felt a 
sense of deep exhilaration in the heights and in the free 
spaces in which the airship flies.

Mrs. Besant had an extraordinary capacity for penetrating 
into the essential spirit of the many countries she visited. The 
enthusiasm she aroused everywhere she went was very largely 
due to her obvious understanding of the soul of the people, to 
her undoubted sympathy with their needs and aspirations, and 
to her wise suggestions whereby these might be more effectively 
pursued. She was not a foreigner anywhere. In France she 
always spoke French, and one of her greatest triumphs was her 
extraordinary address a t the Sorbonne in 1911 on the message 
of Giordano Bruno to the Modern World. The Sorbonne is the 
great central hall of the ancient University of Paris, and holds 
about 4,000 people. On this occasion many hundreds sought 
admission in vain to a lecture which revealed, as many who were
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present said, Giordano Bruno as he had not been revealed, be
fore.

Another highlight was the series of demonstrations in 
honour of Annie Besant’s completion of fifty years of public 
life. It is quite impossible to describe the enthusiasm and 
reverence with which she was acclaimed at each gathering, the 
deep affection and gratitude with which she was enveloped by 
vast audiences. Whatever she may or may not have been in 
previous incarnations, she became a heroic figure as Annie 
Besant, one of the small group of those who will be remembered 
as the advance guard of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

/JcaUr  o-p fifca.. JQusvmgs 
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DR. BESANT

His .Late Highness The M aharaja of Aiwar. B ajputana:
Purity  of life and love of hum anity were the ideals 
she placed before the people. She rendered invalu
able service to the cause of education in India.

Miss M argaret BondfieldL First woman Minister in  the 
British Parliam ent:

I  want to say particularly how wonderfully she has 
been a  forerunner of many things th a t we now 
take in our national life as a n a tu ra l course.

Subhas C handra Bose. Former President, Indian 
National Congress:

In  the opinion of every section of Indian thought, 
regardless of religion or politics, it was she who 
laid the foundation of all real and lasting union 
between the East and the West,

Claude Bragdon. Noted American architect:
Another woman (a t a lecture by Mrs. Besant) 
wanted to know w hat one should do if, loving a 
person, th a t one remained indifferent or even 
hostile. “Go on loving!” Mrs. Besant thundered 
forth in  th a t  magnificent voice of hers.

Commander, J. Leonard Gather. President, National 
Council for Animals’ Welfare, London:

Among the m any expansions of awareness in  which 
the influence of Dr. Annie Besant may be traced, 
th a t of the  recognition of the dignity and value 
of the anim al kingdom, of its relationship to 
hum anity, and  of hum an responsibility towards it, 
is not least.
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Bfiiss Clara Codd. International Theosophical. lecturer:
What I like best to remember of Mrs. Besant was 
her extraordinary sweetness and strength. How 
dear she was to little children, to the distressed 
and the bewildered. I have seen her wonderful 
compassion and magnanimity, and have experienced 
them myself.

Will Levin gt on Comfort. Eminent American novelist:
My love for the Bible today, arid for the sacred 
'writings of the Farther East, as well as the un
common inner tendency of my work as a  modern 
American novelist, are all directly traceable to tha t 
little book of Mrs. Besant's, “Thought Power”, my 
greatest reading experience.

Earl De La Ware (late). Intim ate friend of Dr. Besant:
I myself, for as many years as I  can remember, 
have looked to Dr. Besant as one of my chief 
inspirations.

Mrs. Charlotte Despard. Famous leader in Woman 
Suffrage:

Her chief gift is th a t she is one of the strongest 
and foremost of those who lifted us out of the 
narrow materialism th a t weighed upon the nations 
in the mid-Victorian era, and offered to them large 
vistas of life.

Sir Mohammed Habibullah. Member of Viceroy’s 
Executive Council; Dewan of Travancore:

Her great dream of life was to see a self-governing 
India, and she laboured hard for its achievement.

Viscount Haldane. Former Lord Chancellor of Britain:
Her life has been one of the highest public spirit 
and of strenuous purpose in its execution.
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Dr. John Haynes Holmes. Famous American religious 
and social leader:

No personality of her period has a clearer title to 
fame and honour. Whatever the mysteries of her 
inner life, there was a planetary splendour' about 
her which poured lustre upon the world.

Sir Akbar Hydari (late). Prime Minister, Hyderabad:
I make bold to say that not the least of the forces 
that have made modern India is the work of the 
Theosophical Society during the last 50 years, 
(1925), guided and inspired for more than half of 
that period by the selfless activities of its 
distinguished President, Dr. Annie Besant.

Dr. M. Ft. Jayakar. Leading nationalist politician:
Whatever progress the country has achieved is 
largely the fruit of her labours.

Sir Cowasji Jehangir. President, National Liberal 
Federation of India:

Annie Besant is the greatest woman of this genera
tion, a great orator who excelled even Gladstone, 
a person who loved India, and whose honesty of 
purpose was unquestioned.

His Excellency Qaed-e-Azam, M. A. Jimiah. Former 
collaborator with Mrs. Besant in politics; first 
Governor-General of Pakistan:

No other person has worked and served our cause 
with such singleness of purpose, devotion and 
transparent sincerity as has Mrs. Besant She 
has sacrificed all that she could. What for? For 
the freedom of India.

Professor Bliagat Ram Kumar. Principal, The Theo
sophical College, Madanapalle, Madras Presi
dency.
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One lesson is vividly impressed on the mind, th a t 
work never kills. Few have worked and fought as 
she has.

Robert, R. Logan. American philanthropist, hum ani
tarian and social worker, long-time friend of 
Mrs. Besant:

During the trip  round Europe, mostly by air (1927), 
when we visited twelve countries in eighteen days,
Dr. Besant gave fifty-six lectures and ta lk s . . , .
How she kept up such a pace was a mystery to the 
rest of us, who, although thirty  years younger, 
were exhausted before the tour was com pleted.. . .
As for animals, she embraced them all in her sense 
of justice and the universal brotherhood of life.

Sir R. P. Paranjpye. Former member of the Indian 
Council; Representative of the Government of 
India in Australia:

Mrs. Besant is perhaps the greatest foreigner who 
loved India more devotedly than  most Indians.
Her energy a t the age of eighty would have shamed 
a young m an of twenty-five.

Lord Pethick-Lawrence. Some time Secretary of State 
for India; Student of oriental philosophy:

Annie Besant did much to interpret the East to the 
West, and for tha t we all owe her a deep debt of 
gratitude.

Miss Marie Poutz. American TheosophicaJ leader, and 
long-time friend of Mrs. Besant:

After we had sat together in silence for a few 
moments, she said : “I am glad you are not a 
chatterbox!” She knew the power of silence. She 
helped by what she was; a magnificent combination 
of a  world power and a loving mother, so simple in 
ordinary life, so tremendously powerful when the 
occasion demanded it.
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Professor Nicholas Roerich. Famous Russian painter, 
some time head of art-education in Russia:

T his day (October 1, 1947) is for all devotees of 
high culture a truly memorable one. The great
7 ^ 1 Aj?me Besant is evoked again in the minds of all thinking humanity.

L W. Rogers. Some time General Secretary of the 
American Theosophical Society; world lecturer:

When a t ripe old age Mrs. Besant passed on, her 
material possessions were almost nil. Her earnings 
like her mind and heart, had all gone to help the 
lelpless, and so quietly, so silently, th a t very few 

people knew anything about it.

S. Satyamurti. Em inent Indian nationalist:
i hei e are a few scintillating stars to point the way 
to the future hope of humanity. In th a t constella
tion Dr. Besant will always shine as an example 
and exhortation, to humanity.

lo rd  Snell. Economist, Educationist, Deputy Leader of 
the House of Lords:

To no living person do I owe so much as to my 
spiritual mother, Mrs. Besant. Mrs. Besant has 
stood for freedom, she has stood for internationalism  
m its highest sense, for democracy in  politics and 
industry, and above all she has stood for high 
character, for a great example.

Ti e Right Hon. Philip Snowden (late). Some time 
British Chancellor of the Exchequer:

ho woman of this generation has devoted supreme 
gifts of oratory and intellect to great hum anitarian  
causes with such energy and disinterestedness as 
Mrs. Besant.
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Dr. P. Subbaroyan. Minister, Madras Government:
Dr. Besant will always be remembered as one of the 
builders of the Indian nation,

Lokamanya, B. G. Tilak. Famous Indian political 
leader:

If India is nearer the goal, it is due to your (Mrs. 
Besant’s) strenuous efforts.

Ben Tillet. Famous Socialist-Theosophist:
She died with a body spent to its last ounce in the 
service of the people of the world. Knowing no 
country, she knew humanity the better, preaching 
the peace which up to now has passed the under
standing of man.
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“ O MOTHER VASANTA!”
BY G. SRINIVASA M.URTI

Victory for ever and ever to Sri Vasanta who has won Shanfchi 
(the Supreme Peace that passeth understanding), having- 
dedicated herself unreservedly to the service of the 
Venerable Sri Maurya and constantly living the abundant 
life of Naishkarmya Siddhi (attainm ent of Karma-less 
living) in tent on the one-pointed practice of Jnana 
(Supreme Wisdom) and endowed with the grace of 
Parabhakti (transcendent and loving devotion).

O Thou who shinest in the splendour of Viraga, (or Vairagya, 
non-attachm ent), born of Anuraga (devoted and loving- 
attachm ent) to service a t the feet of the Maharishis, the 
great Lords, in tent on the Welfare of the World,

O Mother Vasanta, may trium phant success attend thy 
Centenary festivities now celebrated throughout 
the world f

O Thou whom the knowers of wisdom extol as the great teacher 
Gi Sanatana Dharma and the sure guide to mumukshus 
(aspirants desiring Mukti or Liberation)

O Mother Vasanta, may trium phant success attend thy 
Centenary festivities now celebrated throughout 
the w orld!

3  Thou by whom the held of clear intellect was nurtured with 
lightning-lit showers of brilliant teachings, lightning-like 
in their powei to illumine the mind and to dispel its 
darkness, in order th a t the plants of Naishkarmya, (Karroa- 
sess living) may find abundant nourishment for their 
growth in the field prepared for them,

O Mother Vasanta, may trium phant success attend thy 
Centenary festivities now celebrated throughout 
the w orld!
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v a s a n t a n u s m r t i h. ', * *

IN HOMAGE TO T H E MEMORY OF SRI V AS ANT A

(The original Text in Satnskrit, the English translation 
of which is printed opposite)
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O Thou to whom salutations are ever offered as to one who 
strove incessantly to inculcate here below the fundamental 
reality of Universal Brotherhood as a well-established fact 
of our World Order,

O Mother Vasanta, may triumphant success attend thy 
Centenary festivities now celebrated throughout 
the world!

O Thou than whom there is none more devoted and capable of 
constant and efficient service to Bharata Mata (Mother 
India) a truth which has been amply demonstrated by your 
great deeds performed in her service,

O Mother Vasanta, may triumphant success attend thy 
Centenary festivities now celebrated throughout 
the world!

O Thou whose words of prophecy relating to the coming 
civilizations and governments ring forth surpassingly 
glorious, O Thou, Seer of long-range vision,

O Mother Vasanta, may triumphant success attend thy 
Centenary festivities now celebrated throughout 
the world!

O Thou in whom the learned and wise ones see Vani (Sarasvati) 
herself incarnate, as they listen to the brilliant and delight
ful oratory of thy addresses a t great assemblies of public 
gatherings,

O Mother Vasanta, may triumphant success attend thy 
Centenary festivities now celebrated throughout 
the world!

O Thou who art all-auspicious and endowed with a heart over
flowing with Compassion, Victory to Thee!
Hail, friend of the lowly and the distressed!
Hail, bestower of Vidya (learning), Wisdom, and boons 

prayed for.
Victory to th ee !
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O MOTHER, VASANTAr

0  Mother Vasanta, may triumphant success attend thy 
Centenary festivities now celebrated throughout 
the world!

Victory and more Victory be to Vani, perfect in all branches of 
learning !

Victory and more Victory be to her of purest life and m ind!
Victory and more. Victory be ever to her of noble deeds, treasured 

in History’s records of unforgettable memory.
O Mother Vasanta, may triumphant success attend thy 

Centenary festivities now celebrated throughout 
the world!

' ' c
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A BESANT BOOKSHELF
F or th o s e  in  w h om  th e  “Annie B e s a n t C e n te n a r y  B o o k ” w ill 

a w a k en  o r  ren ew  a n  in terest to  it s  su b ject, t h e  fo llo w in g  sh o r t  

l is t  o f  key-books b y  Dr. A n n ie B e s a n t  is  g iv e n .

History of the Great French Revolution. 1876-83.
The Seven Principles of Man. 1892.
Annie Besant, an Autobiography. 1893, etc.
The Building of the Cosmos. 1894.
The Means of India’s Regeneration. 1895.
The Bhagavad Gita, translation. 1895.
The Ancient Wisdom. 1897.
Four Great Religions. 1897.
Esoteric Christianity. 1898.
Death—and After. 1901.
Thought Power . 1901.
The Pedigree of Man. 1904.
A Study in Consciousness. 1904.
The Wisdom of the Upanishads 1907.
An Introduction to Yoga. 1908.
The Changing World. 1909.

„ The Spiritual Life, 1912.
Wake up, India, 1913.
India, a Nation. 1915, etc.
Lectures on Political Science. 1919.

O th er im p o r ta n t v o lu m es are;

Man’s Life in Three Words.
Law of Action and Reaction,
Memory and its Nature.
Beauties of Islam.
The Religious Problem in India.
Ancient Ideals in Modern Life.
The Schoolboy as Citizen.
Civilisation’s Deadlocks and the Keys.
The United States of Europe.
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JDr. B esant published 330 books? and  pam phlets, and, in  
collaboration w ith others, 25 books m ainly on occu lt and re
ligious subject®.

T h e scries of books under th e  general title , “T he B esan t 
S p irit/ edited by Dr. (J. S. Araudaie, form a  ready anthology o f  
selections o f key passages from  Dr. Besant*® sp eeches and  
writings, .three of the book® being fu ll reprints o f com plete  
works. T he titles  are:

1. General Problems.
2. Ideals in Education.
3. Indian Problems.
4. A Charter of a Nation’s Liberty (Presidential 

Address to the Indian National Congress, 1917).
5. India: Bond or Free? (1926).
6. The High Purpose of War (1926).
7. Essentials of an Indian Education.

Enquiries regarding th e  foregoing books, and others o f her 
long list w hich  th ose Interested m ay desire to read, m ay be 
addressed to  T he Theosophica! Publishing H ouse, Adyar,
Madras 20, India.

■ . YYYYY/:; Y - \Y '' Yi; | |Y ;  :>'Y;j\^Y'':-:Y^;ij; ''^ :Y -Y >  Y w.((:; v.
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Arundale, Dr, G. S. Former Principal of the Central 
Hindu College, Benares, and later of the Indian 
National University. Some time Minister of 
Education of Indore. Succeeded Dr. Besant as Presi
dent of the Theosophical Society 238

Besant, Arthur Digby. Son of Mrs Besant. Fellow and 
Joint Trustee of University College, London. Owner 
of the Theosophical Publishing House, London. 217

Bhagavan Das, Dr. Co-founder with Mrs. Besant of the 
Central Hindu College, Benares. Collaborated with 
her in the famous translation of the Bhagavad Gita.
Ex-Member of the Indian Legislative Assembly. 102

Bright, Miss Esther. Daughter of Jacob Bright, and niece 
of the famous John Bright, “the tribune of the people.”
Long and intimate friend of Mrs. Besant. 221

Chandrasekhara Iyer, Mr. Justice, N. Judge of Madras
High Court. 236

Cook, Sidney, A. Vice-President of The Theosophical
Society. 168

Cook, Mrs. Etha Snodgrass. American worker in The
Theosophical Society. 189

Cousins, Dr J. H. Co-founder of the Irish Literary Revival.
Some time Principal of The Theosophical College,
Madanapalle, India. World lecturer. Art Adviser to 
the Government of Travancore. 176

Cousins, Mrs. Margaret, E. Initiator and worker in 
movements for the uplift of women and children.
First woman Magistrate in India. Organiser of the 
All-India Women’s Conference, and of the first .All- 
Asian Women’s Conference. 189
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Gandhi (M ahatma), M. K. Unofficial leader of reform 
movements in religion, education, economics, politics.
“India's most famous citizen.” 94

Gardner, Edward L. and Adelade. Leading English Theo-
sophists. 172

Gurtu, Iqbal Narain. Ex-Vice-Chancellor, Allahabad 
University. Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Benares Hindu 
University 71

Ismail, Sir Mirza, M. Former Dewan, of Mysore. Prime 
Minister of Jaipur. Prime Minister of Hyderabad.
Worker for educational reform and hum an uplift. 123

Jinarajadasa, C, Lecturer and author. Vice-President of
the Theosophical Society 1921-1928. Fourth President. 3

Kamaiadevi, Srimati. Political and social worker. First 
woman to contest an election in India. Some time 
Organising Secretary, All-India Women’s Conference.
Stage reformer. 233

Kamensky, Dr. Anna Alexevna. Lecturer in Vedanta and 
Aesthetics in the University of Geneva. Former tea
cher in Workers’ University in Russia. Escaped from 
the Bolshevik revolution, and established the Russian 
Theosophical Society outside Russia. 208

Kurtz, Fritz, B.A. American Theosophical and Cultural
leader. 105

s Lansbury, George. Long fellow-worker with Mrs. Besant
in Social reform. First Commissioner of Works in the 
Labour Government, 1929-1931. 25

Lavender, Mrs. E. Marion, M.A., L.L.A. Held various im
portant offices in The Theosophical Society, England, 
and at Adyar. Correspondent of the Olcott School,
Adyar. Publicity Officer, Besant Centenary Cele
brations. 198

INDEX TO CONTRIBUTORS
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Leadbeater, Right Reverend Charles Webster. Bishop of 
the Liberal Catholic Church. Co-Mason. World- 
traveller. Seer, occultist, educationist. Friend of 
Bulwer Lytton, Sir William Crooks, Madame Blavatsky.
Collaborator with Mrs. Besant in occult investigations 
afterwards recorded in famous books. 159

Maiaviya, Pandit Madan Mohan. Founder and Rector of
the Benares Hindu University. 70

Mwthulakshmi Keddi, Dr. (Mrs.), S. Sacrificed a lucrative 
profession to work for social reform, especially among 
women and children, First woman Vice-President of 
a legislative body (Madras), President of the Women’s 
Indian Association, Founder and Director of the 
Avvai Orphanage and local dispensaries for the poor 
in Adyar district. 59

Naidu, Srimati Sarojini. First woman Governor in India 
(United Provinces). Fellow-worker with Mahatma 
Gandhi for political reform. Poetess and Orator, 117

Natesaxi, G. A. Former Member of the Council of State.
Editor, “The Indian Review,” and publisher of many 
noted books. 98

Nehru, The Honourable Pandit Jawaharlal. First Premier
of Hindustan. A leader of the Indian National Congress. 95

Nusserwanjee, Jamshed. Three times, three years each,
Mayor of Karachi. Worker in all good movements.
Disciple of Mrs. Besant from his boyhood. 140 f

Pearce, F. Gordon, B.A. Inspector-General of Education,
Gwalior State. Formerly Chief Commissioner, Indian 
Boy Scouts Association. Noted educationist and 
author. 134

Petbick-Lawrence, Lady Emmeline. Famous leader in the 
Women’s Suffrage movement in Britain, and in move
ments for the uplift of the poor. 151
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Pielou, Pierce Leslie, F irst General Secretary of the Irish 
Section of The Theosophical Society. Student of Irish
mythology. 182

Pole, D. Graham. Eminent British Lawyer, Labour M.P, 223

Rajagopalacliariar, The Honourable, C. Fellow-worker 
with Gandhiji. Prime Minister of Madras Govern
ment. Minister, Interim. Central Government of India,
First Governor of West Bengal after Independence. 58

Ramalinga Reddy, Or C. Vice-Chancellor, Andhra Uni
versity. Eminent speaker and politician. 110

Ramaswami Aiyar, Saehivothama, Sir, C. P. Long time 
fellow-worker in politics with Dr. Besant. One time 
Secretary of the Indian National Congress. Famous 
lawyer, Occupied every position from Leader of the 
Viceroy’s Council downwards. Constitutional Adviser 
to numerous Indian States. Dewan of Travancore 
State. 118

Eamaswami Sastri, Dewan Bahadur, K. S. Retired Dis
tric t Judge. Noted scholar in Indian and English 
literature. Authority on Indian aesthetics. 190

Banganatham , A. Former Minister in Madras Govern
ment. Leading figure in the Young Men’s Indian 
Association. Fellow-worker with Mrs. Besant for the 
uplift of young men. 131

Rangaf.waim Iyer, A. Well-known educationist and law
yer. Associate with Mrs. Besant in politics. 148

Rukmitii Devi, Snm ati. Renowned exponent of Bharata 
natya (classical Indian dance). Revivalist in  all arts.
Founder and Director of Kalakshetra (a rt centre) a t 
Adyar. General Secretary of the Besant Centenary 
Celebrations. 203
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Sanjiva Rao, B. M.A., B.L. Retired Principal of the 
Queen’s College, Benares. Leader of the Rishi Valley 
Educational Trust 161

Sap.ru, The Right Honourable Sir Tej Bahadur, P. C.
Doctor of various Universities. Member of Legislative 
Council, and of the Viceroy’s Executive Council.
Founded non-party political conference. 101

Sharma, M. S. M. Journalist and publicist 125

Shaw, Bernard. World-renowned dramatist and publicist. 17

Shiva Rao, B. Fellow-worker with Dr. Besant on the 
Commonwealth of India Bill. Eminent journalist.
Indian delegate to United Nations General Assembly 
1947. ' 83

Sridliarani, Krishnalal, Ph. D. (Columbia University).
Author, journalist, lecturer and traveller. 150

Srinivasa Murti, Captain G., 8.A., B.L., M.B., etc. Brilliant 
medical career, with military service in the first World 
War. Principal, Government Indian Medical School,
Madras. Director, Adyar Library. 250

Srinivasa Sasfcri, The Rt. Hon. V. S., P. €. One time head 
of the Servants of India Society after Gokhale. Vice- 
Chancellor, Annamalai University. Famous orator, 
and Representative of India to South Africa. 88

Sri Prakasa, B.A., LL.B. (Cantab.), Barrister-at-law.
Member of the Legislative Assembly (Centre). First 
Commissioner of Hindustan to Pakistan (1947). 51

Sri Ram, NHakanta, B.A. Private Secretary to Dr. Besant.
Associate with her in her editorial work. Ex-Vice- 
President of The Theosophical Society, 225

Stead, W. T. Famous British Journalist. 34
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Subramania Iyer, Sir S. Co-founder of the Indian 
National Congress. Three times Chief Justice of 
Madras High Court. Vice-Chancellor of Madras Uni
versity. Long time collaborator with Dr. Besant in 
her political work. Vice-President of The Theo- 
sophical Society. 76

Trilekekar, C.S., M.A. Co-worker with Mrs. Besant in the 
Central Hindu College, Benares. Principal, The Theo- 
sophical College, Madanapalle, and of the National 
College, Sind. Lecturer in the Arundale Montessori 
Training Centre, Adyar. 62

Veale, Helen, B.A. Co-founder, Women’s College, Benares.
, Principal of various advanced schools. 155
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